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FOREWORD

1 This publication is a revision of the 1959 teaching guide for 10th,
year mathematics. ,The original guide was issued to help teachers imple-
ment the mathematics 10 section of the 1957 version of the Litt xark State
SyllabusMathematics 10-11-12. Every teacher of 10th year mathematics.
should have a copy of this State Syllabus.

The aspects in which the preserit edition differs from the original
are as follows:

1. The introduction has been rewritten.

2. Zsc1of
:onterlImbeel ollttd.(For scope, see New. York

State

3. Many alternate sequences
(See also page 6 and the

4. The introoductor'y lessons

5. The .initial
in a separat
system.

are suggested in the to:5ft of the guide.
suggested time schedule which is there.)

have been rewritten.
it

roduction of coordina
hapter to present it

e geometry has been expanded,
s a separate postulational

6. The unit on circles precedes the unit on similarity.

7. A new approach to the unit on ,area has been developed.

8. The unit on regular polygons has been rewritten.

9. A completely revised unit on inequalities. has been developed.

10. Many small. errors have been corrected.

11. To increase the precision of language and thought processe
this publication refers to concepts and mathematical notation
recommended by the School Mathematics Study Group (S.M.S.G.)
and the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics
(U.I.C.S.M.).

. 12. PrOvision for .enrichmeht.has been'included. In particular, the
last chapter suggests places and methods for integrating plane
and solid geometry.

This publication is reissued'to meet the continuing needs of the high
schpols. A program, of revision is currently being carried on by theState
and:the City which will eventually result in new syllabus material.

JOSEPH O. LORETAN
Deputy SUperiAtendent of Schools

July, 1964
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INTRODUCTION

The guide offers approaches which will clarify the.' tenth year part of the
State Syllabus, Mathematics I01-11-12, and suggests teaching, procedures
for achieving the objectiveS,pf that syllabus. By the end of this year
of mathematical, the student should have 'a clear understanding of the

/ major methods of reasoning developed by mankind - 1) induction
'2) deduction. The student' should know that,bothithe inductive and de-
ductive methods are essential to the progress of civilization. They
complement one another in helping man improve his' understanding, not
Only of his physical world, but also of,his philosophical world. The
lessons in this guide,reeind tlIt teacher to ;hake the distinctions between
the two types of thinking frequently and jo test that understanding. The
study of smaller sequences as stresse0 in the State Syllabus is an,impor6-
tant step toward the. better understanding-of the deduCtive process and
postulational systems.

. In our Kr7.12 mathematics courses, we are concerned With the. use of deductive
proof in arithmetic and algebra, as "well as in geometry. The feeling for -
mathematical structure gained through a ,postulational approach to arithme7
tic and algebra cam make them much more meaningful. However,. it is still
true that the dtudy'of geometry in'the Tenth Year can clatify theesSence
of the two methods of seasoning, as they complement one another, better,than
any other single year ofmathematics, and,, if well taught, can give the
student a,lasting concept long after he forgets the details of various
theorems.

Inductive versus DVactive Thinking

'1. The Source of Propositions

In our K-9 classes', students will have reached through measurement or
inspiration, many conclusions about the properties of geometric figured.
These conclusions, and others arrived at quickly at the beginning of.eachj
'new lesson, can now be labeled as propositions - that is, proposals for.'
investigation. The degree of validity of these proposals depends, when
only inductive thinking is beihg done, on the randomness. of the.-sampling
and!the number of'cases tried. There will be many, opportunitiei in Tenth.
Year Mathematics to relnforce the understanding of the dangers of drawing
conclusions from a poo/Ay choten sample - the Common error in reasoning
kApn as 'hasty generalization'. For example, in the initial motivating
exercise of 'a lesson on altitudes, a student dropped a perpendicular to
the base of an isosceles triangle and to the base of an equilateral triangle..
His Idiscoveryl.was, "It seems as if the altitude of any triangle bisects: ,

)`the opposite side."

It ia_suggested that, whatever the intuitkife method (measuring, counting,
guessing) by which a proposition is obtained by the classIthe conclusion
be written: "It seems as if 4:.."

.4
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2. Deduction. V*

,'(;ithe contrary, deduction is* a process in which the validity of the
conclusions does not, in any sense,depend. on the number of cases investi-
gated. The conclUsions are. as valid as the assumptions (postulates) from
which they were deduced. Ve protess.of deduction, in 'which each statement
is valid because the previous statement is valid, and su on bac'to the
unprovedunproved propositions (postulate is one which leads to confidence in the

lI

validity of one's postulates., Students should realize, by the end of the
year, that different sets of postulates lead to different sets of theorems.
Each of 'these structures is as valid in the situation to which it is to be
applied as are the postulates in that situation. Mathematicsddes not deal
with truth in the usual sense of theword.

1

,

.

A distinction should be made betwee4stulatiunal geOmeirrand physical
geometry. It is'impiortant that -student studying Mathematics 10 realize the
difference betWeen, the'concept of a " jilt" or a "line" or a "triangle" and
the dot and ruler drawn "line" or triangle the student sees.on A blackboard,
and a surveyor uses inodeeagning buildings or hiknways.. ,

./ 1 , _
,

k
When we begin with a set of undefined terms and a set of postulate, we

are. considering "geometry" frOm a postulational Point of view, and are develop-
ing,an abstract mathematical system.

. - 4, .

. ,

.
..

.

. iben we use a blabkboard ar notJbook to make drawings of poihts, line,
triangles or other geometrio'figur we are Considering a "model" of. an'
:abstract mathenlaticai system.
- .

. . .

Just as the number "two" is an abstr bt idea, and the numeral'"2" is a
syibol fog this idea, so a "lpe"is a abstract idea and a " ' " is a,symbol
for this abstraCt idea. The student buld realize that the " " is riot at

."line" any more thah "2,' i' . "---e num6r "two,.: '.

4
i .In,the tenth year this idea should be presented informally only, and

occasionally'rePerred to, asfor example in the: following situations:
1 v

, ..1 .

How do you know atthefbisector of an-ahgle of a triangle
., intersects the op site Aide at a point between the other tap
i vertices? See S.M.S.G., Geometry with Coordinates, pdrt I, 4i Vlg 91.

cl

4
How da-ytu know that the diagonals of a\Tarallelaram intersect,
and'ifthey do intersect, how do we know they intersect inside the
parallelogram?

With respect to "betweenness" the student should 'be told that Euclid did
not con1der this boncept, and that this was an error of omission. TheuSua

. -2-
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"pioof" that all'triadgles are isosceles'can be shown after the pupil has
. developed sufficient background to point up the need for consideration of or-,

dear of points on a line. The consequences, of disregarding the axioms on
betweenness isillustrated by such famclus paradoxes as the one above, and
by the,proofthat ah acute angle is equal to a right angle. And, in a bright
classx it can be proved that the diagonals of a parallelogram do intersect
inside the parallelogram usingtheloarallel postulate, and postulates on
betweenness.

For mostclasses, at least tle fact that these are assumptions that we
make should be emphasized. "If thediagonals intersect, then they bisect
each other" could be a wordisg used once or-twice to provide this emOhael:S.'
Critical thinking is an important Objective of Mathematics 10. While we do
riot want to get involved in too 'much rigor, an appreciation of the deficiencies
in EUclid's development of geometry is,desirable.

The set of postulates used must be consistent (conclusions deduced from the
postulates should not be contradictory), and should ideally be independent
(no ore postulate can be derived frOm the others). These 'requirements will
gradually be appreciated by the students; even,though in this course ith
these young peoplel,it is not desirable to limit the set of postulate too_

rigorously. Teachers will Judie the extent to which they wish to be rigorous
in their effort to minimize the number of propositions assumed by their classes
by the quality of the response. Any decision to 'postulate'.a proposition,
all year, should be made by the class keeping in mind the.imaning-of,and,reasons
for using deductive thinking.

3. Why deduction?

In deductive-thinking each proposition is presented for:

a) rejection, b) postUlation (assume'lt) or c)deduction-(provelt).

Why does mankind want to rearrange proposition's in a deduCtive sequence?
Student6 at first are just as convinced of the validity of the discovery thaC
the sum of the angles of any triangle seems to be a straight angle, which they
reached by induction, as they are after theeequence starting with parallel
Alines makes 'them able to deduce the sam7..prOperty. It hakes patient,-careful
planning to reinforce the sophisticated reasons why the many ideas of man
demand a rearrangement into postulational sequence. The Common statements:
"How do you know it is valid for.the thousandth triangle?" or "You reftember in
Geometry we always. prove everything." are not very convincing! The real idea
to be put across is that deduction enables us to do two-desirable things;

a) In the set of discoveries of the scientist from various types
of experimental thinking, certain ideas often turn orit to
contradict others. These' contradictions are not noticed unless



l.

the propoitionare rearranged so that a' few (as few as possible)
are accepted as valid and all thq others follow from those few -
all others MUST be valid IF thosi few are. 'This idea is strength -'

ened as we continue the course until students are amgmg to
deduce each new discovery from previously proven theorems instead
of 'postulating' it. For enrichment, with4etter classes, these
ideas can carry the student into stimulating research, but even
with normal classes, the teacher should continually call attention
to what the class is doing with various propositions. Otherwise
the students lose sight of the dim"ofthe course in the multi -.,
farious theorems developed during the year. The small sequences,
stressed in the State Syllabus make this task more feasible, but
the teacher will find that a question such as, "W4t was the
poStulate of our Area Sequence?" will produce an intelligent-re=,
sponse only if the course is so taught.

b) The other reason for rearranging ideas in a postulational sequence
is that many Unexpected propositions are deduced from previously
proven theorems and thus become theorems which would probably
not have been discovered nductively. Teachers should have a
wealth of.eXamples of this fast available, such as the deduction
of the'existence of the planet Neptune. In plane geometry, it
is unlikely that students would discover the constant product
"as a chord rotates about a fixed point in a circle,' yet the
proposition is an immediite deduction from the similarity sequence.
The fact that the sum of the squares of the lege is equal to the
square of the hypotenuse An any right triangle, would not be a,
likely discovery by studentg without deduction.

GENERAL TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. What isan."Informal" Proof?'
4..

Frequent references will be made to-this kind of proof. It is a deductive .

proof and carries all the'authority of a "formal" -deductive proof. The latter
is characterized by the two- column arrangement in which each statement is sup-.
ported by a reason. Theinformal proof has -an essay form in which' statements
ar.not alwayt_supported by a stated reason, particularly when that reason
should be "obvious. Only the crucial steps need reason support. What conetitutir
a crucial step will depend on the background Of'students' accomplishments. This
will have to be A matter for the teacher's: judgment.

... .

Informal prodfs are used-to save. the time usually deVoted to either reciting
or recording a proof formally.- They are used only{ for slich,propositions as
Are not clatsified as "required for Regents Examination Purposes." The,informal
proof is particularly useful when several propositions are to be taught in one .

lesson, such as a get of corollaries fora theorem.

2. Time Allotments for'lessons 8

*
;

. .,- .

It will be noted that the cotmittee suggested how the syllabuWitems may
,

be
organized into leSsons. We caution the teacher not to be too. rigid in adhering
to'our lesson divisions.' These are only suggetted and should, therefore,
serve onlTas a guide for the teacher. Naturally.the teacher's organization



of lessond will-depend upon the interest and the ability of the students.

3. Student-TeacherInterchangee

In order to clearly convey some teaching suggestions, there are a number
of accounts of teacher questions and student answers. These student-teacher
interchanges are not intended to be a prediction of the answers which students
'dal give., However, the importance of the interchange is in the Testions
asked by the teacher and should.be read with this in mind.

Throughout the year the teacher should:

set up'a classropm situation in which questions are encouraged
give students freedom and time to think = -

make clear through his questions the place of that which is being
considered in relation to previous and future learnings.

4. Notebooic Lists

AS the content of Tenth Year Mathematics unfolds,'the student will appreci-
ate the fact that he is dealing with three types of statements - definitions,
postulates, and theorems. He will learn to distinguish among the statements
apd, furthermOre, find it necessarY.from time to time to refreshshis memory
concerning the status of a statement. For these reasons, it is advisable
that the student kee$ a list of statements which he can consult.

A section of the studenttsnotebook may be devoted exclusively to each of
the three categories. Each statement, as it is accepted, will thus be re-
corded the appropriate Section. Each list may be= divided into topical
sections accordance with those topics (congruence, similarity...) dis-
cussed in this publication:

9

An alternate method would be to record the statements under topics and
identify each statement as a definition, postulate, or theorem.

As students learn that theorems furnish short cuts in. deductive proofs,
they will be interested in recording them as methods 01 deduction. When
the teacher wishes to emphasize this use:of a theorem, it may be done by
asking students to record the theorems that could be used in deducing rela-
tions such as the ifollowi4g:

Methods of deducing line segments are equal
Methods of deducing angles are equal
Methods of deducing angles aTe supplementary
Methods of deducing lines are,para]lel
Methods of deducing triangles are congruent
Methods of deducing triangles are similar
Methods of deducing triangles are equal
Method6 of deducing ratios are equal
Nethodscof deducing products are equal

-5-



. It is advisable to use the following form in listing these methods:

To prove two angle's equal, show that .

the angles are opposite two equal sides of a triankle
the angles are inscribed in the same arc of a circle, etc.

Whenever a new method is derived; it should be added to the list.

SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDULE AND ONE OF THE POSSIBLE 'SEQUENCES

Topic Approximate Number
of Lessons

Introductory Lessons 8
Congruent Triangles and Constructions 17
Parallel Lines 7
Congruent Triangles Continued and Two Locus Theorems 6

Quadrilaterals 9
Introduction to Coordinate Geometry-Another Postulational

System 3
Circles 16
Similarity 12

Mean Proportional and i.,thagorean Theorem 11
Trigonometry and Slope - 7
Area 8
Regular Polygons and Circles 8

Locus (Continued) 3
Inequalities

11.9

*The 119 lessons do not include lessons for tests and review.
Note: Alternate sequences are suggested throughout.' For example, area before
similarity, similarity before circles, inequalities after quadrilaterals,
indirect reasoning as.early as feasible, coordinate geometry after Pythagorean
Theoreza, are indicated as possibilities, each with its own advantages.

-6-
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I.

THE INTRODUCTORY LESSONS

Lesson 1

Aim: To introduce students to the purpose of teaching geometry in the
tenth year. To develop an appreciation of the need for careful
definitions in deductive reasoning and to show the need for
undefined terms.

Development:

It is assumed that tenth year students already have some knowledge
of the ordinary daily uses of geometry learned in their 7th, 8th, and
9th year mathematics classes. A brief discussion may be presented of
the various needs for geometry (geo refers to earth, metry refers to
measure) by surveyors, navigators, carpenters, plumbers; machinists,
architects, builders, engineers, physicists and others. In addition,
there are many Phenomena in nature that require a knowledge of geometry
in orderto understand them. These include eclipses of the sun and
moon; and structures of crystals, molecules, and atoms.

The teacher should inform Tupils that in addition to acquiring knowledge
of a body of."facts," the principal aim of the course is to teach students
method6 of reasoning. Geometry is the simplest and most convenient ve
hide for illustrating methtds of reasoning. Geometry uses a method of
reasoning that is a model for philosophers, scientists, editorial writers,
statesmen and other serious-minded people. Thisvmethod (deductive) is
used by them as a means of convincing others to share their opinions.
It is the %-i in which good lawyers argue their cases,.or the good
legislators argue for their proposals. It is the method that Sherlock
H?lmes used to reach certain conclusions from apparently trivial facts
that he observed. As an illustration of deduction, say to the clasb
(of at least 32 pupi$s), "I am sure that in this class there are at
least two of you.whose birthday is on the,same day of the month - 10th,
11th, etc." This will create an enthusiasm for deduction in the class.
The_teacher should reinforce this interest by mentioning some less
elementary deductions, like the determinations of the weight of the
'earth and the discovery by deduction of the existence of the planet,
Neptune.

Note that the method is important as a means of presenting proof, as
well as a method for discoveringit. This aspect of the deductive
method should be made clear to the student throughout the year. It

is not enough to find a. Proof. It is also important to learn how to
present it.

Now have the class consider some situation such as the following: Two
students get into an anument over the statement, "All fish breathe
under water," one arguing that/it is true and the other citing the
fact that whales must surface to breathe as evidence that'it is false.

-7-



Some pupils will object that whales are mammals, not fish. Elicit frglip

the class the statement that the word 'fish' must be carefully defined
before we can consider the merits of the argument. Generalize this
idea to devaop the notion that logical reasoning requires very care-
ful and precise definitions of any words which are used in the reason-
ing process if one is to prevent misunderstanding and also errors in
reasoning.

Elicit that words are defined in terms of other words. What must be
true of these other words? Consider a dictionary which defines marsh
as swamp, swamp as bog, and'bog as marsh. Would a person not knowing
the meaning of any of these three words be helped by this dictionary?
Is there any way out of this dilemma? Have the class realize that
although the dictionary defines a large number of words, this number
is finite, and therefore the situation described is unavoidable unless
we wish to start with some words which we assume everybody knows the
meaning of. In a logical system, we must begin with certain undefined
terms which serve as the basis for defining other terms.

What are some of the Undefined terms used in geometry? Present point,
line and plane to the class as basic undefined terms. Discuss the
"properties" of these elements and also tell pupils how their repre-
sentations are named with letters to distinguish one 'from another
in a logical argument involving more than one. At this point 3t is
essential to emphasize the difference between the abstract points and
lines to be used in logical reasoning and the physical strokes and dots
on papers and blackboard which are used to represent them (see the
discussion of abstract geometry vs. a physical model of it which is
giv-s, in the introduction to this guide). Show the class how the
unde.v ed terms can be used in defining other terms. Define line
segme,t, ray, and polygon. Have the pupils start a page in their note-
books aded "Definitions" and record these.

The S.M.S.G. and U.I.C.S.M. courses make a distinction between a line,
a line segment, and a ray (with distinct notation for each). All gre
defined as sets of points. They also distinguish the measure of the
length of a segment, which is a positive real number from the segment
itself. It is suggested that each teacher of Mathematics 10 have
available to him a set of the S.M.S.G. and U.I:C.S.M. texts. These
may be used to provide enrichment for incorporation into the New York
State Mathematics 10 Course of Study.

In the S.M. . GW (geometry with coordinates) text, Part I,

Chapter 2, p s. 33-48 introduces the concept of sets applied
to geometric figures and the incidence properties of points,
lines and planes.

On page 38, the notation for line AB as AB is introduced.

In Chapter 3, the distinctions between line AB, ray AB and
segment AB are developed - the definition of a ray appears
on page 84, of a line segment on page 86, and page 88 (top)
contains a summary of these.

-8-



It is not suggested that the teacher necessarily use various
notations for line, line segment,. lay,' measure of the length
of a line segment unless tie wishes to, but that the class be
continually made are of the distinctions and know which they
mean either by notation or by context.

The lesson may >be applied by using other exercises involving
the need to define words carefully. Ask the class to decide
whether "Abraham Lincoln. s an educated man." It will soon'
be seen by the differenc f opinions that, the term "educate0
has different meanings to ifferent membersofthe class. 040
meaning refers to formal o school training, the other refers.
to worldly experiences. Clearly, the need for good definitions
is.a-necessity if,we are all to hold the same meanings for words
in a diSdussion.

Lesson 2

Aim: To illustrate the difference between induction and deduction.

Development:

Have pupils draw-triangles. 0btairi the midpoints of two sides
by measurement, and connect them with a line segment.. Measure
the'line segment thus formed and compare :Its length to the length
of the third side of the triangle. Have 5 or 6 pupils-do this
at the board (or on acetate fOr oterhead projectoriwith varying
sizes and shapes Of triangles'. Elicit the generalization that
"It seems as if the line segment joining the midpoints of the two
sides of attriangle is equal to half of the third,side." This is
a proposition, i.e., &proposalfor investigation.,2.:IS it true?
Is it possible that after. we have tried this experiment on'a
thousand triangles in which the generalization is true, we may then
come across one in which'it is false? Is it likely that we would
find'such a case? The generalizatbn above was arrived at by a
prdtess of induction. An induction assigns a property -discovered
to be true in a 'rtain subset (the triangles we tried) to the
whole set (al' triangles).

Now tell the class to suppose that by logical reasoning mathematicians
had actually proved that it is always true that the line joining the
midpoints of two sides of a triangle is equal to.half7the third side.
Knowing this, suppose we now have a specific triangle, ABC with mid
points D and E of sides AB and BC respectively and AC is known to
be 10" long, how long is DE? Point out that the length of DE was
arrived at by a deduction we did not measure it! A deduction may
be considered as the assignment of a property of a set to a subset.
The statement above was known to be true of all triangles, and
it was therefore asserted to be true of a subset consisting of the
specific triangle ABC.

11



Note: In this experiment, we have used the concept of line segments
being "equal". What does AB = CD mean? This statement means that
the measure of the length of the:line segments is the sams number.
Length of a line sesment is defined in some modern texts by assigning
a coordinate systeffto the line of which the segment is a part.
Symbolism like m (AB) or 1AB I may be used for the measure of the length

.of line segment AB, if the teacher desires.

Suppose John, Tony, and Carl are three boys in the class, who therefore
formra subset of the class. If we note that John, Tony, and Carl are
all wearing red ties and make the generalization that "All the boys in
this class are wearing red ties," we are using induction assigning
a property of a subset-to the whole set. On the other hand, if we
happened to know that all the boys were required to wear red ties, we
could state that "John, Tony and Carl were wearing red ties,".without
looking at them. We willIthen be using deduction, assigning a property
of the whole set to a subset.

4

Students should appreciate the differences inthe validity of conclusions
arrived at by generalization (induction) and by deduction. Because
three boys are seen wearing red ties, are we certain that all the boys,
are wearing r d ties? Because we know that all the boys are wearing
red ties, a *e certain that three specific toys among them do? ,,Eiscuss
the problem improving the validity of the method of generalization
(induction) by

a. increasing the number of specific cases before generaliling
b. selecting a good sampling of the generalized set

Start a list of "Common Errors in Reasoning" in notebooks. The error
developed here is "Improper generalization from too few cases or a
poor sampling." Be sure the class sees that simply taking many cases
does not insure a sampling. For example, one might assume that
water contracts en the temperature drops'by taking measurements of
its density at different temperatures. However, between 40 and. 00.
water expands s the temperature drops.

Lesson 3

Aim: To examine the nature and requirements- of a good definition. The
teacher may use the definitions of terms learned in the 7th, 8th,
and 9th years as the substance out of which the criteriaof good
definitions may be developed.

1. Definitions and Sets

Definktions may be clarified in terms of sets. The object defined must
be identified as a member of a set and then must be distinguished from
other members of the set. These two parts of a definition are called
classifying and distinguishing.

/..
For example: A pencil is a writinK implement that has lead. Thus, a
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pencil is a member of the set of writi implements-which contains
pens; chalk, crayons, brushes, and so on. The pencil is different
from these in that it alone has lead. On the Other hand, a taitiu
implement is a-hand implement used for writing. Thus, the set of
writing implements is itself a member of a larger set of hand
implements containing hammers, crowbars, brooms, and so on. It

differs from these in that it alone is used to write with-.

It is now evident that definitions may form a sequence. In the above
illustration, the sequence was (starting with the smallest set) pencil,
writing implement, hand implements. We might extend the sequence, to
"implements," to "manufactured articles," to "inanimate articles,"
and so on.

2. Defining Geometric Terms

Have the students now undertake the formal definitions of geometric
terms. Start with angle, kinds of anglei, including acute, obtuse,
straight, and right angles. Teachers will have various possible
choices for these definitions - an angle as a rotation, an angle as
the union of two rays from the same origin, etc. depending on the
text used. Be sure to strews the sequence in the definitions,
.whichever you use.

In Chapter 4 of the S.M.S.G. GW text, the definition of "angle"
s- is given on 'page 145, and the measure of an angle developed on

pages 149-154. Notice that the GW course considers as angles
only those with measures between 0:and 180, excluding the
"straight angle" as an angle. One of the reasons for this
involves the property that the open segment joining any two
points, one on each side of,the angle, lies in the interior
of the angle. Note too that we talkof an angle of 30°,
we mean the measure of the angle is 30 with "fiegrees" being
aJsumed as the unit. On page 165, "betweenpissm for rays is
defined, and or. pages 184-185, congruent angles are defined
as angles with equal measures.

Continue the discussion'of definitions by developing definitions fo
polygon, triangle, and kinds of triangles classified by sides and,
angles, using the definitions to illustrate the properties,of a good'
definition.

It is desirable to build definitions by imbedding the term being
defined in the next larger set. However, it is not incorrect to define
a term by placing it within a set that is not the next immediately
larger one, pramided the properties necessary to distinguish it froth
the other members of the set are included in the definition. Thus;
later in the year a rhombus can be defined as a pwkallelogram with two
adjacent sides equal, or as a quadrilateral which is equilateral. In
discussing the definitions of angles and triangles, the pupils should
also be -shown the accepted notation for naming them, including the
use of one 'or three letters in naming angles and the purpose of each.



The building of the definitions of the various kinds of triangles
affords an opportunity to have pupils note the nesting of sets,
one within the other. This may seem to students to be an endless

need for undefined terms.

Suggested exercises:

1. After defining "line segment," define

median
altitude
angle biSector

2. Arrange the following terms to form a correct sequence for definitions
starting with the largest set:

a. equilateral triangle, polygon, triangle, isos les triangle
b. square, rectangle, polygon, quadrilateral
c. hunting dogs, canines, dogs: pointers
d. Ford, car, vehicles, Thunderbird

Have the class note that a definition is simply a statement of the
equivalence between a lengthy description of a term and a simple expres-
sion for the term. 'Isosceles triangle' and 'triangle with two equal
sides' mean the same thing. Ask the class what they can conclude if
you "give" them a triangle ABC with AB=BC. Then ask them what they
can conclude if you "give them an isosceles triangle ABC with AC as
its base. Elicit that definitions are reversible.

Teach the use of the symbol .'.

Examples:

a) 1.Q ABC is isosceles with base AC 1. Given

2. .6. AB=BC

A

b) 1. AB=BC

2. ..' ./A ABC is isosceles

2. By definition, an isosceles A
is a 4 with 2 equal sides.

1. Given

2. By definition, aal. with 2 = sides
is an isosceles A.

Later in the year, since a definition is an equivalence, the teacher could
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permit the two steps above to be omitted from. a proof and the inference
to be.made above the proof in the hypothesis.

Repeat the above type of exercise with other definitions, asking for a
reason to support the conclusion each time. This will provide drill in
the definitions and also build the groundwork for the concept of a
deductive proof consisting of statements each supported by reasons.

T.esson 4

Alm: Todevelop the meaning of postulate and theorem and the distinction
between.them.

Have the'class consider a diagrae showing a pair of vertical angles and let
them suggest a definition for the term "vertical angles" and add it to the
list of definitions. What seems to be true of the relative size or the
two vertical angles in a pair? Before answering this question, what do
we mean by the size-of an angle? Again, the' different definitions of angle
will require different definitions of size. We will use th symbol

A=3010 to mean the measure of the size of angle A is 30, in degree units.
To clarify this, be sure students see thati___is a larger angle than

What do we mean by equal anglei? L A=LBmeans that m(.45A)=m( B).

Discuss the meaning of

Apply to

Z 1 +442

Z- ABC - 41

Z.: 1 = 180° - Z 2

How shall investigate the proposition that, "It seems as if vertical
angles are equal"? Pupils Will suggest melasurement with a protractor.
Elicit that the generalization made as a *Suit of such measurements
is an induction and xview what its limitataons are. Isit possible
to deduce4the propositionion that "If two angles are vertical angles,
they are equal" for all possible pairs.of vertical angles, from some
simpler proposition that we are all willing to accept? How can such a
deduction be made? Get the class to see that to prove propositions
by a logical argument requires reasons to' support the statements (or
claims) made in the argument. What can theSe reasons be? Desirably,
the reasons should be propositions which have already been proved.
Those propositions were also proved from previous proposition But
how can the first of these propositions be proved? Relate this situation
to. that developed in connection with definitions and establish the need
for which we accept without proof. We call such assumed
pro itions postulates or axioms.
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Consider t4e,vertical angles a and b.

Now have the class note that we can express La as 18 0°

We can also express Lbws 180° - Lc.

Angle a' and angle b can't both equal 180° - Lc-Unless
they are equal, but we need a real:to support the.
statement that

Get the class to see that we really assumed that "Quantities equal to the
same quantity are equal to each other" and that this is our first postu-
late. Have pupils begin their notebook list of postulates with this
entry using a heading, "Postulates we havelbassiped." Recall that such
postulates were also us in algebra although theyimay not have bee&
called by this name (pe haps pupils knew them as "principles" they did
not prove).

For ,example,. remind the studerits of the commutative postulate of arithmetic,
Which states that ab=ba for any natural numbeis a eand b.

In algebra, they probably did some deductions also, such as the proof that

a0 = 0 using the distributive postulate and_the definition of

namely, for'levery.number b) b + 0 =h.

Have the class now see that acceptance of our'new postulate makes it
possible to prove our proposition, "If two angleb are vertical; then
they are equal". A proved proposition is cabled a theorem. Have the
class list this first theorem in:their notebooks, labeled "Theorems we
have proved." Since this theorem is a proved propo4tion, it can be
used in future as a reason to support other'deductioilb, so we now have
one postulate and one theorem-with whichfto make further deductions. The
theorem and the postulate should now be applied'in very simple deductions
which they make possible. Supply the class with a fact, and challenge
them to "deduce" another fact from it. Then challenge them to,give a
reason to support each fact or statement they deduce. '(This should be
done orally at this "stage.,_ not written out formally.)

What are acceptable as possible reasons.in this game of deduction?
Certainly, postulates (which have,been accepted without proof) and theorems
(which have been proved) may fill this role. Show the class that some
facts must also be supplied at the beginning of each logidal argument
and if these are cited in a proof, the reason supporting them is stated
as "given." Next, ask the class to tell you what they concluded about
dS,ABC if it4was given that it is isosceles. Discussion should reveal
that definitions may also serve as'reasOns fp supporting statemept6
made in a deductive proof, giyOlg us four possible types of reasons.

37-
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Note WTeacher:

The teacher may now introduce the concept of a postulational)system as the
organitation of undefined terMs, definitions, postulates and theorems.
It may be pointed out that the year4s project' in Tenth Year Mathematics
is the construction of such a postulational system concerning he materials
of geometry. However, oneimay also build a postulational st with the
materials of algebra or any, of the branches of mathematics. ver,
scientists, philosophers, and others who want to organize their ideas
systematically strive to use a postulational system is their model.

It is interesting to note that Einstein's, Relativity Theory wads built
partly on a denial of Newton's 'postulate that space and time were absolute
(independent Of any observer), while Einstein did postulate. that the speed
of light was absolute. The time for discussing non-E4clidean Geometry is
better postponed to lesson when the parallel postulate is-dApcuSsed. --

Other examples may be esented which bear close resemblance to a poetula-
tional system. The Declaration of Independence may be such a one. It
postulates early in the document that "We hold these truths to be self-
evident: That all men are created equal: that they are endowed by theit
Creator with certain inalienable rights;..." After.presenting_a mass of
evidence, it concludes (theorems) with, "We, therefore...declare, that the
united colonies are, and. of right out to be free and independent states..."
Concepts, such as'"free," "equal" are left undefined, whereas "inalienable
rights" is defined in terms.of "life,, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

5 and 6

Aim: To develop more definitions and to use them in building the students'
concept of simple deductions.

.Now that w4 have defined one type of angle pair (vertical angles), let us
turn to definitions of other common angle pa s. Adjacent, supplementary,
and complementary angles should have definit' ns developed and recorded.
An appreciation of the need for precise definition should be developed
through such questions as, "Are Oree7,0°'angles complementary?" Diagrams
of overlapping angles with a co on side and a common vertex can similarly
be used to emphasize the need for such a detail as the requirement that
the common side be between them-in the definition of gdjacent angles.

Now have the class consider two equal angles, eachtb(wilich has a suplement.
What can we conclude about the supplements? They will'use the postulate
of the previous lesson to prove that "If two equal angles each have a
supplement, then the supplements are equal." Is this a postulate or a
theorem?

Similarly, theAheorem, "If.two equal angles each have a complement, then
the complements are equal" should be developed and, listed in the notebooks.
'Note the advisability, wherever possible, of writing propositions in the
"if-then" form. Apply these theorems in simple deductions, asking the class
for oral conclusions(statements) each time and a reason to support each
statement.
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Consider a situation involving more than one right anEle.or more than one
straight angle. Get the class to suggest and prove the theorems;
tangles are right..angles, then they are e 1" and "If two angles 'are
straight angles, then they are equal." Use the ir making further deductions

4 in situations involving right angles or straight angles.' It may also- be
desirable to introduce and use another postulatei "A quantity may be substi-
tuted for ar. equal quantity in an equation" at this-point. The teacher may
point out that this postulate was used throughout ninth year Mathematics
whenever a variable was replaced by an equal expression.

Lessons7 and 8

Aim: To provide ful-ther experience with deductive proofs including s me
involving more than one step-, sore reqUiring identification of hat is r.

giVen- and what is to be proved,. and some requiring diagrams to be
,made by the student. 4

Ask the class to draw two lines whtch.are perpendicular to -each other. They
will usually draw one vertical and one horizontal. Challenge them to decide
whether two lines not so oriented Can be perpendicular." What Is thiAssential .

feature that determines whether li/nes are perpendicular? Evolve the definition
that "Perpendicular lines.are lines that meet at right angles." <Apply this it
definition to deductions concerning the angles formed when two lines are,G:
given tO be peipendicuIar, and to deductions concerning' the lines when' the

..J01..angles at which they meet are right angle , using also the theorem that
"If two angles are right angles, then the 'are equal."

kulq-step deductions; Have the class note that the definition of perpendicular
lines permit us to deduce that we have right angles. Whal, can we then deduce
concerning these angles? Note that oaten a deduction -leads us to a fact
which in turn permits a second deduction and so on. Thus, a whole chain of
deductions may result from one set of given facts.-

/

Note: The approach of this guide makes these early deductions easier because
the students have.only a limited number of postulates to work with.

A

Deduce: LABC = LDCE

a. Given:.LABC = LACB
all lines are straight.

.40

I
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1

4

b. Giyen: Lx n.Ly_
all lines are straight

Deduce: Zr a La

The teacher should encourage the
following forM of argument.

Steps: x = y

' But X- =
.*. y

But y = r
,

'.°. 8 = -r

c. Given: Z1 = L3
ABC and DEF are straight lines

Deduce: Z2 = L4'

hate: This uses the theorem on supplements which was
deduced from our single postulate. This is a good
time to introduce the meanine of sequence in a
postulational system.

4

d. Given: AB BC, DEL EF Pr

gr
20G =:Lpgi -

Deduce: LGBC = ZHEF

a
A B C

More exercises involving "two deduction" proofs may be found in any textbook.

The "if then" statement: Have students consider the theorem, "If two angles are .

right angles, then they are equal." What information, does the statement assert
is given concerning these angles? What information concerning the angles
does this statement enable us to proye?. At this point students may be presented
with the concept of statements of implication which contain a hypothesis and
a conclusion. The "ifthen" form of these statements is useful in identifying
the hypothesis as the "if" clause and the conclusion as the "then" clause. It
should be made clear that there is no judgdent concerning the truth of the
hypothesis or the conclusion. The.implication asserts that II or whenever
the hypothesis is known to be true, thensthe conclusion will also be true.

Suggested exercises:

Have the students write in the "ifthen" form and state the hypothesis (given)
and the conclusion (to prove):

Iron expands when it is heated. All straight angles are equal.

17



Nylon sweaters are warm.

Supplements of equal angles are equal.

Complements of equal angles are equal.

The mediku to the legs of an isosceles
triangle are equal.

4
When two angles are equal, their
supplements are equal.

'Two angles.are,equal when their
complemecits are equal.

When it rains, the sidewalks are
wet.

. .

Diagrams: Consider the' proposition , "rho bisector of the vettex angle of an
isosceles triangle bisects the base." Students find two.difficulties here:
1) They cannot tell the hypothesis)trom the conclusion in a simple sentence,
2) They cannot visualize the situdtion when a diagram is not-given. They
should suggest rewording the proposition in the "ifthen" form and defining
such terms as bisector, vertex angle, and-base of an isosceles triangle.
Bring out the desirability of having a diagram to picture the proposition.
Have the class draw a diagram to illustrate it and'letter the diagram. The

-----,
n ed for a large clear diagram and uniform lettering to facilitate class

-N'N-...../.4

iscussion should be brought out. The teacher should circulate about the
om to inspect students' notebooks. State the hypothesis (given') in terms

of the lettered diagram and also the conclusion (to prove) in terms of the
lettered diagram.

Suggested exercises:

Make a lettered diagram, state the hypothesis (given) and the conclusion (to
proye) in terms of the diagram for each of the geometric statements in the
earlier exercises in this lesson.

UNIT TEST

THE INTRODUCTORY LESSONS

1. a. Arrange these terms so that each is a subset of. the term which follows:

polygon, geometric figure, isosceles triangle, triangle, equilateral
triangle

b. State the superset that is used in the definition 7.ch of the following:

1) median of a triangle 4) scalene triangle
.2) vertical angles 5) supplementary angles
3) acute angle

c. Complete the following definitions:

1) Adjacent angles are a pair of angles which...
2) A right triangle is a triangle which...
3) Perpendicular lines are two lines which...

18



2. Prove or disprove by an experiment, using two samples:

The bisector oPthe obtuse angle of an obtuse triangle bisects the
oppositede.

3. In each of the following pairs of statements, state which is the generali
zation of the other:

a. 1) The acute angles of an isosceles right triangle are equal.
2) The base angles of an isosceles triangle arc equal.

b. 1) If the sum of two equal angles is 90°, they are complementary.,
2) If the sum of two'angles is 900, they are complementary.

c. 1) The sides of a triangle are segments of straight lines.
2) The sides of a polygon are segments of straight lines.

4. Write out a chain of deductions (with reasons for each step) to prove
that LABC = LCBD, given that 0E4_ AR.

5. State the hypothesis and conclusion in each of the following:

a. If two lines intersect, each pair of vertical angles are equal.
o. If equals are doubled, the results are equal.
c. The corresponding parts of congruent triangles' are equal.

6. State a reason which justifies each conclusion:

a. Given: CA ± AB,

DB _i_ AB

L2 =

Conclusion: Z1 = L4

b. Given: Lx = LP-

eCcnc lus ion : (1) La = Lb

(2) .Lb = Lc

(3)La =Lc

7. State whether each of the following is a definition, postulate or theorem; .

a. An isosceles triangle is a triangle which has two equal sides.
b. Every angle has a bisector.
c. Right angles are equal.
d. Complements of equal angles are equal.
e. If equals are subtracted froth'equals the remainders are equal.
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II.

CONGRUENT TRIANGLES

Lesgon 1

Alia: To introduce the meaning of congruent figures and congruent triangles,
to present the firs' congruence postulate, and to apply this congience
postulate in simple proofs.

Develonsurt:

The teacher should'inform the claas that congruence is a basic concept
used in industry. Assembly line methods of prodUction depend upon
congruent parts. Congruence is also an important logical tool, for
if we know, for example, that two triangles are congruent, we can
use this knowledge to deduce that any of the-tbrresponding parts are
equal.

The teacher should develop the definition orcongruent.figures as
"Figures that agree in all of their corresponding parts." Ekhibit
to the classpairs of congruent polygons and pairs of congruent
triangles Cut out of cardboard to emphasize the concept. The
advantage of the "correspondence concept" of congruence over the defi-
nition of congruence which speaks of "figures which can be made to
coincide ". is that the first concept avoids the need to move figures
"without changing size or shape" to make them coincide. Later on,
teachers may want ,to have pupils move figures rigidly to bring but
relations not easily seen otherwise. Many of the modern coursesin
geometry',..ecmmend emphasizing the correspondence idea in congruence
by using it method of naming congruent triangles which taket-accoant
of this; in this method of naming triangles, if it is stated that
triangle ABC is congruent to triangle DEF, it is implied that A
corresponds to D, B to. E, and C to F and that all the corresponding
parts are equal. The teacher my wish to avoid presenting a con-
clusion using this method of naming triangles in order to avoid
giving too great a hint, but students should be encouraged.to _name
the triangles in that order as soon as they know which parts are equal.

The teacher should have the class tell how many pairs of equal parts are
necessary, according to the' definition, to establish that two triangles
are congruent. Have pupils list by name.the eight pairs of equals
for two congruent quadrilaterals and do the same for the six pairs
of equals in two congruent trianglls.

Now draw a triangle and challenge the class to construct a congruent
triangle, using.ruler and protractor. It will become apparent that
when only some of the pairs of corresponding parts have been con-
structed to be equal, the remaining pairs are forced to be equal.
Use`the blackboard or overhead projector to have some pupils draw
one,triangle which is oriented differently (say upside down) from
the other to disabuse pupils of some common misconceptiOns concern-
ing'correspondence. After reproducing the triangle by copying only
some of the parts, have students verify the congruence by measuring
the other corresponding pa 0s.

-20-
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In t le process above, the students may have discovered any or all of
tilt three congruence principles. The teacher will probably want to
haia the class concentrate for the rest of the lesson on one. of the
).Lys (say S.A.S. =.i.A.S.) to force triangles to be congruent by
ising fewer pairs of equal parts than required by the definition of
congruence. Through questioning, the teacher should elicit fibm the
students that a principle has been discovered which will make it
easier to tell whether two triangles are congruent, that he Advan-
tage of having this easier way would make them want to incorporate
this principle. somehow into the body of knowledge being developed..
that the principle was established only by induction (some measure-
ments), and that therefore it must be listed as a postulate. List the
statement as "Two triangles are'congruent if they agree in-two
sides and an included angle" (note that this is the correct way
to"have students read orally the written abbreviation S.A.S. = S.A.S.).
We may now use S.A.S. =, S.A.S. to deduce that triangles are congruent.

The rest of this lesson may be devoted almost entirely to writing
deduction proofs in two-column form. The problems should be very simple
and 50 stated that the "Given," "To deduce," and the diagram are given
to the student,. Such 'problems as the following might be suitable:

1. Given: EB =gD
AB = BC

To deduce : p ABE = CBD

2. Given: Z1 = L2

AC = AB

To deduce: Li ADC = G ADB

In attacking problem 2, students will note that they need AD == AD
to establish a pair of equal sides. Use this need to introduce
the postulate, "A quantity equals itself", "identity" for short,
which should be added to'the students' notebook list.

.3. Given: LABD and LCBD are rt. Ls A
AB = BC

To deduce: LABD`gL,CBD

4. Given: Z1 = L2

AD =-- BC A

To deduce: ABC a-j!...% ADC

5

Other equally simple problems may be found in textbooks.
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It is advisable that three practices be started in this lesson which
will be valuable to the student:

to mark the diagram so that he can easily see the hypothesis

to ides ify the statement in the first coluMn that has established
one of the desired conditions for congruence by the symbol (A) or
(S); thus in problem 2, the student writes the statements:

1. AC = AB (S) (preferably in this order so that SAS will

2. LI ='2.2 (A) stand out)

3. AD = AD (s)

Lesson 2

Aim: Td discover and postulate the A.S.A. = A.S.A. and S.S.S. = S.S.S.
conglpence principles, and to apply them in simple proofs.

Procedure:

Ask the class what other methods than S.A.S. they have used to con
struct copies of triangles, that is, triangles congruent to given
triangles. It is not necessary to repeat the experiments unlev
the class fails to recall the use of A.S.A. and S.S.S.

Postulate thepe new congruence principles and apply' them in exercises
similar to those found in Lesson 1. Conditions in these problems
should be limited to those involving "identity", pairs, of right angles,
and pairs of vertical angles.

In addition to the two practices recommended in Lesson 1, have the
students decide which congruence principle to use before writing each
proof.

1

Lesson 3

Aim: To teach that corresponding parts of congruent triangles are equal as.
a consequence of the definition of congruence.

Development:

Challenge the class to find the distance across the
lake from the measurements shown on the diagram.
How do we know that the distance across the lake
is equal to the corresponding side in the other
triangle? Have students recall that the defini
tion of congruent triangles implies that all
pairs oficorresponding parts are equal. There
fore, if we can first deduce that the triangles
are congruent, we will then be able to deduce
the equality of the desired pairs of corres
ponding parts.

3eco
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It may be advisable to use the term "bisector of an angle" in the
hypothesis of some exercises. The' followift exercise also helps
the student to maintain the practices given in the previous lessons.

Given-: AD bisects LBAC

AB = AC

To deduce; = LC

4

B

Notice the use of the question marks to identify the parts to be
proved equal.

A questionanswer interchange clancerning the exercise might be as follows:

Teacher: What method can we use to prove that LB r-= LC?

Student: The method of corresponding parts of congruent triangles.
Teacher: What triangles can we use?)
Student: i...1ABD and &CAD
Teacher: what method can we use to piove that AABD =A CAD?
Student: SAS
Teacher: Name a pair of sides we can prove equal.
Student: BA and AC
Teacher: Name a pair of angles we can prove equal.
Student: ,L BAD and L:CAD.
Teacher: Name a second pair of sides we can prove equal.
Student: AD, and AD

There should be several students participating in the above interchange.
At this point, one student should organize,the proof while others write
it in notebooks.

Have class do a number of similar exercises involving corresponding
parts of congruent triangles.

Lessons 4 and 5:

Aim: To develop the addition and subtraction postulates and to relate
them to congruence.

Developnent:

Challenge the students to prove this exercise:
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Students will discover that two of the equal line segments are
not long enough to be sides of triangles. Raise the question of
what must be done to each of these Line segments to get the
required sides of the triangles. Students should realize that
we need the postulate, "If equals are added to equals, the sums
are equal."

A similar developnentmay be used for "If equals are subtracted
from equa s the remainders are equal."

The ddition and subtraction axioms should nc be applied apart from
triangles. They may be presented

/ as applied to instances involving ages and money
as applied to numerical values
as applied to Mb-segments and angles not in congruent triangles

When the postulates are understood, they should be applied to angles
and sides of triangles. When incorporating these postulates within
a complete proof, the teacher should make clear that three statements
are needed to reach the conclusion:

a statement of one set of equals
a statement of a second set of equals
a statement that one s41) (or difference) equals another

Suggested exercises:

.®

I
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Lepson 6
11.

Aim: To relate Congruence ti pairs of supplementary and complem

Develoanent:

les.

Supplementary and complementary angles have been studied and need only
to be reviewed.

The three practices of earlier lessons of marking the diagram,
deciding upon the congruence principle to be used, and identifying
the statements which establish the conditions for congruence are to
be maintained.

Suggested exercises:

1.

Lesson 7

Aim: To define the nature of constructions
To give the topic its setting in the, history of mathematics
To discuss some of the postulates related to constructions
To teach the fifst construction - the bisection of an angle

Development:

As in any other new topi,%tudents should appreciate the elior'a
definition. In this top c it will be necessary to define construction
as a drawing (the superset) which is limited to the use of two instru-
ments, the compasses and a straight edge or unmarked ruler. Other
drawings may be done with such instrumepts as the T-square, a marked'
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ruler, parallel rules, and tograph. It is natural,to ask why his

limitation has been,imxped by mathematicians. The'answer is to (be
found in the fact tat assuming certain postulates of Edclidean
geometry is equivalent to assuming that we can'make the parttoular
constructions whicli are possible with straight edge and clopesses.

The postulates relating to constructions should be presented in to
of.the instrument that accoiplishes it. The following relate to t
use of a straight edge: r

One, and only one, straight line may be drawn between. two given points.
Throu6-a. given point any number of .straight lines may be drawn.
A straight line may be extended indefinitely.

The compasses have a dual purpose. They are used to draw an arc or to
lay off given lengths On lines.

rt,

The following postulates relate to the use of the compasses in con-
structions:

A given line segment may be laid off any number of times on a given line
A circle or arc may be drawn with any given point as center and any
given line,segment as radius. )

When presenting the bisection of a
construction theor to4be used to
same sense as a the em is used as
It should be listed s follows:

given angle, it should be listed as a
effect other, constructions in the
the basis for subsequent deductions.

ther #1; To bisect a given angle.

Students should see that tee construction actually involves two" congruent
triangles (based on the SSS principle) in which the desired halves are
corresponding angles of congruent triangles. This in-sight is the new
aspect of this construction since the construction routine has been
taught in previous grades. ,

. i \
(

In teaching each new construction theorem this need to see the deduction
basis .for the construction should be the major emphasis in teaching ,and
learning.

4

An exercise on bisecting a straight angle leads to the erection of a
perpendicular to a given line at a point on the line. This latter may
be elevated to the 'status of a construct/Ion theorem.

Other exercise's may consist of constructions of angles having 459, 22e-,
135°, and i7i0. Complements or supple.ments of given angles should
also be' constructed.

-26-
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Lesson 8

the r uAim: To teaci plic t on of given angles.
andapply this, o con tructing multiples, sums, d differences of angles.

ct
.l

Development:

Construction theorem #2, duplication of a given angle, is based upon the
SSS principle as was the first-construction theorem. As the steps in the
construction are taught, the teacher should point out the equalityof
parts resulting in SSS. If this is done carefully, the student 4.11 be
able to supply the deduction Net proves the'equtAty of angles.

Ekercises may now be undertaken in which twice 'an angle, three times an angle,
and so on, may be constructed when the angle is given. Ekercises involving
the sum or difference-of angles may be tried.

Problems such as constructing ibct+ Ly or i(Lx + Ly) should be'discussed by
students in terms of the differences in order of operations.

Lessons 9 and 10 t.

0
Aim: To prove the theoremm- if two sides of a triangle are equal, the angles

opposite these sides are equal.
To initiate a. "How to deduce..." list in the student's notebook.
To give practice in the use of the theorem and congruent triangles.

Development:

This is the first lesson in which students are asked to do a formal
deduction when given only a verbal statement. It is advisable to review
the concepts of hypothesis and conclusion and their identification in a

il

sentence having the "if-then' form. When this is done and the "Given,"
"To deduce" and the diagram ave been written, the students should have
41 opportunity to plan the deduction inthe same manner as indicated

in lesson ,. The formal deduction should now be written.

The theorem should be included in the list of theorems in the student's
'notebook. The student should review the significance of a theorem in a

postulational system.
V

After the theorem is proved, accepte4 and recorded-, students may show a
tendency to repeat its proof when confronted with. an exercise. They are
not alwRys aware that a theorem can act as a short, cut to a conclusion
when its hypothesis is known. For example,

Given: AB = AC '

To deduce: Lx Ly



. .

Some students will raw the bisectOrtof angle BAC and reproduce the statements
and reasons of the/sosceleb triangle theorem in order to arrive" at the con-
clusion that LABC = LACB.. A special point, must be made of the function of

established theorem as the short cut which enables the student to say that
BC = LACB immediately after the statement that AB = AC. Thus, this theorem

la is as a method of deducing that angles of a triangle are equal when the
opposite sides are equal.

The above approach should be the starting point for examining other methods
of proving desired conclusions. Such an examination should lead to the
establishment of a new set of notes to be called, "How to deduce..." lists.
The "How to deduce that angles are,equal" list will now include the following:

They are identical angles.
They are vertical angles.
They are right angles.
They are complements of equal angles.
They are supplements of equal angles.
They are thesume.of two pairs of equal a les.
They are the differences o f t tvo.,,ptairs of equal angles.

They are ,corresponding angles of ongruent triangles.
They are opposite equal sides of a triangle.

the next list, "How.to deduce that line segments are equal" will, contain:

They are identical line s'6gments.I
They are sums of two pairs of equal line segments.
They are differences of two pairs of equal line segments.

4 They are corresponding parts of congruent triangles.

'The students should now do a number of uction exercises using the isosceles
triangle theorem and congruent triangle's. Encourage these practices:

Mark the diagram to show the ilypothesis.
Use question marks to indicate the parts to be proved equal.
Plan the proof before writing Using the "How to..." lists.
Use the' symbols (A) and _(S) as explained in lesson 2, preferably in
the order ASA or SAS.

Note: The theorem - if two sides of a triangle are equal,,the angles opposite
these sides are equal - may be called for on the Regents examination. It is
the first of 15 such theorems. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to .

inform students of this fact at this time. This knowledge may give rise to
attitudes which would do harm to a student's proper understanding of the
subject.

Have students realize that. the "How to deduce.;." list will continue to grow
throughout the term. For this reason, additional space should be provided
in the studentle notebook.

-28-
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Leesqn_11

Aim: To introduce and apply the "halves of equals" and "doubles of equals"
postulates.

Development:

Many students do not have a precise understanding of "halves." They
equate "half" to "part.' The difference between these concepts should'
be demonstrated with parts of angles and parts of line segments. It
is sometimes effective to first compare the two halves of a single
angle or of a single line segment with each other. Then compare the
halves' of unequal angles or of unequal line segments with each other.
Only then should the class consider the halves of equalsq This con
sideration should apply to a pair of equals as they exist independently
and then as they are found as parts of the sides or angles of triangles.

When incorporating this postulate within a complete congruence proof,
the teacher should make clear that two preliminary statements are needed
before the desired conclusion can be made.

A statement of equals.
A 'statement that each has halves.
The statement that a half of one of the equals is "equal to one of
the halves of the other.

Suggested exercises:

indicates a midpOint and a broken line indicates an angle bisector.

2.1.

3. 4.

5. ihe trisectors of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle are equal.

29



Lesson 12

Aim: To teach the student how to check a deductioh proof.

Develonment:

Review' the raning of generalization.
Have the strident do a deduction proof as follows:

Given:4AB = AE
BC = DE

To deduce: Lx Ly-

Statements
1. AB = AE (S)

i. Ls LE (A)

N.0#03. BC = DE (S),

4.Z.AABC = L1 AUt;

5. AC = AD

6. & = Ly

Ian

D E
Reasons

1. Given
2. If two sides of a triangle ar

oppositethesesides.are. equal.
3. Given

equal, then the angle

4. If SAS SAS, the angles a, congruent.

5. If triangles are con&w: then the corr sponding 1

parts are equal.

6. If two sides of a triangle are equal, then the
angles (Too*te th se sides are equal.

Have the student check the proof. The check sists of two parts:

1. Each statement is supported by a reason which is a generalization of the
statement or "given." The reasons'agy defini ons, postulates, theorems,
or given.

2. The conditiohs in the hypothesis of each reasovin the if-then form must
have occurred as the conclusion in a prekous reason; or "given." For
-example, the "if" clause ofreason 6 has "two sides of a triangle are
.equal," This occurs as the 'conclusion of
sides are equal." (The corresponding sides refer to the two sides of a
triangle.)

The check would continue wit'h an exmmipektion of the "if" clause of reason
5 which has "two triangles are congrant." Note thA.t this is the 'con-:

clusionAq reason. 4.

The "if clalqi'e of reason 4 has three conditions S = S, A = A, and = S.
These are found to be concilisions ofprevious, reason ova referred o as
0

One of the major values-6f the check is that it furnishes the teacl:Ler with a
means of explaining a number of errors commonly made by students: Some of
these errors are: ,

The reason *given doe's not fit thstatement. This failure to fit is made
clear to th'e student by explaining that the reason is not a generalization
or that ,t! statement is not a specific case of the reason.

1



Statements are omitted. The student is led to recognize this when he
fails to .find a hypothesis condition in a reason as the conclusion
of a previous reason. r

Statements are irrelevant. The udent is led to see this irrelevancy
when he discovers that the concl ion of a reason is not found to Ie
an hypothesis of a subsequent reason.

Lesson 13,

Aim; To 'introduce the concept of "definitional equivalence ".
To use this concept in simplifying proofs.

Development:.

Have the student consider the following two-statements::

ABD bisects LABC

Since "biseCt" is defined as the dividing into two equal parts, the two
statements are equivalent. The two statements refer to the same in-

. formation or data. Therefore, when the hypothesis of a deduction
exercise contains the information "bisector of an angle," we may express
this information as 7Z1 = L2" in the hypothesis (if Zl and L2 refer to
the halves).

Othe equivalent statements axe:

(M is is the midpoint of AB) t.7.- (AM = MB)'

(Ald_BC)&j (LABC is a right angle)
A

or AB-L- CD C D (Li and L2 are right angles)

(all is a median of triangle ABO)÷- (AD = DC)

(ABC is an isosceles triangle) (AB = AC)

(AD is an altitude of triangle ABC) 4.4 ( Z1 and L2 are right angles)
f.

Students should be cautioned that this equivalence is not to be confused
with deductions. For example, if triangle ABC is given to-be an
isosceles triangle, the statement LB = LC is a deduction and needs a
reason to support it. However, AB = AC is definitionaliy equivalent and
can be written in the hypothesis as such instead of "221,Aans isosceles."

Suggested exercises: State the hypothesis and conclusion for each of the
following by using the principle of "defihition4 equivalence."

The median to the base of an isosceles
Tht median to the legs of an isOrceles
The ang* bisectors'of the base angles
The lines joining the midpoints of the
another isosceM"-triangle.
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Leon )4

Aim: To consider some exe1cises related to the isosceles triangle in order
to provide/more proving overlapping triangled congruent,
to provide more experience with medians, angle bisectors and altitudes,.
(needed in the subsequent lessons).

Development:

Have the class prove that the medians to the legs of an isosceles
triangle are equal. Get pupils to see'that they may use either
the lower overlapping triangles involving the base as an identity,
or the upper overlapping triangles involving the vertex angle as

) an identity /pupils are often surprised to discoVer an angle used
in an identity). Note the value of using colored chalk to outline
the overlapping triangles, and to make the identity stand out.

Next; have the class prove that the angle bisectors of the base
angles of an isosceles triingle are equal. The suggested approach
and comments on the exampletron medians are apropos here.

Ask the class to prove that the altitudes,to the legs of an isosceles
triangle are equal. Why can't this be done (at Ws tithe)?

Lesson 15

Aim: To show the need fer "auxiliary triangles" in some congruence proofs.

Development:

PreqPnt An exercise such as

Given: SP = QR

SR = PQ

PK = KR

To deduce:. AMC = KN

Students will sense the need to Prove triangle MKR congruent to triangle
NKP. Discussion will reveal that triangle MKR.cannot be shown (ton-
gruent to triangle NKP unless we can first get another pair of equal
parts. Such equal parts are obtainable only by first proving triangle
PSR congruent to triangle RQP.

This is a good lesson in which to stress the need for a plan before
any steps are written in,any proof. Teachers should also be sure
to-discourage listing a given fact before it is needed in a proof.

The use of colored chalk to outline pairs of congruent triangles is
highly desirable in cases where various pairs of triangles under
consideration overlap, as they do in this example.

2-



Leeson 16

\im: To develop and list ways to prove lines perpendicular.
To develop and prove the construction of the perpendicular bisector
of a given line segment.

DeveloPzent:

If the diagram is given, students will suggest the problem, 'Is the
bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle perpendicular
to the base?' Create the need for proving tine, perpendicular, and
start the list of, "Methods of deducing that lines are perpendicular."

The first method will aride uickly - show two adjacent angles
are-equal and supplementary. (Pro' informally and list as a theorem
'If two adjacent angles are both equal and supplementary, then the
angles are right angles.')

Show that.....there are an infinite number of perpendiculars to a given
line segient at various points on it, and review the method of erecting
such a perpendicular at a given point on the line as a special case of
'bisecting an angle.

Now how could we get the perpendicular to go through the midpoint if the
midpoint were not given? Note that there are also ah infinite number of
lines which bisect a given line segment. The one we want is called the
perpendicular bisector.

Challenge the class to discover inductively, in a few minutes, the
compass and straight edge construction of the perpendicular bisector
of a line s ent. Students will readily suggest such methods as:

/
Whichever they like best, prove that the fesulting line is indeed a
perpendicular bisector. The proof will involve a review of the first
method of getting lines ,perpendicular and also the need for auxiliary
triangles in congruent proofs.

or the usual

Rephrase as "Two points, each equidistant from the ends of a line
segment determine the perpendicular bisector of that line segment."
Add to methods of deducing that lines are perpendicular: Show that you
have 2"points each equidistant from the ends of ,a line segment.

In exercises, be sure students realise the value of this method as a great
shortcut, and that they know which is the line segment and which the line
determined by the 2 points.

Lesson 17

Aim: To construct angle. bisectors, perpendicular bisectors of sides, medians,
and altitudes in triangles; to develop the construction of dropping a
perpendicular from a given point to a given line.
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aulagient:
Have the class construct the three angle bisectors in a triangle. Also
have them construct t:.e three perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a
triangle.

Next,. ask the class to construct the three medians. They will see the need
for the perpendicular bisectors to locate the midpoint of each side.

Finally, challenge the class to construct the three altitudes of an acute
triangle. It will be realized that we have constructed a perpendicular
to a line only in the case in which we cbuld start from a point on the
linerN6w we are faced with the problem of constructing a perpendicular
from /a point outside the line. Recall the theorem that "The bisector
of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle bisects the base and is
perpendicular to the base." Show how this theorem can le used as the
deductive basis for the construction of "dropping a perpendicular."

Altitude of a triangle shquld be carefully defined and the cases of the .

altitude falling inside, outside or on the sides of the triangle discussed
informally. Students should be required to construct altitudes for both
acute and obtuse triangles, ether in class or for homework..

Students will enjoy discover the concurrency of the sets of three angle
bisectors, three medians, three perpendicular bisectors of sides, and three
altitudes. It will also be interesting for them to discuss under what
special circumstances one or more of the various special lines will be
identical with other special lines.

1. Given: AB = DC

Ll = L2

educe: LB = LD

UNIT TEST

CONGRUENT TRIANGLES

D

2. Read this proof carefully and be prepared to answer the questions which follow:

Given: AB = BC

) LCAE and LACD are rt. Ls

AE = CD

To deduce: Lx = Zi



ageggenta Reasons

1. AB sz BC (S) . 1. Given

2. LCAE and.24D are rt. 28 2. Given'

3. LCAE = ZACD . 3.

4. ZBAE = LIKEk (A) 4. If equals are added to equals, the sums are equal.

5. AE = CD (5) 5. Given

6.4% ABE lj q CBD 6. If ASA = ASA, the triangles are congruent.

7. BE = BD 7.

B. Lx = Li B. If triangles are congruent, corresponding parts
are equal.

Questions:

1. Supply the missing reason for 3.'
2. Supply the missing reason for 7.
3. A statement was omitted before statement.4. Supply it.
04. Criticize reason 6 and give the correct reason. Reason B.
5. May statement 5 be written before statement 1? &plain.
6. May. statement 3 be written after statement 4? Explain.

3. Given: AB = AC
BF = FC

Deduce: BD = EC

8

4. Prove by deduction: Two righ triangles are congruent if the arms of one
are equal respectively to the rms of the other.

5. Given: AB = CD

BG = CG

LA = LD

Deduce: AE = FD

UNIT TEST

CONSTRUCTIONS

1. What 'instruments are permitted in geometric constrictions?

lated to the use of a straight edge.2. Write one construction .postulaf

3. Write one struction postulate l'tlated to the use of the compasses.
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4. Name the principles used to deduce the correctness of the

bisectior if an angle
blpectio: of a line segment'
dUplication of an angle

5. Given: Lx and Zio with Lx .neater than or, use construction inat nts to:

10.

double Zx

bisect Ly

construct an angle that would be equa: to 2 Lx

6. In triangle ABC construct:

the median from A
the altitude from C

-36-
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PARALLEL LINES

LESSONS 1 and 2

Aim: to arrive at an acceptable definition of parallel lines
to discover the angle relationship propositions which are used to deduce
that lines are parallel
to arrange these propositions in a miniature postulatisnaal system
to use'the propositions in deducing that lines are par :Mar

Development:
,

\

Definition of parallel lines: The student should realize that a new topic or
sequence should begin with an acceptable definition for each new term used
unless it is to be listed as "undefined." There are many illustrations of
parallel/lines (railroad tracks, etc.) in the world about us. Members of the
class will therefore readily suggest possible definitions of parallel lines.

In establishing an acceptable definition for parallel lines, the frequent
suggestion that they are always the "same distance apart" will tde
opportunity to discuss the requirements of a good definition. Sinde dist ce"
has neither been defined yet nor accepted as undefined, it should not be us d
in defining parallel lines. It may also be necessary for the teacher to ch
lenge 'the class to include the requirement that the lines be "in the same pl
by exhibiting pencils or rulers held in a position to represent skew lines
(lines not meeting which do not lie in the same plane). The definition of
Parallel lines should then be stated.

1

It should also be pointed out that segments of parallel lines are said to be
parallel if they lie on parallel lines.

Experiment #1: How many lines are there parallel to line AB, and going through
a point C outside of AB? Students should experiment by rotating a pencil through
C until it attains a position in which it seems to be parallel to AB. They will
usually arrive at the generalization:

(A) "There is one and only one line
parallel to a given line through a
given outside point." This should
be accepted as a postulate. Note to
teacher: The existence of at least one
parallel line can be proven from the
other axioms of &iclidean Geometry.
Euclid's assumption Was that there was
not more than one.
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In accepting this generalization, the students should be lead to the question
of how to construct is line. ,It will be readily seen that the definition
of parallel lines is inadequate for this purpose.

Experiment #2: Students should be shown how
a draftsman constructs parallel lines by 6the use of a triangle held in two different
positions against a T-square. Thii will
suggest the use ofi a reference. line
(reprosented.by the T-square) cutting the
two lines whose parallelism is being
discussed.

/

Students should now be asked to continue
the experiment in which a penc4 is
rotate0, but with an added reference
line (identified as a transversal) Which
joins C to any point, of AB.

l

They should be asked to consider such
questions, as: Does any relation noir
in th -.figure help to identify the
post on in.yhich the pencil\is parallel
to A (8 angles are formed,and should
be numbered.) Do any y-relationships
appear to hold beft-teen some of these
when the lines are parallel, but not to
hold when they are not parallel?

In making the generalizations from these experime , the ,-;eed for 'the introduction
of the terms exterior angles, interior angles, c rresponding angles, alternate
interior angles, and consecutive interior angles will arise naturally out of the
students' efforts to describe certain angle pairs. The use of these terms implies
the presence of the transversal.

41 Ge6eralizations: Students will readily arrive at generalization (B) and (C) and,
through teacher questioning, can be led to formulate (D):

(B) If the corresponding angles are equal, then the lines are parallel.
(C) If the alternate interior angles are equal, then the lines are parallel!
(D) If the consecutive interior angles are supplementary, then the lines are

parallel.
(E) Two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.

The construction of a line parallel to a given line by equal alternate interim:
angles or equal corresponding angles (one may be done in class, one for homework)
will now serve to verify and to reinforce the generalizations made above.



Students will f>tue>htly suggest accomplishing the construction by dropping a
perpendicular from the given outside point to the given line and then erecting
a perpendicular to this transversal at the outside point. This makes an
excell nt introducti9i to generalization (E). If this does not arise span-
taneou y, the teacher should attempt to get students to suggest this method
and gen ralization.

P tulational System: The student should be led to realize that he has not yet
given a deductive proof of any, of the generalizations concerning parallel lines.

Can any of the generalizations be deduced from the others? Students may

;t

suggest that "2 line perpendicular to the same line are parallel" is a speciil
case of "equal corre ponding angles." Discussion and l_prootathcsati----.'-'

further bring out the if we'accept "equal corresponding angles" we can deduce
"equal alternate interior angles" and that if we accept "equal alternate in- .

terior angles" we can deduce "equal corresponding angles." Does thia mean that
both are proved as theorems? Here 'is an opportunity to reinforce the concept
of the invalidity of circular reasoning. V
The student should be led to see that "supplementary consecutive interior angles"
can either be a consequence of "equal alternate interior angles" or of "equal]
corresponding angles," or the latter two can be deduced from it. Therefores,
if we choose to assume or postulate any one of these 3 generalisations, we can
deduce the other two and also "lines perpendicular to the same line" (theorem)
from it. The class should be allowed to make the selection and the generaliza-
tions should then be recorded under the appropriate "postulate" or "theorei"
lists.

A diagrammatic representation of this miniature postulational system will help
to promote understanding:

POSTULATE

If the corresponding )1,

angles are equal,
then the lines are
parallel.

THEOREM

If the alternate interior
angles are equal, then
the lines are parallel.

THEOREM

2 lines perpendicular
to the same line are
parallel.

If the consecutive
interior angles are
ampplementary, then
the lines are parallel.

The teacher should stress that the selection of postulates is arbitrary. This
selection is subject to the desirability of keeping postulates to a minimum
number necessary to deduce all the generalizations.

The Parallel Postulate: Generalizations (B), (C),(D),.and (E) are in a senSe
dependent upon generalization (A) since (A) asserts the existence of the
parallel lines for which the others dhow the sufficient conditions. (A) must

therefore be a postulate and listed as such.
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The teacher should now recount some of the history of the Parallel Postulate and
:point out that mathematicians, after failing in their efforts to deduce it from
other postulates, examined the consequences of accepting some alternate postu-
lates in its place (that there are 2 lines parallel to a given line through
a point outside it or none parallel). The theorems-deduced from each of these
postulates form non-Eliclidean geometries which are valid. *.:ere is an opportunity
to distinguish between truth and validity. Students will want to know which of
the geometries is the "true" one. It should be pointed out that each of the
geometries is useful in interpreting situations in the real world. The teacher
may return to this point in discussing the sum of the Angles of a triangle in a
later lesson.

Ways to deduce lines parallel: What ways do we now know to deduce lines parallel?
Propositions (B), (C), (D), and (E) should be recorded in notebooks under a new
list headed "Ways 'to deduce lines parallel.".

Deductive proofs involving parallel lines (see any text0610Ahould be done in
class and for homework. In the more complicated diagrams, the necessity for a

. ready means of recognizing alternate interior and corresponding angles will
arise. When pencil drawings are used, have the students out e in ink the
sides of the angles. This will result in the characteristi " for correspond-
ing angles and "Z" or "N" for alternate interior angles.

Numerical and algebraic exercises: It is suggested that the teacher introduce
some numerical and algebraic exercises on the use of these propositions before
the formal deductive exercises are attempted. Suggested exercises:

F'

1. If /DAB is 70°, and LDAE is 300,
who angle would you
need to know to prove that DA
is parallel to FB? How many
degrees would it have to contain?
Answer the same questions for -

proving that AE is par441e1 to BG.

2. If LA is x° and LCDA is 180° - x°, B
which lines can you prove parallel ?

3. If Ll is 8001 and L2, is 80°,

explain two ways in which you
could prove that AB is parallel
to CD.

J

Al
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yssoNs 3 and 4

Aim: to discover the properties of parallel lines
to apply these propertie; in deducing facts about angles
to introduce the nature of the converse

Development:

Experiment: In an experiment similar to the
experiments in lessons 1.and 2 on parallel
lines, students are instructed to move a
pencil to a position such that the alternate
interior angles appear equal, thento a
position in which the corresponding angles °

appear equal, finally to one in which
the consecutive erior angles appear supplementary. In each case, what fact
must result in regard to the position of the pencil in relation to AB?

Next, have students move the pencil until it appears to be parallel to AB.
What facts must result in regard. to the size of the alternate interior angles,
the corresprainiTiRETes, and the consecutive' interior angles?

Are the generalizations resulting from the second part of this experiment
the same as those from the first? Consider: If you draw 2 right angles, they
must be equal. If you draw'2 equal angles, must they be right angles? This is
11i first time that students have met the concept of converse. The definition
of converse should now be given. Exhibit the hypothegrriETthe conclusion of
one theorem written side by side with those of its converse. This arrangement
will hep to,_reiigorce the meaning of converse.

One function of a converse is to suggest new propositions which may be formulated
from the converses of accepted propositions. These converses may thenbe investi-
gated. This procedure and th above experiment should lead students to state:

Generalizations:

If two lines are
If two lines are
If two lines are
supplementary.
If two lines are
perpendicular to

parallel, then
parallel, then
parallel, then

parallel, then
the other.

the corresponding angles are equal.
the alternate interior angles are equal.
the consecutive interior angles are

a line perpendicular to one of them is

Generalizations (F), (G), (H), and (I) can now be arranged in a logical sequence
(one selected as a postulate with the others deduced informally from it) as was
done with the converses. Pupils should also list (F) and (G) under "Ways to
deduce angles equal," (H) under "Ways to deduce angles supplementary," and (I)
under widgys to deduce lines perpendicular."

Deductive proofs of originals involving parallel lines (see any text) and these
generalizations can now be undertaken. Some exercises should include cases dm
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which lines are proved parallel by using angle relationships and in which angle
relationships are also proved by using parallel lines. These will give students
practice in distinguishing whether a theorem or its ooAVerse is the appropriate
reason for a particular statement. Insistence on the "if-then" form of the
statement of the parallel line generalizations will help avoid the errorof .

using the converse instead of the correct reason (the "if" denotes the hypothesis
of an already established deduction, the "then" indical what we are deducing
in this step). )

Numerical and Itgebraic exercises:, In addition to formal prOofs, numerical and
algebraic examples involving finding of angles tonnected with parallel lines are
appropriate here.

Suggested exercises:

1. If BA is'parallel to DC, LB is 50°

and LD is 30°, find LBED.

2. If 2 parallel lines are cut by a
transversal, find the two interior
angles on the same side of this
transversal if one of them is 30°

more than' the other.

3. If AB is parallel to CD, LEFD is
2x°, Mt bisects LFEB, and LEGD is
4x0, find x.

A

C

F

Converses: A more extensive treatment °lithe conoept of the con e should begin
with some non-geometric situations. The teacher can begin by g two converse
statements on the board: "If I am thirsty, I drink water" and "I I drink water,
I am thirsty." Do these statements mean the same thing? Discussion of this
and other situations, both geometric and non-geometricIshould result in the con
elusion that a true proposition may have a converse that is either true or false.

Students should be given exercises in forming the converses of statements, some
of these converse6 being txe and some being false. The students should be asked
to judge the truth or falsity of the converse.

The danger of unsound reasoning by assuming the truth of a converse should then
be discussed. We know that if an angle is an obtuse angle it is less than 1800;
it is not true, however, that all angles less than 180° are obtuse. Exercises
on identifying such unsound reasoning under the heading, "Assuming a converse"
should be given to the class, sing both geoeetric and non-geometric contexts.

Suggested exercises:

1. If two triangles are congruent, then a pair of correspondin altitudes are d
an

g)

equal. Therefore, if two triangles have a pair of altitudes qual, they are
congruent.
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2.1411 good citizens vote. Since Mr. X voted, he must be a good citizen.

3.Advertising matter (3Tten provides a fertile source of illustrations of an
appeal to unsound reasoning by "assuming a converse." A Fireball Mbtor ad
reads, "If it's a Fireball Eight, it's a good car." This may be a perfectly
sound statement, but the advertisers hope the public will assume that, "If
'Vs a good car, it's a Fireball Eight."

The possibility of having eit kr true or false converse true propositions
should be coinpared with the tuation in definitions. Defin tions are alw
reversible. A term and the words that constitute its definit on,are equ1valent,
and one may always be substituted for the other.

1150115 5, 6, and 7

Aim: to deduce the theorem on the sum of the angles of a triangle
to deduce a number of corollaries to the theorem
to apply these in deductive, algebraic, and numerical exercises

Development:

Experiment: Students are familiar 14ith the
fact that the MA of the angles of a
triangle is 1800. The following experiment
is suggested as a means of making the fact
more vivid and of suggesting the procedure
used in the deductive proof:

Have each student e a paper triangle, tear off the 2 base angles, and place
them adjacent to e vertex angle as shown. He observes that a straight angle .

is formed.

Deductive proof: Have the students do a deductive proof of the theorem.

The nature of a postulational system: The teacher should now have the class
trace back the deductive chaff on which this theorem depends. If we were
unwilling to accept the Euclidkan Postulate, would the sum of the angles of a
triangle be 1800? -Tell the cla4s that the sum of the angles can be deduced to be
respectively less than 180° arid more than 180° by using the 2 non - Euclidean
postulates. Mathematicians once thought of measuring the angles of a huge
triangle to determine which of the postulates was tbe "true" one, but found
that no conclusion could be reached because the limitations of the measuring
instruments produced results greater than, less than, and equal to 1800 on
different readings for the same triangle.

Corollaries: The corollaries to the "sum of the angles of a triangle" theorem
can best be developed by having the students.

consider a numerical exercise (find the other acute angle of a right triangle
in which one acute angle is 400)

generalize from numerical exercises (the acute angles of a right triangle are
complementary)
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deduce (informally) the generalization from "the sum of the angles of a
triangle" theorem.

The following corollaries can each be treated in this manner:

(a) A triangle can have at most one right angle or one obtuse angle.
(b) The acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.
(c) Each acute angle of an isosceles right triangle is 45°.
(d) Each angle of an equilateral triangle is.600.
(e) The.sum of the angles of a quadrilateral is 360°.

.(f) If two angles of one triangle equal two angles of another triangle,
theit third angles are equal.

(g) The exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the two remote interior
angles.

Item (g) above should be demonstrated both as a consequence of the angle sum
theorem and directly from the parallel line theorems (Iv drawing a line thrOugh
the vertex of the exterior angle parallel to the opposite side of the triangle). .

Item (d) should be applied tQethe.construction of the 60° angle and other affles
wNh_may be constructed from the 60° angip

Numerical and algebraic exercises: The angle sum theorem and its corollaries shoulAi
be applied in various numerical and algebraic examples.

Suggested exercises:

1. Find the number of degrees in each angle of a triangle whose angles are in
the ratio 2:3:4.

2. The vertex angle of a triangle is 10°. The bisectors of its base angles
meet at D. Find the number of deptees in the acute angle formed by the
bisectors at D.

.3. Angle A of triangle ABC is equal to )0. Represent, in-terms of as the
number of degrees in the angle formed at the intersection of the two
altitudes from vertices Band C. What have you proved.about the relation-
ship of this angle to angle A?

UNIT TEST

PARALLEL-LI:NES
Om

, 1. a) Through point ', a point outside a given line AB, construct a line parallel
to AB.

b) State the po4i0late or theorem which justifies the method you used in part a).
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2. a) The exterior angle at the base of an isosceles triangle is 130°. Find the
vertex angle.

b) The exterior angles at two vertices of a trt ngle are acute angles. Is
this statement always, sometimes, or .never

c) If AB is parallel to CD, Ll
equals2x + 50°*, and L2 equals

4x - 10°, find angle 3.,

d) If AB is parallel to CD and the
bisectors of LTEB-and LEFD meet
at G, find the number of degrees
in angle G.

C

2

3. Tell whether each of the following examples of reasoning is,sound or unsound.\
If unsound, explain why.

In the tropicslrit is very rainy in July. Therefore, if there is a very
rainy week in tRe tropics, it must be July. 41.N
In New York in December; the sun never sets later than 5:15 p.m. Therefore
.if the sun sets at 5:03 p.m. one day in New York, it must be December.

4. Write the converse of: "If he median to the base of a triangle is perpendicular
to the base, the triangle i isosceles."

5. Arrange the following state ents in a logical sequence:

The sum of the angles of a triangle is 180°.

Parallel lines are two lines in the same plane that do not ,meet.

When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the alternate interior angles
are equal.

Through a given point, one and only one straight line can be drawn parallel to
a given line.

6. Given: AB 11 DE
AB = DE
AD = CF

Prove: BC H EF

7. Prove "The sum of the angles of a triangle is 180°."



C Lesson 1

I IV.

Cut GitUENT TRIANGLE.S CONTI1411ED AND T.10 LOCUS Tiirkid.113

Aim: To define distance from a point to a line.
To develop another corollary of the "sum of the angldS of a triangle"
theorem, namely:
Two triangles are congryent if two angles and a side opposite one of

them are equal to the corresponding parts of the other" (SAA ..=SAA)"
To deduce "Any point on the" bisector of an angle is equidistant from
the sides."

Development:

Ask a question to elicit what we should mean by the distance fiom the
school to Avenue. This leads to the postulate: The shortest line
segment trorna point, not on a line, to that line is the perpefldicular
from the point to the line. Therefore, we arrive at the definition:
The distance from a point .to a line is the length of the perpendicular
from the point to the line.

Note: The above postula,-,e will become an easily proven theorem if the .

first lessons on Inequalities are taught before these lessons.

Experiment: Have each student draw any angle and
bisect it. From any point P on the angle bisector,
drop perpendictlars to the arms of the angle. What
appears to be true from the:diagram? Can we deduce A
it?

The class can be led to deOuce the generalization "any point on the bisectorof
an.angle is equidistant frbm the sides." ;The deduction would p'obably be done
by using "if two angles of ane triangle equal two angles of another triangle,
the third angles are equal," and this in turn leads to the ASA .5 ASA congruence
principle.

Have the students realize that the two triangles agreed in a side and two angles
which did not include that side. However, these triangles were shown to be
congruent. Will such triangles always be congruent under these conditions?
Have students deduce If a triangle has a aide and two angles which do not inc1ide
this side equal to the corresponding parts of another triangle, the triangles
are congruent."

Teacher: Shall we list this in the same list in which we placed 0

ASA al ASA, SSS SSS, and SAS SAS?
Student: No. We postulated those three methods after experiments. This

method we deduced. Therefore, it is a theorem and Should be listed
as such. (Have members of the class list the SAA ..SAA theorem.)
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Have the students now state the generalization from the experiment: "Any point
on the bisector of an angle is equidistant from the sides." This should now
be deduced informally usinc(SAA SAA and listed as a theorem.

LESSONS 2 Jan

Aim: to deduce the converse of "base angles of an isosceles triangle" theorem

Development:

Experiment:. At point B construct an
angle equal to LA so that the angles
will be consecutive interior angles.
What do you, notice?

The students will discover the isosceles triangle and can be led to realize that
it appears reasonablet"If two angles of a:trianFle are equal, the sides opposite
these angles are equal." They should recognize that this is the converse of the
"base angles of an isosceles triangle" theorem.

Teacher:

Student:

Teacher:
Student:

We deduced that if two sides of a triangle are equal, the angles
opposite these sides are equal. Can we list the converse now as
a theorem?
No. We must deduce it too. The converse of a theorem is not
necessarily valid.
Why didn't we deduce the converse when we first deduced the theorem?
The deduction of the converse probably" depends upon some new theorem.

Have students deduce "If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides opposite
,theseuangles are equal." They will probably suggest drawing in the angle bisector
as was done in the original theorem. The triangles are easily shown congruent
by SAA" SAA.IThe converse can now be listed as a theorem.

Have the students discuss the sequence:

THEOREM

If two angles
of a triangle
are equal, the
sides opposite
are equal.

THEOREM THEOREM

E--
SAASAA Sum of angles

of a triangle
is 180?

POSTULATE

ASA ASA

THEOREM

If two lines are
parallel, alter-
nate interior
angles are equal.

POSTULATE

If two. lines are
parallel, corres-
ponding angles .

are equal.

Teacher: This converse makes us more powerful in geometry. Why?

Student: It gives us a new method of deducing that lines are equal.

Have the students add the converse to "Ways to deduce lines are equal."
If the lines are in the same triangle, deduce the angles opposite these sides
are equal.

Apply the converse to original exercises (see any text).
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LESSONS 4 and 5 4
P

Aim: to discover that SSA = S3A does not necessarily make Iwo trian7les congruent

to deduce "two right triangles are congrupt if the hypotenuse and a leg of
one are equal to the corresponding parts of the other"
to deduce the converse of "any point on the bisector of an angle is equi-
distan', from the sides "

Development:

Teacher: We have found that triangles are congruent if SAS = SAS, or SSS = SSS,
or ASA = ASA, or SAA = SAA. What question doyou think a mathematician
would naturally ask next?

Student: Are there other ways to show triangles congruent?
Teacher: Can you suggest some other possibilities which we might examine?
Student: Perhaps AAA = AAA, or SSA = SSA might be such other ways.
Teacher: We call this method of discovering new propositions "Reasoning by

Analogy." The propositions suggested for examination have elements
which are similar to the propositions already accepted or deduced.

You should recall earlier in the term we examined such statements:

Joan is a very goodstudent in mathematics. Therefore, she will be
a very good student in social studies.

Have the students realize that analogy is a good way to set up or discover a
new proposition for investigation, but it is not a valid way ceThrriving at the
"truth" of the proposition,

Experiment: Have the students examine the possibility of AAA = AAA as a method of
Showing triangles congrueht. They should be led to see that this is an incorrect
way of deducing congruence. Students discovered that triangles having three
angles of one equal to three angles of the other are said to be similar in Ninth
Year Mathematics.

Experiment: Have the students exagline the possibility of SSA = SSA as a method
of showing triangles congruent. Draw any
isosceles triangle. Draw any line from
the vertex to the base. Triangle OD
and triangle BDC have SSA = SSA. Are
they congrtent?

The teacher might cut out trian e ABD and BDC and point aut that they agree in
SSA. However, when the students ttempt to make the triangles coincide, matching
CB and AB, LC and LA, they'find t the triangles do not coincide and are not con-
gruent.

Have the students examine their original drawing and consider under what conditions
the triangles would be congruent. The conditions would be that

BP is a median (SSS = SSS)
3D is an angle-bisector (SAS = SAS)
3D is an altitude (SAA = SAA)
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Have the students consider the case
Olen BD is an.altitude. Cut out
two triangles as shown in the diagram
at right.

B B

Teacher: I now have two separate triangles which agree in these lines'
(hypotenuses), in these lines (BD), and in these right angles. Are
the triangles congruent?

Student: They have SSA is SSA. They are not necessarily congruent.
Teacher: What happens when I place the

triangles together in this
manner?

A

Student: If we put the triangles together, they form an isosceles triangle
whose base angles are equal. Therefore, they are congruent because
SAA SAA.

Teacher: 'Whenever we have two separate triangles, can we put them together by
matching their equal sides and in thisiihy form a big triangle?
(Show two triangles with a pair of equal sides matched which does not
form a triangle. For example, match the hypotenuses of the two right
triangles, or match AB and BC of the original two triangles.)

Student: No, They usually form a four-sided figure.
Teacher: Why did the two triangles form a large triangle earlier? (Shaw again.)

The students will agree that the right angles made it possible to form a large
triangle from the two triangles.

Have the.students now state the proposition: "Two right triangles are congrdent if
the hypotenuse and a leg of one are equal to the corresponding parts of the other."
(The students may say that the triangles agree in side, side, and right angle. The
teacher should agree, but introduce the conventional terminology.)

Use the models and have the students do the deduction orally.

Give careful attention to the three steps which show that the large figure is a
triangle and not a quadrilateral. Have students do the deduction and place theorem
in list.

Apply the theorem to exercises.

Have the students state the converse of "Any point on the bisector of an angle is
equidistant from the sides." Deduce this converse and plaCe in list.

.11

LESSON 6

Aim: to introduce the idea of locus
Note: The idea of locus should be developed through the year particularly in
relation to coardinate geometry
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Development:

Have the students consider the following
challenge:

A treastoe is buried on an island. Two
hints are given. The treasure is known
to be (1) equidistant from the two
straight shore lines and (2) it is
equidistant from the two palm trees
A and B. Where is the treasure?

The first hint will suggest an angle-bfsector. Have the students drew the
angle-bisector of the two straight shore lines and color it.

Teacher: How did you know that all of these points were equidistant from
the straight shore lines?

Student: We have already deduced that "Any point on the angle-bisector is
equidistant from the sides of the angle."

Teacher: Perhaps some other points like this one (point to one not on the
angle-bisector) is also a point equidistant from the sides of the
angle.

Student: If that point were equidistant lom the sides of the angle, it would
lie on the angle-bisector. We h ve already deduced that too. s

The teacher should point out that it is necessary to establish both a theorem and
its converse before we can be sdre that we have located the set of points which
satis a condition. The notion of a set implies tYdt it contains all the
eleme and only those elements, which satisfy a given property.

Teacher: We call this colored line the locus (or set) of all points which
satisfy the first' hint. Who can suggest a locus of all points which
satisfy the second hint?

Student: A point halfway between A and B.
Teacher: Is that the only point which satisfies the hint "equidistant from

A and B?"

Students will quickly see that all the points of the perpendicular bisector satisfy
the condition. They will be eager to note that the one point common to each locus
is the place to dig.

ye'

The teacher should now formalize the discussion. Suggest the following format for
lotus theorem: The locus of all points which is . The blanks can
be filled in only when both (1) a theorem and (2) its converse been established.

The two statements relating to "equidistant from 2 lines" have been given.

Any point on the angle bisector is equidistant from the sides.
Any point equidistant from the sides of the angle is on the angle bisector.

Have the students state and deduce orally the two statements related to "equidistant
from two points."

If a point is equidistant from two points, it is on the perpendicular bisector
of the line segment joining the two points.

If a point is on the perpendicular bisector of a line segment, it is equidistant'
from the ends.
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Have the students list as a theorem the one locus statement noted as a com-
bination of the two angle bisector statements.

The locus of points within an angle and equidistant from.
angle is the bisector of: angle.

1
/

0
Have thetudents list as a theorem the one locus statement
bination the two perpendicular bisector statements.

the sides of the

noted as a com-

The locus of points equidistant f7m two given points is the perpendicular
bisector of the line segment joining the two points.

Apply the theorem to exercises involving each, or both of the loci theorems.

UNIT TEST

ONGRUENT TRIANGLES CONTINUED AND TWO LOCUS THEOREMS

I. Write in order the sequence of propositions leading to the SAA = SAA theorem.

2. Deduce: If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides opposite are equal.

3. a) Find by construction a point on BC A
which is equidistant from points .

A and

b) State the locus theorem which
justifies your construction.

I. a) Deduce: "Any point equidistant from th \sides of an angle lies on the
bisector of that angle."

C

D

(
b) State the converse of the theorem in a).

\

c) Why must deduce both theorem and converse before being. satisfied that
the set points on the angle bisector contains all the elements which
are e distant from the sides of the angle and no others?
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V.

QUADRILATERALS

LESSON 1

Aim: to define quadrilaterals

Development:

Have the students review that quadrilaterals may assume the special forms of
square, rectangle, and parallelogram. To these should be added the rhOmbus,
trapezoid, and isosceles trapezoid.

Have the students list the quadrilaterals and consider a sequence starting
with the quadrilateral which is itself a subset of polygons. They should use the
concepts of superset and subsets in ,defining the quadrilaterals. Subsets of
quadrilaterals are parallelograms and trapezoids. As each of these is developed
into their subsets, the following pattern will evolve:

trapezoids > isosceles trapezoids

quadrilaterals a rectangles \squares

parallelograms ) rhombuses

. ,

The project of formal definitions may now be undertaken. It should be clear that
the classifying parts of the definitions have been determined. Thus, "A rectangle
is a parallelogram which..., or "An isosceles trapezoid is a trapezoid which...."
It remains to determine the distinguishing properties which permit us to distinguish
the object being defined from other members of its superset.

The definitions fpr trapezoids and isosceles trapezoids should be undertaken first
since they present no serious difficulties and should be recorded in notebooks as
definitions.

The teacher will find that some students will suggest as the distinguishing property
of parallelograms teat the=opposite sides are parallel, others that the opposite
sides are equal, andsome that the opposite sides are both equal and parallel. The

ou.
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studehts may suggest the following about the opposite sides of a quadrilateral:

whenever they are parallel, they are also equal
whenever they are equal, they are also parallel

Have the students conduct experiments to show that both statements are true.
These should be done quickly. The results of the experiments suggest that
only one of the properties is needed for our definition. Mathematicians
have agreed to use the parallelism rather than the equality conditions.
For this ,reason it is called a parallelogram rather than an eou4ogram.

The definition of a rhombus should be "a parallelogram in which two adjacent
sides are equal." It is natural that this will arouse the students' curiosity
concerning the equality of all the sides. A number of students will offer
deductive proofs that this is so. Do not discourage these offers. If none
axle offers, an experiment should be used to examine the question.

4

lk

No,: In this lesson, we are suggesting the ph

I
sophy of definitions which

prefers that the distinguishing properties be uced to a minimum. This
ideal unifies the subject matter for young st ents but the teacher should
recognize that, since definitions are arbitrary, there is nothing inherently
wrong with the definition: A rhombus is a quadrilateral with four equal
sides, or even A square is a quadrilateral with four equal sides and four
equal angles. However, another advantage of the minimal property type of
definition is that it requires one to deduce fewer facts in order to establish
that a specific figure is a .

The rectangle may be defined as "a parallelogram having one right angle." The
students' curiosity of whether the three other angles must also be right
angles may be satisfied by an experiment or a deduction. In most cases the
student will offer the deduction.

The square may now e defined either as "a rhombus having one right angle"

(tb
or, as "a rectangl having two adjacent sides equal." The square is thus
identified/as a se_ of parallelograms which are members of the set of rectangles
and the set of rhombuses. If the interest And ability of the class warrants,
the teacher may introduce the concept of.the intersection of two sets. It
would follow that the set of squares is the intersection of the set of rec-
tangles and the set of rhombuses.
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Venn Diagrams are advantageous for summarizing this lesson as follows

All these definitions should be recorded by students in their list of
definitions.

LESSONS 2 and 3

Aim: to explore and discover by experimentation properties of quadrilaterals andsubsets Of quadrilaterals
to use these discoveries in numerical problems using arithmetic and algebra

Development:

Have'the students suggest the proOrties of opposite sides, opposite angles,
consecutive angles, and diagonals of a parallelogram. To examine these suggestions,experiments should be performed quickly and the results noted informally. Tofacilitate these and other experiments, the teacher may avail herself of one or
more of three models made of wood or metal strips. They are hinged as indicated
in the following figures: (the indicated dimensions are suggested as best fitted
for visibility in demonstration)
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18

.0

Model 1

12

16-3

Model 2

4- , 44

I<4=14 -b E-2-)..<-2s-.)..-- 14 ->. I

14.'

Model 3

Each model is capable of assuming various shapes. Model 1 may assume the dhape
of a rectangle as well as a non-rectangular parallelogram. Model 2 may assume
the shape of a square as well as non-square rhombuses. Model 3, with the slats
acting as diagonals, may assume shape of kite, or parallelogram.

Note: Teachers have reported that these models maybe easily madg with the metal
strips found in Erector Sets. Lengths and angles are easily mealured.

Have the students extend the experimental program to include quadrilaterals and
trapezoids. The results may be summarized in table form as follows:

Trapezoid

QUADRILATERALS

Four sides (definition)
Sum of angles is 3600

Parallelogram

One pair of parallel sides (definition) Opposite sides parallel (definition)
'Opposite sides equal
Diagonals bisect each other
One diagonal divides it into two

congruent, triangles
Non-parallel sides are equal (definition) Opposite angles equal
Base angles are equal Consecutive angles supplementary

,

?r

tisosceles Trapezoid

r

mip2211

Two adjacent sides equal (definition), it
is equilateral

Diagonals perpendicular
Diagonals bisect the angles
Diagonals divide it.into four equal right triangles

Rectangle.

One right angle
(definition)

All angles are equal
Diagonals are equal

-------J
SquilarA
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The students should understand that the properties of any subset include those
of its supersets.

Have the student, consider numerical exercises whose solutions depend upon
knowledge of one or more of the properties of the quadrilaterals.

Suggested exercises:

1. One angle of a parallelogram is 50°. Find the other three angles.

2. ABCD is a rhombus and LA = 50°. Find the number of degrees in LAM.

3. In rectangle ABCDt diagonal AC 5x + 5 and diagonal BD m. 7x - 7. Find x and
the length of each diagonal.

I. In isosceles trapezoid ABCD, the base LA - 500. Find the other angles.

5. ABCD is an isoscelestrapezoid. LA = 5x - 20 and LC = 3x + 40. Find x and all
the angles of the trapezoid.

Lesson k

Aim: To select the more important of the propositioils discovered as true in the
previous lesson and to elevatc_. them to the rank of theorem.

&II: They will achieve this rank not only because they will be proved by
deduction, but because they are going to be useful in subsequent deductions.

Development:

Prove quickly and informally all the properties of parallelogram as dis-

covered in Lessons 2 and 3.

1. If a quadrilateral is a parallelograM, a diagonal divides it into two con-

gruent triangles.
2. If a quadrilaterial is a parallelogram, its opposite sides are equal.
3. If a quadrilateral is a paraladlogram, its diagonals bisect each other.
4. If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, its opposite angles are equal.

5. If a quadrilateral /.s a parallelogram, its consecutive angles are supplementary.

This lesson affords an opportunity to reiterate the two- values of deduction as

spelled out in the Introduction to this guide. The teacher must be sure the

studentslebntinue to distinguish between the inductive approach of Lessons 2

and 3 and the rearrangement into a postulational sequence. These 5 theorems

do not necessarily form aconsecutive sequence but interesting arrangements
of them can be made.

Also, because of the multiplicity Of theorems to be quicicly deduced, this lesson

provides an opportunity to4use socialized recitation and committee. procedures.

Students should now add to their "Methods of deducing" lists new methods of

proving line segments equal, and angles equal.



Lesson 5

Aim: To study the converse theorems which furnish sufficient conditions to
prove that a quadrilateral is .a parallelogram.`

\

Development:

Challenge: Given:
13

Construct: parallelogram ABCD

As students try this construction, circulate about the room and place on board
samples of the following four approaches:

As each s udent explains his method, elicit and list the assumptions they made:

1. If the opposi sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, it is a parallelogram.

If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, it is a parallelogram.

If one pair of sides of a quadrilateral are equal and parallel, it is a parallelogram.

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, it is a parallelogram.

Teacher: May we assume all these facts?
Student: The first one is valid because it is the converse of the definition

and is automatically true.
Student: The others are converses of theorems we proved yesterday and must be

proved.

Inf 1 proofs (c2mmittee work is possfble) will prove all three. List as
theorems and make a list, "Methods of deducing a quadrilateral is a parallel
ogram" with 4 methods:
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1. Show both pairs of sides!'
2. Show both pairs of sides al.
3. Show one pai1. =tandfl
4. Show diagonals bisect each other.

Consider converses of other properties of parallelograms.
a. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral are equal, the figure is a

parallelogram (true).
b. If a diagonal of a quadrilateral divides the figure into two congruent

triangles, the figure is a parallelbgram (false).

Note: This lesson can also be accomplished by laying sticks on the overhead
projector and forcing a parallelogram in the various ways.

LESSONS 6, 7 and 8

Aim: to provide practice with deduction exercises related to the parallelogram
theorems
to develop further methods of proving that quadrilaterals are rectangles,
rhomyuses or squares

In addition to the traditional deduction exercises found in textbooks, the
teacher should include some constructions which are related to the theorems.

Suggested exercises:

1. By making AD=BC and DC=AB, we can
prove that AD I) BC. This pro-
vides an alternate method of
evnbLructing a line through a
given point parallel to a.given
line.

2. By making AC=ECAD=BDI we can
prove that CD is the perpen-
dicular bisector of,, AB. What
parallelogram property permits,this
conclusion?

3. By making AC=BD and AD=BC, we can
show that DC bisects AB. How?

4A WOO

41Z

B

Methods of constructing a rhombuslrectangle or square may be related to methods
of proving that a quadrilateral is a rhombus, rectangle or square respectively.
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Have the students study methods of proving that quadrilaterals are rectangles,
rhombuses or squares. The emphasis should be 1.111:.ed upon their respective
definitions as the method most often used. Other methods deserve mention and
should be viewed as deduction exercises. Students should list these as new
"How to deduce" methods. Some of these other methods are:

If the diagonals
If a diagonal of
rhombus.
If the diagonals

of a parallelogram are equal, the figure is a rectangle.
a parallelogram bisects one of its angles, the figure is a

of a parallelogram are equal and perpendicular to each other,
the figure is a square.

Suggested exercises:

1. Given ABCD is a parallelogram

a. Write an equation in x.

Answer: lOx + 2x + 6.+ 3x 180

b. Solve for x.

Answer: x = 12
D

c. Find the three indicated angles.

Answer: LA te 120°, &DB= 300, LBDC = 30°.

2. Given ABCD is a parallelogram with diagonals intersecting at E.
AE = 3x - 3y, EB 5y, EC - 12, HIV= 30

a. Form two equations in x and y.

Answer: 3x 3y 'a 12

2x + 5y = 15

b. Solve for x and y.

Answer: x = 5; y = 1

c. Is parallelogram ABCD a rectangle? Why?

Answer: No. It is not a rectangle because the diagonals are not equal.
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Leaeop 9
Ate: To deduCe informally that the base angl-ts of an isosceles trapezoid are equal.

To deduce informally that the diagonals cf ah isosceles trapezoid are equal.

Development:

Have the students consider two methods of
deducing that the base angles of an
isosceles trapezoid are equal. In one
method perpendiculars are dropped ?tom
the ends of the smaller base onto the
larger. Thus, a rectangle and two con-
gruent triangles are produced.
method is valuable in solving some ar
problems involving isoscele0 trapezoid

In the second method a line i
through an end point of the
parallel to the remote leg as sh
diagram at the right. `Thus, a pa
gram and a triangle, which can be
isosceles, are formed.

drawn
ler base
wn in the
allelo-
roved

Have the students deduce that the diagonals an isosceles traps oid are equal.
The converse of this proposition ia,suita e for an honor or extra =dit problem.

.Rxercises may be found in arty textbook.

UNIT TEST

QUADRILATERALS

1. From the terms quadrilateral, parallelogram, rectangle, rhombus and square,
choose the lamest set for which it is true that

a. The diagonals bisect each other.
b. The sum of its angles is 3600.
c. The diagonals bisect its angles.
d. It is equiangular.
e. The consecutive angles supplementary.

2. Deduce: If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, the quadrilateral
is a parallelogram.

3. A2CD is a parallelogram. What mipiME additional data would you need to
deduce thats

a. it is a rectangle
b. a rhombus
c. a square

4
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14. Qiven: ARCD is a parallelogram
AB CF

Deduce: DEBF is a parallelogram.

5. In this construction LA was bisected,
BC was drawn fl to AD, and CD was then
drawn II to BA. Prove that ABCD is a
rhombus.

Note 1: One possible sequence is to teach Area right after Qadrilaterals.
The Area sequence in this spot enables one to avoid the.diff cult con
cepts of incommensurability in the postulate of the Similar Triangle
Sequence.

Note 2: Many teachers prefer to introduce the topic of coordinate
geometry here and use it, for contrast and simplification, wherever
feasible for the rest of the year. Others prefer to postpone this
unit until after the Pythagorean Theorem, since that makes the
correspondence with real numbersmore meaningful, as far as the
irrationals are concerned. The poorer students enjoy this unit and
there is an advantage in introducing it here. Teachers who wish to
postpone it will easily be able to use these lessons in combination
with the others which appear on pages 73,,90-92, 100 -105, 110-113, 120.
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VI.

INTRODUCTION TO COORDINATE GEOMETRY - AN EXAMPLE OF ANOTHER POSTULATIONAL SYSTEM

Lesson 1

-Alm: To introduce the fundamental postulate of coordinate geometry.
To introduce basic definitions and theorems of this postulational system.

Development:

The fact that point, is undefined has probably bothered students. Tell
them about the effort of Descartes to ;2.012 a point in a plane by
setting up a 1:1 correspondence between pairs of real numbers and
points in the plane. Discuss the revolution in mathematics in the
Seventeenth Century due to this marriage of algebra and geometry.

Postulate: EVery straight line may be considered as an infinite set of
points which can be put into 1:1 corresoondence with the set of real
numbers. This implies that we can selee, any point on the line and
assign the number zero to that point. This point is called the Origin, O.
We then select any other point, P, and assign to this point the number 1.
Thus OP becomes the unit distance. It could be 1 inch, 1 centimeter,
1 micron, 1 mile, 1 light year, etc. The unit on the blackboard will
always be different from that in a notebook. Now, points A, B, C, D, etc.

with the coordinates 3.6, 159, -2,%/5 etc. can readily be given positions

on the line.

Recall the number line of Ninth Year Mathematics.

1 r i 1 I 1, 1 t

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

and have students indicate the position of xaints M (3.6), N(15-), R( -2), etc.
The irrationality (incommensurability) of J5 will be clarified later in
the year.

Thus, if we refer to a point K as having 000rdinate 'a', we mean the measure
of distance OK is the absolute value of the real number 'a'. Students
will need to be shown that 'a' can be a negative number. We use the symbol
'OKI to represent the distance from 0 to K. Thus, if a = -5, IOKI = 5.

Now show that the Cartan Coordinate System, using two real number lines,
perpendicular to each other at their common origin, associates every point
in the plane with a pair of,real numbers. Show how (-2,3) and (3,-2) locate
different points so must be different number pairs, and thus that the
number pairs are 'ordered pairs.'
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Postulate: There is a 1:1 correspondence between the set of points in a plane
and the set of ordered pairs of real numbers.

Have students review the definitions of axes, x axis, y axis, coordinates,
ordinate, abscissa.

Note that in this separate postulational system, we will accept all our
postulates and theorems of EUclidean Geometry plus the two new postulates.

A simple theorem of coordinate geometry is that in the coordinate grid,511___
lines parallel to the Y axis (X axis) are, perpendicular to the X axis ( axis
and are equally spaced.

Also prove (informally) the theorems:

Two points with the same abscissa (ordinate) lie on a line parallel to the
Y axis (X axis).

The distance between two points with the same abscissa (ordinate) is equal
to the absolute value of the difference of their ordinates (abscissas).

Represent this distance byly2-yil or I* (ix.2 or 1Sx)

Lessons 2 and 3

Aim:To develop a method of finding the midpoint of a line segment if the segment
is parallel to either axis.
To apply coordinate geometry to exercises with specific points.

Development:

First, note a set of points like (5,7), (2,7), (-1,7), (8,7) etc. and
evolve the idea of the equation of a line.

The set of points (x,c) where x is any real number and c s a constant may be
represented by the equation y C.

The set of points (c,y) where y is any real number and c is a constant may be
represented by the equation x c

If a line segment is parallel to the Y-Axis (X-Axis), the ordinate (abscissa) of its
midpoint may be found by averaging the ordinates (abscissas) of its endpoints

Y1 +Y2

2

(L1

2
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Suggested exercises:

1. Plot (3,5), (9,5), and (6,8). What kind of a triangle is formed?

Y

C(6,8)

At this stage, students cannot show that
the triangle is isosce]es by finding the
lengths of its sides because they know
only the lengths of line segments on a
line parallel to an axis.

What other ways have we of showing that
a triangle is isosceles?

A 3,5) 9,5)

I

Students can write the explanation in
paragraph form which is as essential to their training as the demonstrative
proof form. They need to quote reasons only when the reasons are not one of
the theorems and definitions of this unit.

Acceptable student answer:

Line CD 1. -AB and since D is (6,5) it is the midpoint of AB. Therefore,
the triangle is isosceles because A' the altitude to the base of a triangle
bisects it, the triangle is isosceles. (Another reason for the triangle being
isosceles is any point on the perpendicular bisector of a line segment is
equidistant from the ends of the line segment.)

2. plot A(2;3), 9(5,-1), C(8,3), D(5,7)

a. Show ASCD is a parallelogram.
b. Why isn't it a rectangle?
c. What special rarallelpgram is it? Why?

Student thinks of the fou?'ways to prove
,a figure is a parallelogram. 3ecause the
sides do not lie on lines parallel to the
axes, he chooses to tr:), tc show that the
diagonals bisect each other.

Acceptable student answer:

a. AC H X-Axis, and so its midpoint is (5
BD U Y-Axis, and so its midpoint is '(5,1j.
Therefore, ASCD is a parallelogram because the diagonals have the same
midpoint, and "if the diagonaTS of a quadrilateral bisect each'other, it
is a parallelogram."

Y

I)

Vote: To obtain the midpoint of RD, the student must average 7 and -1. This
helps to reinforce addition of signed numbers. Bright students can also
explore another way of getting the average of two numbers by splitting their
difference.
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b. AC is 6, DB is 8. Hence, the figure is not a rectangle because the diagonals
are not equal.

Note: This is a good place to teach the meaning of contrapositive.

c. AC and DB are perpendicular to each other. Therefore, ABCD is a rhombus
because 'if the diagonals of a parallelogram are perpendicular, it is a
rhombus.'

Note: If your class keeps a growing list of the theorems which it has
proved, the theorem used in c may well have been one of them, even though
it iS not listed as one of tEe theorems in the syllabus.

3. Plot A(-3, -2), B(5, -2), C(9,3) D(1 3). Why is ABCD a parallelogram?

Y
The student may select the method of
showing that one pair of sides are
equal and parallel.

c(9,3)

A(-3 - B(5.-2)

4. Draw x = 2, x = 7, y = 4, y = -1. Why is the closed figure formed a parallel-

ogram? Wny is it a rectangle?

Note: These lines may be called 'the
lobus of points which satisfy the
equations x = 2, x = 7, y = 4, and
y = -1,' provided that the word
'locus" has been introduced earlier
in the year. The first two locus
theorems can be taught directly
after "hypotenuse arm" theorem,
thus giving students almost a full
year's exposure to this difficult
concept. It is reinforced here for
the firstf many times during the
year. Or, the concept of locus
may be taught for the first time in
this unit of work.

Y

y1

ti

-,,,,111411,,X
z=-1 ,
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5. Write the equation of a line whose abscissa is always equal to its ordinate.

Student response: x y

The teacher should have the students plot several points to be sure they
realize that the line contains infinitely many such points. These points
satisfy the equation x y, and conversely, if two numbers x and y correspond-
ing to a point satisfy the equation x y, the point lies on this line. The
equation of the line is therefore an algebraic representation of the locus of
points whose abscissas are equal to their ordinates.

In subsequent assigrments, continue to develop this idea with examples such as:
Write the equation of a line whose ordinate is always two less than its
abscissa."

This exercise could be postponed until the topic of locus is completed.

Note: Later in the year we will use genei.taa coordinates such as
a717) and use the tools of coor nate geometry to prove theorems

instead of merely to do exercises such as 1-5 above.
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VII.

CIRMYS

Note: This unit may be postponed until Lifter similarity and areas, in wl:ich
case the teacher will wish to enrich the unit with many numerical
exercises, and orijnals involvin6 similarity in circles.

Lesson 1

Aim: to reinforce the understanding of the necessity of definitions and postulates
in building up a deductive sequence
to make evident the physical importance of circles in our civilization
to develop the idea of arc degrees
to reach agreement on two. postulates

Development:

Havthe students note the great strides mad: by mankind after he invented the wheel.
Discuss the importance of circles in civilization through their use in gears, pistons,
cylinders, and so on.

The students should state that they must decide upon a definition of what is a circle.
Have them use their knowledge of what they do with compasses in drawing diagrams
of circles to arrive at the definition:

A circle is the set of all points whose distance from a fixed point is constant:

It is necessary to inventory such familiar and previously defined terms as radius,
central angle, arc, and diameter. Insist upon the form which places each in its
superset. For example,

An arc is a curved line which is part of a circle.

Experiment: Draw two unequal circles. Put a 30° central angle in each with a
protractor. (The purpose of this exercise is to get a tactile familiarity with
the relationship between central angles and their intercepted arcs.) The drawings
will reveal clearly that-the arcs which are intercepted are not equal. (Note that
by equal we mean congruent.)

To reinforce this diffemIce in lengths of arcs, draw a sphere to represent iSe
earth and dhow that a 30° central angle would intercept a very long arc on a
meridian. The'arc would be 1/12 the distance around the earth or about 2000 miles.

Enrichment: Discuss the definition of latitude .

which involves central angles. Sketch on the
blackboard:
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Now,'havethe students draw two equal circles with 50° central angles. They will

agree that this time the arcs are equal (congruent).

The students should now examine their two drawings - two unequal circles and two

'equal circles. They should be led to realize that an arc degree is a fractional

part ( 1 of a circle. Thus, a 30° (30 angle degrees angle intercepts an

arc 776 which, is referred to as a 30° arc (30 arc degrees). The arc degree

refers to the relative size of the aro as a fraction of the circle and it does not

refer to the length arc. Thus, two arcs can havethe same number of arc degrees,

but not be the same length.

Also, two arcs can have the same length without having the same number or arc

degrees. Therefore, two arcs may have the same measure (in degrees or in linear

units, e.g. inches) and still not be congruent. However, for two equal circles,

equal arcs will also be congruent arcs.

The arc degree is a new unit of measure and is used (a) in comparing the length
of arc with the circumference and (b) in relating a central angle with its arc.
When we wish to note that two arcs are equal in degrees, not in length, we will

use the symbol P.- .

The students can be led to the decision that the following should be postulated:

Postulate: In the same, or equal circles, if two central angles are equal, then
their arcs are equal.

Postulate: In the same or equal circles, if two arcs are equal, then their
central angles are equal.

Enrichment for those vino teach similarity before' circles: Use the definition

of a circle and the'distance formula to derive the equation of the circle.

LESSON 2

Aim: to explore another method of deducing that arcs are equal
to select the most advantageous method in a particular situation

Development:

Experiment: Divide a circle into six equal arcs. Some students will use six equal
central angles because of the postulate chosen the previous day. Others will assume
a new idea of equal chords and lay off the radius as a chord. They have done this
in earlier grades, but were not aware that they were laying off a chord. The
fact that it would take more than six radii if they were wrapped-along the curve
instead of laid off as chords is vital. It is necessary to draw attention
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to the fact that when chords are laid off, the students are assuming the proposition:

In the same or equal circles, if the chords are equal, then their arcs are equal.

The class should readily suggest that this proposition should not be postulated since
it is easily deducible from a previously accepted postulate. After oral proof,
the class can add, in their notes on methods of deduction, a new list:

Ways to deduce that arcs are equal:

deduce that their central angles are equal
deduce that'their chords are equal

The converse, of the new theorem can readily be deduced as an exercise and listed
as a theorem. Ask the Class, "What is the value of this new theorem in a postdla-
tional system?' They should respond that it gives them'a new way to deduce that
line segments are equal. Add to that list:

If they are chords in a circle, deduce that their arcs are equal. '\

LESSON 3

Aim: to reinforce he understanding of sequence by developing the last theorem
in the first of the 4 sequences of proofs listed in the syllabus
to add a orem very useful for further explorations and deductions

.Development:

Experiment: Draw any circle and any chord CD. Drop a perpendicular from the
center of the circle to CD. What do you discover? The students will quickly
formulate the proposition that a line from the center, perpendicular to a chord,
bisects the cord and both intercepted arcs.

The dedu ion should be developed orally and then written. Careful attention
$h paid to selecting the best method from the list of ways to deduce that
lin segments are equal. Many students think that the two parts of the chords
are hords themselves.

The need for the use of the hypotenuse arm method of proving congruence should lead
to a reexamination of the sequence of which this theorem is the last.

THEOREM

Diameter
perpen-
dicular
to chord
bisects
chord.

THEOREM

Two right
triangles
are con-
gruent if
they agree
in hypoten-
use and arm.

THEOREM

SAA SAA

z

THEOREM

Sum of the
angles of
a triangle
equals 180°.

POSTULATE

ASA ASA
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If lines are
parallel,
alternate
interior
angles are
equal.
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If lines are
parallel,
corresponding
angles are
equal.



LESSON 4

Aim: to stimulate the imagination in investigating a new theorem and various

rearrangements of it
to apply it to numerical exercises

Development:

Experiment: Find the center of this broken wheel.

The method selected by many students willbe an introduction. to 'lie variations
of the theorem explored in lesson 3. The theorem involved four elements:

passes through the center A
perpendicular
bisects chord,
bisects arcs

Notice that the original theorem of Lesson 3 can be written as, "If A and B,

then C and D."

Students will enjoy listing all possible variations i% this symbolic way,

such as, "If A and C, then B and D," etc. Then have the students-translate

their symbolic propositions into English.

The experiment uses B and C as hypothesis and A as conclusion.

Two of the important variations are:

If a line bisects a chord and its arcs; it passes through the center of the
circle and is perpendicular to the chord.

If a line through the center bisects the arcs of a chord, it is perpendicular

to the chord and bisects it.

The proofs can be aralyzed informally with one assigned to each row of students.

They will then report to the class as a whole. It is necessary to show that to
prove a line is a diameter, we must show that it divides the circle into twoqual
arcs.

Note that the construction for finding the missing center of a circle is an appli-
cation of the locus theorem:

The locus of all points equidistant from the ends of a line segment is the
perpendicular bisector of that line segment.

Note: This locus theorem was introduced earlier in the year (allper hypotenuse arm)
and this is a good place to review the idea since students find locus ideas difficult.
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TEST

1. State the theo or postulate to justify the conclusion and label your answer
as a theorem o a postulate. (Parts marked equal are given as equal.)

a.

C D

Conclusion: b.

AB

Conclusion:

CD passes through the
center of the circle..

2. Arrange in the sequence in which they were accepted or proved, and classify
each as a definition, poitulate, or theorem.

a. If a diameter is perpendicular to a chord, it bisects the chord.
If 2 triangles agree in ASA, they are congruent.

c. If two right triangles agree in hypotenuse arm, they are congruent.
d. If 2 triangles agree4n SAA, they are congruent.
e. The sun of the angles of any triangle is 180°.

3. Describe the process of finding the center of a given circle im.terms of the
locus theorem involved.

1. An original proof in which arcs are to be deduced equal. (See any standard text.)

5. An original proof in which chords are to be deduced equal. (See any standard text.)

Lesson 5

Aim: To establish the relations between chords and their distances from the
center.

To add a new way to deduce that line segments are equal.

Development:

Experiment: Have each member of the class draw as chords of fixed
length as he wishes in a circle.

The appearance of an inner circle will
please and surprise students. (Some
will enjoy doing the same with curve
stitching at home.) A curve formed
without drawing it by an infinite set
of lines is called an envelope.
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Tho mathematical implication that these chords are all
equally distant from the center is reinforced if the
teacher draws a diagram on the board with a longer
chord spoiling the picture. It will be necessary to
review what is meant by distance from a-point to a
line.

Have the students deducA informally and list as theoreft:

If chords are equal, then they are equally distant from the center.
If chords are equally distant from the center, then they are equal.

Add to the list of ways to deduce that lines are equal:

If they are chords of a circle, deduce that they are equally distant from
the center.

Note: If similarity is taught before circles, exercises should include many numericals
in which the Pythagorean Theorem is applied to distances from the center of
the circle.

LESSON 6

Aim: to apply the new ways (see lesson 5) to deduce that line segments are equal
to analyze original exercises which require the students to make a vise
selection of ways to deduce line segments equal in circles

Development:

Suggested exercises:

1. Given: Circle A Circle B
AB A CP

Deduce: CD EF

Plan: Show the line segments are
equidistant from tli centers.

Note: This ecercise also serves as a good review of ways to show a quadrilateral
is a parallelogram.

2. Given: Concentric circles

Deduce: AB CD

Plan: Use diameter perpendicular
to chord and subtract.

3. See standard textbook for other exercises.
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Lesson

Aim: To introduce the tangent.
To develop the lostulate: "If a line is tangent to a circle, then it is

perpendicular to the radius drawn to the point of contact."

To develop the theorem, "If a line is perpendicular to a radius at its

outer extremity, tAlen it is a tangent to the circle."

Development:

Have the students consider mud or sparks being thrown off tangent, to a

wheel. They should arrive at the definition:

A tangent to a circle is a line which has only one point in common with A

the circle.

Experiment: Have the students draw a circle and lines which they consider to be
tangent to the given circle. Have them draw the radii to these lines. The students
will agree that the lines appear to be perppndicular to the radius drawn to the
point of contact. They may then postulate:

If a line is a tangent to a circle, then it is perpendicular to the radius

drawn to the point of contact.

Experiment: Erect a perpendicular to radius OA
at point A. The students will agree that this
perpendicular will have only one point in com-
mon with the circle, and is, therefore, tangent
to the circle.

Note: The students may want to postulate that "a line perpendicular to a radius
at its extremity is tangent to the circle. However, the stn went may be deduced.

OA is the shortest distance from 0 to the tangent because it is the perpendicular.
Any other line from 0 to the tangent, being longer than OA, must meet the tangent
outside the circle.

If similarity is taught before circles, the following proof by coordinate
geometry could be used instead.

Given: Circle 0whose equation is x2 242.

A line perpendicular to radius OA where A (r,o).

Since the line is perpendicular to the X-Axis, its equation is x r.

Solving the equations of line and circle simultaneously:

x2 + y2 r2 + y2 r2

x r 72 0
y 0

The only point of intersection is (r,0). Therefore, the line is tangent.
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LESSON 8

1
Aim: to develop several theorems concerning tangents

to apply these to exercises

Developments

Experiment: Construct a tangent to circle 0 at P and also at Q.

What do you discover?

The discussion concerning the resulting
kite figure will bring, out a number of
easily deduced ideas:

Tha,tangents are equal. (Define "length of tangent" as distance from outside
point to point of contact.)
The opposite angles are suppleinentary.
The line to the center bisects the angle between the tangents.
The line to the center is the perpendicular bisector of the chord.
'(Review again the idea of locus.)

These are to be listed as theorems after informal proof.

What happens as we move the point of intersection of the tangents closer to the
circle? Farther away?

ti

If similarity precedes.doircles, have students now do exercises in which the
Pythagorean Theorem and equal tangents are involved.

TEST

1. a. Select P and Q so LPOQ will equal 600.

b. Construct tangents, to the circle at
P and Q, meeting at M.

c. Find LpMQ.
d. Deduce that OM is the perpendicular

bisector of PQ.

2. Given: RP and TP tangent to circles 0 and S

a. Deduce: RN TU

3. An exercise in proving chords equal. See
any standard text.
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LESSONS 9 and

Aim: to introduce gle measurement in circles
to examine the lationships between angles in a circle and their arcs

Development:

Note: It is advantageous, en possible, to present such a topic experimentally.
The students should discove certain propositions, note their significance and
application, and try to arrant the propositions in a deductive sequence.

Have available a wooden model of circle
with nails projecting from it, pe ndicu-
lar to the plane of the circle, and ually
spaced as shown in the diagram at the ght.
Nails should be placed every 15° so tha the
students can read off the number of degrees
in an arc.

It is also possible (but less effective) to trace a blackboard protractor on the
board.

If your school has a polar coordinate stencil graph chart, it has 360
the outer circle making it very easy to read off degrees in any arc.

Have the students recall that various arcs of 30° (30 arc degrees) may be unequal
in length. (See lesson 1 of this chapter.) The symbol S indicates arcs are
equal in arc degrees, but not necessarily in length. Compare this to "James
John' meaning *James and John are the same height.'

Have the students recall that a 300 central angle (30 angle degrees) intercepts

1an arc which is --- of the circumference or is referred to as a 30° arc (30 arc
12

degrees). Is there always a relationship between angles formed by lines in a

circle and their arcs? Let us investigate various possibilities.

Class will suggest various possibilities. Show these possibilities with rubber

bands stretched between nails on the wooden model.
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In each case, have the students come to the model, measure the angle with a
protractor, and read off the arcs by means of the nails. List the relationships
as they are discovered (in any order). Class should suggest trying at least
3 different positions of the lines in each case. Mention the need for a fat"
sampling.

The angle formed by two chords intersecting within the circle presents an interest-
ing challenge. The results might appear as:

AB CD

300 45° 15°

600 450 750

128° 750 18cP

The results should suggest averaging the arcs. The idea of an arithmetic mean
has already been studied in the coordinate geometry unit on the midpoint of a line
segment.

By the end of lesson 10, the class should have compiled a list of the relationships
which they have discovered:

An angle formed by two chords intersecting inside the circle
to the average of its arcs.

An angle formed by two secants (tangent secant, two tangents)
to half the difference of its arcs (intercepted).

is equal in degrees

is equal in degrees

An angle formed by a tangent and a chord is equal in degrees to half its arc.

An inscribed angle is equal in degrees to half its arc.

A central angle is equal in degtees to its arc.

LESSON 11 (/

Aim: to apply the angle and arc relationships discovered in lessons 9 and 10.

Development:

Note: Exercises, including many which involve some use of algebra, may be found
in any standard text and in previous New York State Regents examinations. These
exercises also will provide a review of many principles introduced earlier.
Exercises involving Pythagorean Theorem and trigonometry should also be provided,
if similarity precedes circles.
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Suggested exercise:

DF is diameter of circle 0
DE is a tangent, DE 11 AC

BF e 400, LC 200

Find: Z1, gft, LSDC, LCDE, ZSaR

LESSONS 12 and 13

Aim: to rearrange the angle and arc relationships discovered in lessons 9 and 10
into a postulational sequence

Development :

Have the students consider which of the five relationships would be best chosen
as a postulate. The students can be. guided to see that - "A central angle is
equal in degrees to its arc" - is the relationship which should be selected as
the postulate since it seems to contain the minimum assumption. Whatever facts
are given, the center will be one of them.

lgr

An examination of the di ams involving angles and circles will reveal that the
relationships seem to be easily associated with the inscribed angle. Therefore,
this theorem should be d duced next after the postulate. It will probably be
necessary to suggest the separation of the inscribed angle theorem into three cases,
since this is the first time students have met this device. Students may argue
that this is reasoning from a special case. The teacher shOuld point out that
this is acceptable sinc- eve a possible case is discussed. The usual error is
precisely an error in not considering every possible case.

Note: Students may suggest other orders and, for enrichment, they may try them
at home.

The deductions in this sequence illustrate a simple postulational system. They
map be called for on the Regents examination. The four required

deductions should be written by the students at home using letters other than
those used in class. These deductions should be carefully checked.

Note: The tangent chord theorem is a side branch of the sequence and its deduction
is not listed as 'required', but it should be done informally.

LESSON 14

Aim: to show that these angle and arc relationships are in reality All special
cases of one general formula:

An angle formed 'by two lines in a circle is equal in degrees to the
average of its arcs.
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Development:

Use the wooden model or diagrams.
Have the students realise that the
central angle is half the sum of two
equal arcs (average of the arcs).

As E (point of intersection) moves away
from the center, one of the arcs (ED)
decreases.

The arc (HD) becomes zero when E is on
the circle.

The arc (HD) reappears as E ,ores outside
of the circle. Students will often suggest
that the arc HD which decreased to sero
and now reappeared should be considered
negative. Thus, the one formula will
apply to all cases. (The tangent chord
and secant tangent should also be included.)

LESSON 15

Aim: to add to the lists of "Ways to deduce that arcs are equal" and "Ways to
deduce that angles are equal,' the new ways arising from the angle
measurement sequence
to deduce that an angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle
to apply these to exercises

Development:

Have the students consider L8 and Lir
in the diagram at the right. They
will be able to deduce that the angles
are equal.

Have them next consider L8 and. in the
diagram at the right. Is

The following theorem should be listed:

Inscribed angles measured by the same or equal arcs are equal.

Many cases can be handled algebraically. The angles will be equal when shown to
be equal to the same expression.

These theorems should be added to "Haar to deduce..." lists.

Have them deduce that an angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle.
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LZSSON 16

Alai: To develop two ways of constructing a tangent to a circle.

Development:

Experiment: Point P is on circle O. Construct a tangent to 0 at P. (This is a
direct application of the theorem that a line perpendicular to a radius at its
outer extremity is, tangent to the circle.)

EXperiment: Point P is outside circle O. Construct a tangent to 0 from P. This
is a real challenge and a good place to teach the method of analyzing a construction
by sketching the finished product. Students will suggest that to get the necessary
right angle at the point of contact, they need a semicircle with OP as diameter.

UNIT TEST

CIRCLES

1. Arrange thete theorems, definitions, and postulates in the sequence in which
we accepted and deduced them:

a. The sum of the angles of a triangle is 1800.
b./The angle between two chords is equal in degrees to half the sum of its arcs.
c. A central angle is equal in degrees to its arc.
d. An exterior angle of a triangle is the suns of the remote interior angles.
e. An inscribed angle is equal in degrees to half its arc.

2. Deduce: An angle between a tangent and a secant is equal in degrees to half the
difference of its arcs.

3. Discuss the method we used to deduce the "Inscribed angle" theorem, and explain
why the method used is not an error in reasoning (reasoning from a special ease)
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SIMILARITY

LESSON 1

Aim: to define similar polygons
to define and use ratio and proportion
to develop that in a proportion the product of the extremes equals the
product of the means

Development:

This lesson may be introduced with a reference to the fact that the class up
to now has given considerable attention to the study of congruent pblygons -
polygons which have the same size and the same shape. Have the students note
that the symbol 'arconsists of two parts: a representing the same size, and ^.,
representing the same shape. It is now proposed to consider each of the two
facets of congruence separately. In this unit we consider figures which have
only the sable shape (called similar figures) and in a later unit we will study
figures which have only the same size (that is, are equal in area).

Have the students suggedt situations in which they have encountered similar
figures (scale drawings, photo enlargements, blueprints, maps, scale models,
and so on).

What mathematical relationships appear to exist between the corresponding paAs
of similar figure's? In order to describe the relationship, the word ratio
will be intro& ed. Its definition as the quotient representing the dative
size of two q tities should be introduced at, this point. To develop the
meaning of ra i , the students should be asked to find the ratio in such
exercises as the following:

number,of boys to the number of girls in the class
number of girls- to the number of boys in. the class
number of boys to the total number of students in the class
2" to V.

.i
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To have students arrive at a precise definition of similar polygons, the follow-
ing experiment should be performed:

Draw a rectangle with length 2" and width 1"'
Construct a figure of the same shape but having its length 3 ".

What two relationships between parts was it necessary to arrange in order to
secure the same shape? Would,evdry rectangle7ITTRliar to every other rectangle
since their angles are all equal? Would a rectangle with 1" and 2" sides be
similar to a parallelogram with lift and 3" sides?

t

The definition of similar polygons as polygons in which (1) corresponding angleu
are equal and (2) the ratios of corresponding sides are equal, should then follow.

N04-: Tn arriving at the definition of similar polygons, the teacher Will
find a need for a much more careful development of the notion of
corresponding angles and corresponding sides than was the case with congruent
triangles. If it is poss ble to name two polygons ABCDE...,and AIBICIIIE'...
in such a way that /A -LA', £B- LB',..., then and LA,, Lp and 01,...,
are what we mean by corr eponding angles, an AB and BC and B'C',...
are what we mean by corresponding sides.

The definition of similar polygons given here contains more information than
is necessary. Occasionally, a bright student may
to construct two of the angles and three of the si
three of the angles in his new rectangle to insure
that convention ha.: dictated the adoption of,this
of language description rather than an economy of,
the conventional definition it will be deduced late

oint out that he needed only
es, or two of the sides and
imilarity. He should be told
finition to effect an economy
thematical requirements. From
that fewer properties are needed

to show polygons similar. If this issue does not arise spontaneously at this time,
it *could be wipe for the tep6her not to inject fit. Later studies (the constancy
of the angle gum for a polygon of a fixed numbed¢ of sides) will provide opportuni-
ties for appropriate questions on how their implications will affect the definition
of similar polygond.

The equal ratios of the sides of similar polygons leads naturally to the definition
of a proportion as the statement that two ratios are equal. Students frequently
confuse the terms ratio and proportion in using them. It should be emphasized
that a ratio compares two terms while four terms are involved in/a-proportion:
The number of boys to girls in our class is a certain ratio. If the ratio of the
number of boys to girls in the class next door is the same as in ours, then boys
and girls of both classes are in proportion.

.The terms means, extremes, and fourth proportional should be introduced at this
point. They are best explainedMRa proportion written in the form a:b c:d,
bdt students should be told that

Ea

. c

a
is usually a better form with which to work.

Have the students examine numerical proportions (2/4 6/12) to discover the
relation of means to extremes. This should lead to the generalization that in
aproportion, the produCt of the means equals the product of the extremes. This
law should be'deduced by getting the class to suggest multiplying both members of

the generalized proportion a c by bd.
S
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The law should then be applied in numerical and algebraic situations. Suggested

exercises:

1. Is 2 4 a true proportion?

7 717
2. Find the fourth proportional to 3, 5, and 12.

3. Find x: x - 3 . 4.

10

LESSON 2

Aim: to postulate the proportional division of two sides of a triangle by a
line parallel to the third side
to use the postulate in developing the transformations of proportions.

Development:

Experiment: Have the class draw'a triangle (not isosceles) with a line parallel
to one side of the triangle intersecting the other two sides. The four segments
into Uhich the intersected sides are cut should then be measured (use a milli-
meter scale to do this to avoid the difficulties that result from the fractional
parts when the inch scale is used). Is there any apparent relatin between the
four segments?
Note.: The experiment is easily done on the overhead projector with the teacher
indicatingAhe readings on a transparent millimeter ruler or a homemade acetate
marked straight edge.

From the experiment, students should arrive at the generalization that If a line
is parallel to one'side of a triangle and intersects the other two sides, it
divides them proportionally." We have no previously established method for
deriving a proportion, otherthan from the sides of similar polygons.(where the
proportion is needed to establish the similarity). Therefore, we cannot deduce
this generalization from'anything.previously established and must list it as a
postulate.

Note to teacher: In fact, this proposition is even more of an assumption than
we have brought out here. The whole idea that any two lines could bdmeasured,
using the same unit;if only the unit, chosen were small eniuzn, was at first assumed
by the Greeks, and the fact that this cannot be done when the ratio of the lengths
is irrational (incommensurable) came as a shock to the Pythagorean School.
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A new list, "Ways to deduce lines proportional," should now be started. "Showing
that they are corresponding sides of similar polygons" and "showing that a line
cutting two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third side" are entered in
this list.

Have students consider a numerical application
o the above (see diagram). Clearly, 5/3 = 10/6.

e there any other true proportions connecting
the segments? By experimentation with these
numbers students will find that 5/10 3/6,
5/8 = 10/16, and so on. It is also instructive
to have pupils Consider cases that'"do not work"
(5/10 6/3 and 5/6ik 10/3). This will lead
t4em to formulate the need for a correspondence
in location of those segments whose sizes are
shc",/n in corresponding positions in the equal
ratios. By labeling the segments a, b, c, and

the numerical examples above should be
generalized as:

(1) If a . c then b d.

b d a c

(2) If a . c then a . b.
b c

(3) If a . c then a + b c + d.

If time permits, brief informal proofs can be given for the above. In (1)
multiply both sides by bd and then divide bcth sides by ac. In (2) take product
Of 'means and extremes and divide by cd. In (3) add 1 to each side of the original.

Note: In view of the above transformations, it is not necessary to distinguish
between the sides of a triangle being divided "ins proportion" and "proportionally."

Have the students do numerical exercises in which the "line parallel to a side of
a triangle" postulate is involved. Exercises such as the following may be found
in any textbook.

If = 6, DA = 3, BC =12 and DE is
parallel to. AC, find BE.
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LESSON 3

Aim: to develop that three or more parallel lines divide transversals proportionally
to develop that three or more parallel lines cutting off equal segments on
one transversal cut off equal segments on every transversal
to divide a line into any number of equal parts

Development:

Have the students draw triangle ABC with
two lines parallel to BC instead of one as

, in lesson 2. What relationship between
a, b, co d, e, and f would you expect?
Verify by measuring.

Have the students imagine triangle AEC
is "stretched" by moving AC parallel to
itself until it assumes the position
AICI, a, b, c, d, e, and f are not
altered in size. Class discdssion will B

lead to the proposition "three or more
parallellines intercept proportional segmeats on two transver
postulate should now be added to the list of "Ways to deduce

If you prove the proposition, list it as a theorem.

Now have the students suppose that a, b, and c of the figure are all equal.
What must follow about the sizes of d, e, and. f? The corollary that "If three
or more parallel lines cut off equal segments or one transversal, they cut off
equal segments on every transversal" should be/elicited. This should now be
added to the list of "Ways to deduce line segments equal."

Experiment: Have the student* take a piece of paper with an edge about 4" long,
and divide this edge into 5 equal parts without using ruler or compasses'. Have
them measure the third angles and the sides, and note that the corresponding
angles have been forced to be equal, and the corresponding sides to be propor-
tional by merely, copying two angles. The generalization that, "It seems as if
two triangles are similar if they agree in two angles," can now be made. (Hint:
You may use any lined paper you have in your notebook to help you.) When this is
solved, the teacher should elicit the. two properties possessed by the lined
paper that made it possible to do thid (the lines are parallel and they are
equally spaced from one another).

B

f

CI

sals." This
a proportion."

The results from the above experiment should now be applied to dividing a line
segment into any number of equal parts using straightedge and compasses. The
students should be capable of developing this construction themselves.if the
teacher's questioning leads them to appreciate the need for the equally spaced
parallel lines and that the-endpoints of tLe segment to be divided must lie on
the first and last of these lines.
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LESSONS 4, 5 and 6

Aim: to discover methods for making; triangles similar
to deduce the simplest method (angles equal)
to apply this theorem in deducing triangles are similar
to apply this theorem in deducing proportions
to apply this theorem in deducing the equality of products
to deduce certain corollaries

Development:

Have the students review the definition of similar polygons. They should now be

asked to draw a triangle and to consider the problem of making a triangle similar
to it. Since the definition involves equal angles and proportional sides, a third
of the class can be assigned to begin their attack on the problem by making angles
equal (with protractors or compasses ; a second group should begin to work by
doubling corresponding sides; and a third group should try some combination of
equal angles and proportional sides.

It will become apparent to the first group that the required triangle is fully
determined as soon as two angles are made equal to those in the original triangle
and that there is no need to construct the third angle or to take any steps to
insure that the sides are in the same ratio. The generalization that "Two
triangles are similar if they agree in two angles" can now be made.

With the help of some questions by the teacher, the second group can also be
led to see that their triangle is fully determined when they have its-sides,
and therefore there is no need to attack the problem of making the angles equal.
What generalization results? Finally, the last group can see that the con-
struction of one angle and its including sides will also determine a triangle

that meets the requirements.

Students should be asked to compare this situation involving similar triangles

with that of congruent triangles., The definition of congruent triangles

requires the equality of six pairs of parts:, but it was deduced that the equality

of three pairs of certain parts would suffice to establish congruence.

Which of the three-new methods for constructing similar triangles appears to be

simplest? Since the first method, involves the fewest elements, the question can

cbe raised as to whether all the onditions in the complete definition of similar

triangles can be deduced from the equality of just two pairs of angles. It should

be emphasized to students that the equality of angles alone will "not guarantee

similarity of polygons other than triangles (compare a square, and a non-square

rectangle, for example).

In attempting to deduce the AA .1 AA proposition; students wilrreadily see why

the third pair of angles are equal. They should naw.note that we have only one

previously established' way to deduce the proportionality of sides. Manipulation

of a pair of similar triangles cut out of cardboard will suggest the placement

of triangles so that a line is parallel to one side of a triangle. The deductive

proof then follows.

Note: The proof required in the New York State syllabus as well as that given

in any texts is the one for AAA 3 AAA, rather than for 'AA a AA. Students Should

be asked how they would modify' their proof if they were asked to prove the former

proposition.
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Two pairs of angle's equal can now be placed in the list, "Ways to deduce triangles
are similar."

Have the students do simple deductive exercises proving triangles similar using
AA a AA. One of these exercises should be the deducing of the corollary that
"A line parallel to one side of a triangle cuts off a triangle similar to the
original triangle." This proposition should be added to the list of "Ways to
deduce that triangles are similar."

Enrichment: The corollary can also be used to explain the principle which is used
in the pantograph to construct similar figures.

Have the students now consider exercises in which it is required to deduce line
segments proportional. In order to get a correct proportion, corresponding
sides of similar triangles must be selected. It should be stressed that corres-
ponding sides are opposite equal angles. Marking the equal angles on the
figure as they are proved equal is therefore a "must." Since two pairs of equal
angles will be marked in using AA a AA, the remaining unmarked pair also represent
a set of corresponding angles.

Students may also have a problem in determining which triangles to select to
prove similar in order to deduce a particular proportion. line two sides of one
of the triangles appear in the numerators, and two sides of the other appear in
the denominators of the proportion, the vertices of the required triangles are
determined by he letters in the *Iumerators.and denominators respectively.

Note: In the ca9r, of a "transformed" proportion, two sides of the eame triangle
may ar?es. - me ratio, and the corresponding sides of the other'

i)

triangle in
the ()the .atio. In this case, the vertices in each ratio will determine the
names of the triangles to be deduced similar.

The students should be led to understand the value of analyzing the proportion
to be deduced. They should write a plan indicating which triangles have been
selected to be proved similar. It is also good practice to have the students
draw their diagrams in pencil and outline the selected triangles either with two
different colored pencils or in ink. They might use a solid ink line for one
triangle, and a dotted ink line for the other.

Suggested czercise:

Given:ALEC with altitudes BD and AE

Deduce: AC AEY'M
Flan: (1)L ACE BM to be deduced by

(Student then outlines these Ls)
(2) AA a AA
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As another exercise, the students should be'asked to consider the relationship
of corresponding altitudes in similar triangles. It should be deduced that they
are in the same ratio as any two corresponding sides, and this fact added to
"Ways to deduce that lines are proportional."

The exercises in which line segments were proportional should next be extended
to involve the deduction that two products are equal. Presentation of such
exercises without any special preparation of the class will usually elicit the
student suggestion that such an equality of products will result if the product
of the means and product of the extremes are taken in a proportion. The
proposition that "If the product of two numbers is equal to the product of another
two numbers, then either pair can be made the means and the other pair the
extremes of a proportion" can be shown to hold by dividing both sides of ab = cd
by bc, and so on.

Students should apply this proposition as part of the analysis of exercises
involving equal products. The analysis results in a plan to deduce a certain
proportion, a certain pair of triangles are similar, and usually that the triangles
are similar because of AA = AA.

Suggested exercise:

Given: AAEC with altitudes BD and AE

Deduce: AC x BD = AE x BC

Plan: (1) AC AE to be deduced by
15

(2) getting A ACE " ABCD to be deduced by
(Student then outlines these A s)

(3) AA - AA

Have the students consider numerical and algebraic exercises involving computation
to find the length df the sides of similar triangles. These exercises shduld
include some involving indirect measurement by similar figures and soMe-ispnlica-
tions to scale drawings.

Suggested exercises:

1. Find the height of a tree if it casts a shadow 70' long at the same time that
a 5' pole casts a 71 shadow.

2. Find the value of x in the 3x+5
diagram to the right.

3. In a scale drawing, a 3" line is used to represent a side of a triangle that is
actually 20' long. What length'should be used in the drawing to show a second

.( side of the triangle which is 35' long?
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ussoNs 7 and 8

Aim: to etudy relationships between segments of chords; secants, and tangents

Devel2pments

Experiments P is any point on AB.
As AB rotates about P, what
happens to its segments?

Students will readily note that as one segment of the chord grows, the o
shrinks. Measure two cases and note that the product is constant.

Teachers Is it necessary for the product to be constant just because one
grows when the other shrinks?

Student: Not unless they are in proportion.

This suggests-similar figures, and the informal proof is readily obtained. List
theorem:

If two chords intersect within a circle, the product of the segments of one
equal:, the product of the segments of the other.

What would be the effect of pulling
P outside the circle?

Students may prefer deduction to experiment
this time. Prove informally and list
theorem:

If two secants meet outside a circle, the product of one secant and its
external segment is equal to the product of the other secant and its
external segment.

Suggested exercises:

Apply both theorems to algebraic exercises.

1. A secant is drawn to a circle from an outside point and has an internal
segment of 5 inches. Another secant from the same point has an internal
segment of 9 inches and an external segment of 3 inches. Find the external
segment of the first secant.

2. In a circle, chords AB and CD intersect at E. If AE = 10, EB = 4, and DE
exceeds EC by 3, find EC.

Move P so that one of the
segments? Theorem should

"If a tangent and a secant
the square of the tangent
segment."

secants becomes a tangent. What happens to the
therefore become:

are drawn to a circle from the same external point,
is the product of the secant and its external

.;* Deduction is assigned as an original exercise:
Suggested exercise: A tangent and a secant are drawn to a circle frOm an external

.point. If the tangent is 9, and the internal segment of the secant is 24, find
the external segment of-the secant.
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LESSONS 9 and 10

.

Aim: to discover the converse of the proposition concerning a line parallel to
one side of a triangle
to use the converse to deduce that "two 4iangles are similar if an angle
of one triangle is equal .to an angle offfe other triangle and the sides
including these angles are in proportion"
to deduce "a line joining midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel
to the third side and equal to one half of it"
to apply the theorems to exercises.

Development:

Experiment: Take a triangle (preferably non-isosceles) and divide two of the sides
(by inspection) into 3 or 14 equal parts. Connect a pair of corresponding points
of division so that both sides are cut in the same ratio (such as 1:2 or 1:3), and
-"note the relationship of the joining line to the third side of the triangle. The
generalization that a line dividing two sides of a triangle proportionally -is
parallel to the third side should be postulated. It can be added to the list
"'Ways to deduce that lines are parallel."

Have the students realize that line segments in proportion were used to suggest
the above postulate.' Raise the question of whether line segments in proportion
can also be used to deduce triangles similar. Students should recall or' repeat
the experiment of the first lesson dealing with similar triangles. Each student
drew a triangle and constructed a triangle similar to it based upon the definition
of similar polygons. A groUp of students copied one angle and made the sides
forming the angle into equal ratios (by doubling, halving, or tripling. each).
It became apparent that the similar triangle was determined by constructing the
three'parts, and thus making'it unnecessary to construct any Of the other
relationships required in the definition.

Note: The deduction of the theorem, "Two triangles are similar if an angle of
one is equal to an angle of theTother and the including sides are proportional,"
is not required in the State syllabus.. However, it is advisable to do it in

class since it begins in the samemenner/as the AA = AA deduction and will help to
emphasize certain aspects of the former. (Why cannot ast angle be superimposed
on the corresponding one in the new proposition ?)

This similarity theorem, may be used to explain the principle of proportional
dividers in which pin E is adjusted so that
AE:EC BE:ED, and in which a pair of equal"
vertical angles always occurs.
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Students ahouldlnow be asked to consider what facAs appear to be true when a line
is drawn joining,the midpointS of twos iees of a triangle. The proposition that
"A line joining the midpoints of two sic% of a triangle is parallel to the third
side and 'qua' to one half of it" can be deduced very readily from:the second
similarity theorem. It should be. added to "Ways to prove lines parallel" and
applied to both deduction exercises and to numerical exercises.

The theorem "A line joining the midpoints of
two sides of a triangle..." may be used in
connection with the deduction of "two
medians of a triangle trisect each other."
(Connect points D and E, DE II BA and
DE 113A. ADOS .".0L011.A. OE i0&, and
OD OB. Therefore, OE 1/3AE and
OD 1/3 SD.

Suggested exercises: (See any good textbook)

1. Two isosceles triangles are similar if their vertex angles are equal.

2. If.the, line joining the midpoints of two adjacent sides of a rectangle is 8;
her long is a diagonal of the rectangle?

LESSON 11

Aim: to develop "This coordinates of the midpoint of any line segment from
P1 yi) to P2 (x2, areare the averages of the coordinates of the

endpoints:(xl x2o.Yi 4 Y2 1

2 2,

to apply the theorem

Development:

The term "arithmetic mean" could well be used instead of "average." Modern
civilization calls for an increased understanding of measures of central tendency.
This topic gives studentS an increased facility in finding what number-lies

halfway between two others,especiallNwhen negative numbers are involved.

Frequert oral response will discourage the tendency of some students to memorize

the formula to the extent that meaning is lost. Some students will still be

vague about the distinction between addition and subtraction of signed numbers.

The distinction deserves frequent reexamination.

trb
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The proof of the theorem follows readily as illustrated:

Given that M is the midpoint of P1P2. Drop P1R,

P2S and MN_Lto the X-Axis. Therefore, N is a

midpoint of RS since "If 3 or more parallel
lines cut off equal segments on one transversal,
they cut off equal segments on any transversal."
R is (xl, 0) and S is (x2, 0). .

(

Therefore, N is xi + x2, 9 . Since MN is

--TT-
.

parallel to the Y-Axis, the abscissa of M is
also xl + x2.

Repeat with perpendiculars to the Y -Axis for the ordinate y, + y2.

Suggested exercises:

1. Plot A(4,10), B(6,0), q(14,-10),' D(16,20). Find'the 000rdinates of the
midpoints of each side of ABCD. What kind of a quadrilateral is formed'by
joining the midpoints in succession? Why?

Acceptable student answer:

R(515), S(10,-5), T(1515), U(10,15)

RT and US are perpendicular and they
have a common midpoint (10,5)

Therefore, EMU is a rhombus because
"If the diagonals of a quadrilateral
bisect each other, it is a pardllel-
.ogramn and "If the diagonals of a
parallelogram are perpendicular to
each other, it is a rhombus:"

Note: StUdents loSe sight of the
significance of these exercises,
whether demonstrated as above,
or proved deductively (informally).

X

They should be asked whether this would, be true of all quadrilaterals, they
should be reminded by wooden models of the flexibility of the shape of a given
quadrilateral, and they should be encouraged to make a dynamic model of wood
or cardboard and rubber cord. Some .tudents get a much more /eating feeling
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for these ideas when they see them in three different settings -.demonstrative
proof, coordinate geometry exercises, and wooden' models.

2. Plot A(020), B(a,0), C(b,c). Find the coordinates of the midpoints R and S of
AC and BC respectively. How long is RS? Make two observations about RS. State
these two observations as a theorem.

It will be necessaryto discuss the placing of the aXes in the position
where the origin is on one vertex, and the X-axis falls along one side.
The generalitylof this method should be made clear. The technique is an
important one for mathematics.

Note: Earlicp students.' have deduced synthetically that the line joining the'
midpoints of two sides of a triangle is paralli4 to the third side and equal
to bale of it. This fact is deduced here by an analytic procedUre.

The theorem is listed in.the,syllabus and canbe given this treatment instead
of the synthetic one and then listed in the students' notebooks.

The inclusion of coordinate geometry, which some have felt may overcrowd the
syllabus, does in fact; therefore, help to treat many ideas in the informa'...,
.deductive manner.

3. Plot A(-12-2), B(112-2), C(925),
.

D(325). Find the coordinates M and N of. the
midpoints of AD and.BC. How long is AB, DC, MN? Discover a relationshiPw
among'the lengths of AB, DC and MN. i . ,

r
. $,

Acceptable student answer:

a. M N (10,2) AB = 12, DC

"FiN 9

It seems that MN is the average of
AB and DC.

Teacher: What kind of reasoning are
yOu doing now?

Student: .Experimental (or inductiye).

Vs

(9,5)

1..

'A

b. Fyor some, students assign cr,ordinates A(0,0),
iscuss the generality and deductive nature
the median of arapezoid is the average of

Acceptable student response:

M (d$ c); N (a + ba c)
2 2' 2 2

Therefore, MN = a + b - d

AB = a
DC = b - d

1. -2

B(a20), C(b,c) and D(d,c) and
of this method. Conclude that
the bases, and list it.

B(112..

MN is equal to the a erage of AB and DC.
MN is also parallel o AB and DC because all three are parallel to the X-Axis.
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4. Plot A(2,2), B(7,3), C(10,5), D(5,4). Why is ABCD a parallelogram?

Students can now usa thefact,that the
.diagonals have the sere midpoint even
when the diagOnals are not conveniently
located on the coordinate grid lines.

*

D(5 4)

A(2,2)

C(10,5)

( 7
(
, 3 )

LESSON 12

Aim: to preSert and deduce informally: "Two triangles are similar if their
. corresponding sides -are in proportion "

Note: This propoSition is not listed in the State syllabus. Itsinclusion is'.
recommended to."round out" the discussion of similar triangles andto make the
conclusion available for certain applications.

Development:.

Have the students consider two triangles ABC and,A'31C1 (a photograph and its,
enlargement, or an actual trianrle and a photograph of it which is an !enlarge-
ment"or a "reduction" of it) which have a/a' = b/b' = c/c' = k (k is the pro-.
portionality constant). What else is constant? Elicit from the students that
the size of the angles seems to have been preserVed and thus the triangles are
apparently similar.

An informal demonstration of the
similarity may be done as follows:
Measure LA' and LB' and construct
AAP with Ll and 42 respectively
equal to /A' and Z13 Thus,
LS.AZ01.^...-&A'TCT-'(AA = AA) so
that x/b' = c /c' or x = kb'.:
Thus, x = b. In the same lcv y 1. a.
Therefore, AABD Ird.ABC (S33 = SSS)
and hence L1 ABD ""-* Li AEC (congruent
triangles are similar). Then
AABC AA'B'Co since they are
both similar to the same triangle

Given: LAECand&A'BIC,
4/al = b/b' =c/c1 = k
(a=ka', b=kb's c=kc')

Deduce; eL ABC -' B' C'

The theorem may be restated, "Two .triangles are similar, if the sides of one are
equimultiples of the sides of the other." It should be included in the list of
methods to deduce triangles similar.

Suggested exercises:

1. How are two triangles related if the sides of one are equimultiples of the
Tided of the other (a) when the proportionality constant k< 1? (b) when k>. 1?
(c) when k = 1?

2. Points P, Q, and R are located on the sides AB, BC and CA respectively of 1

AEC. If iine,segments PQ, QR and RP are drawn; and if.PQ.= iCA,
QR = lAB, and RP = ;BC, prove that DiR = L.
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3. State the theorem which proves the triangles similar in each case:

b.

9"

II

.

.

PTIQS are .

sraight lines

rr

AB,cp are
straight lines

4. The special right triangle whose sides are in the ratio 3':4:5 should b4
considered here. Why are all 3-4-5 triangles right triangles?- If a right
triangle has legs of 6" and qn, how long is the hypotenuse? Why?

UNIT TEST

SINI1ARIrf

.) s
1. Name 2 sets of quadrilaterals such that any member of one setmould have its

corresponding angles equal to those of.any membjr bf the second set, but the
two pre no similar.

2. Same as above. Require that the corresponding sides be in proportion but the
two qUadrilaterals are not , -

.

'3. In triangle ABC, a linerpara3.191 to AC cuts AB at D and BC at E. If AD is 4,
DR is 8 and BC is.181 find EC.-

4. The bases of a trapezoid are '8 and 12 and the altitude is 3. If the non-

t4.
parallel sides are extended until. they meet, find. the altitude ,of the triangle
formed by them and the -smaller base of the trapezoid.

5. Construct an equilateral triangle given its perimeter.
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6. Show that A( -2,l), B(325), C(4,9),' and D(-125) are the vertices of 'a
Parallelogram.

7. Line segment AS joins trio points R and S which lie on opposite sides of
parallelogram ARCD. RS cuts diagonal AC in point T. The product of RT and a
certain one of the segments into which the diagonal is cut by_T equals the
prodUct of ST and the other segment of the diagonal. Write the correct equal
products and prove that they are equal.

8.. Prove that two trianglesShre similar if they agree in two angles.

7
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c

MEAN PROPORTIONAL AND PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

LESSON 1

Aim: to investigate the similar triangle relationships in a right triangle

which has an altitude to its hypotenuse.

Development:

Have the students find all the other
angles in the figure at the right
if LA is 200: Change the number of

degrees in LA. Class will note that

LACD is equal to LB and LimB is .equal

to LA, for all values of LA, less than

90°.

Have the Students deduce (orally)
that the two small triangles are each
similar toothe large one and also
similai to each other.

Use three separate diagrams for the
original triangle and the two smaller
triangles. Also, have available
three paper triangles related in the
same way.

B
1 4

Have.; the students list possible proportions foe each pair df triangles and state
these propositions. . Two propositions which should be deduced'are:

If an altitude is drawn to thahypotdbuse of a rigbt triangle, the altitude
is the meah-prOportional between the segments'of the hypotenuse.

,

If an altitude is drawn to the hypoteLse of a right triangle, either arm
is the mean proportional between the hypotenuse and the projection of that
arm on the hypotenuse.

"Note: The Concept of a projection may be vitalized by discussing the function of
a slide or movie projector.

When these theorems are applied, some student weaknesses in algebra win become
apparent. This is 'the, time to review the algebra. For example, if x4 36, why
does x 6? (Fositive square roots of equals are equal.)

Suggested exercises may be found in any good textbook. ,
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LESSON 2

C.

O

Aim: to clarify the distinction between rational and irrational numbers as a
result. of the applic&tion of the right triangle with an altitude to tlif

'hypotenuse theorem

Development:

Have the students find the value of
x and y in the figure at the right.

. ,

The resulting equation x2 = 28 and y2 = 77
have irrational solutiona:x =Nnrand
Y °NM..

Here is an opportunity' o reinforce and extend the student's concept of irrational
numbers. The teacher y review the idea of integers by using a number line:
The students should be led to realize that despite the fact that man invented
names for an infinite" number of integers to be used in counting, he needed a
new type of number when he tried .to find the measure'bf certain line segments
(see above)

:4

Hgve the students learn. that a rational number is one which can be put in then
form P where.v_and q are integers and 00. They should realise that the,,1number
ART ' whiCh occurred in the lesson is not a rational number.

Note: For enrichment, dhow.N/Fis irrational.

Inthe table of square roots 28 is listed as 5.29. However, the student

should realize that it lb not exactly 5.29 (which is
100
22 and therefore

';rational') but 5.29... to an infinite number of.decimal places. Encourage'
the student to estimate the square roots before lOoking up their decimal
values in the table,

Initially, at least, the answer should not be left in radical form. For example,
/.

q5-is,meaningless to many,students as evidenced by the common error Of thinking
a number such as 7N/5 is a number between 7 and 8.

The students learned a method for finding the square root of a number in Grade ?.
Simplification of radicals may be poStponed until after the Pythagorean Theorem
is developed and the 300, 600;p 450 relationships are discussed.

Suggested exercises may be found in any good textbook.
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LESSON 3"

%Om

Aim: to apply the "altitude mean" theorem to an-application involving "an angle
inscribed'in a semicircle"

Development:

4periment: nave the students drew a
semicircle with'diamster AB and any
.114OB with point C on the circle. What
o you discover?

The students will recall
that LACB is a
right angles

Have the students consider an algebraic proof that .'
LC is a right, angle.

ax 2y al 180'

x y 90°

1

Not: This is a good example of the r'reater us:; of
. algebra in the, syllabus.

'Sugiested exercises:

1. Find x.

2. Fit0 y. '.

. 7 7

3. A truck 10' high 'is being driven through a's
semicircular tunnel. The truck is "8' from
the right` side of the tunnel. What is the
diameter of the tunnel if the truck Sust,:...c
fits?

s211

The arcs shown

are semicircles.

Aim: To deduce line segments in a circle in'proportion using similar triangles,
and to use these situations to introduce quadratic equations of the form

ax2 + bx + c =,0 where b # 0 and c # 0. 11.

Development:

Have the students review the.methods of deducing line,segments proportional.
Have them also review how to select those triangles 'which are to be shown .
similar in order to deduce a particula; proportion .(see lessons 4,5,6 of
Chapter VIII).

-va
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Suggested exercises:

1. Given: Circle 0 with diamster AB,
chord AC, CD .LAB

Deduce: AC AD
trt

2. In exercise 1, if AC is 4" longer than CD, CB - 3, and AD = 7", find CD:

Note: To solve the result4ng quadratic
to review factoring-Of a trinomial and
factorstis zero. solution of the
method of factoring.

LESSONS 5 and 6

equation x2 + 4x 21, it ntay.;he necessary
.1If a.product equals zero, one of the
complete quadratic is Limited to the

Aim: to deduce the Pythagorean Theorem

Development:

Experiment:-Find the length of the .shortcut
from home to school.

Home

Some of the students may recall the'llthagorean
Relation from their work in Ninth Year Mathe-
matics. Ask for an estimate of the lerlth
of the shortcut. An intelligent estimate would
be more than 800 yards but less than 1400 yards.

It may be suggested that an altitude be drawn to the hypotenuse. If so, the
segments should be called x and c-x rather than x and y. The relations:

800 yards

School

600 yards

c 600 and c 800

lead to: c2 - 6002 + 8062

360000 + 640000

c2'3.-1000000

c 1000

C-
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To clarify the significance of 10002 6002 + 800,
the students might examine the diagram at the right.

They dhoulcbe led. to understand that the first
and. second squares actually cover exactly as many
square units as does the third square.

Some students are inclined to doubt that the first

and second squares can actually be made to cover
the third square. .0ne interesting way tq show

this is As follows:

Cut out a right triangle and three.s4uaresas
shown at the right. (Use a different color
for each square.) Move square II next to
square I 843 that ACM is a straight line. Find
0 so that MO AC. Cut along OR and OS. This
will,result in five,plecei from square ,I and II. .

Rearraige these pieces on top of square_III,
plAcing HOS on one corner of the big sqUare.

8)0
800

"

600

0
TZ

The students should be made aware of some of the history
Theorem.

Deduce the theorem using the original-experiment as a model.

and, uses of

Suggested exercises:

1. Find the distance from home to second bastof a baseball diamond.

2. Will a 28" umbrella fit in a 18" by-24" suitcase?
.

3. How long is the slopiiig beam in this attic room?

101

'Z. Th, arms of a right triangle are in the ratio 3:4
and the hypotenuse is 45. Find the two arms. -

201

17'

I

_ s

the 'Pythagorean

5. The sides of a certain right triangle may be represelLited by three..consecutkve
.

integers. Find them.

LESSONS 7 and 8
N 7

Aims to apply the Pythagorean Theorem to the distance between two:points in,
odoordinate.geometry

Development:

Nave..the students find the distance between (3,7) and'(-5 7); the distance bbtween
(3;7) and (11,13).
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a

The distance between (3,7) and (11,13) will lead,to'the use of the Pythagorean
Theorem to deduce

d soh t x):2 LA Y)2 or d - J(x2 X1)? (y2 - Y1)2

'Note: A quadrilateral can now be shownsto be a parallelogram by showing two pairs
of opposite sides \equal. Howeveri.it is still easier to show that the diagonals
have the same midpbint.

Students may need to review radicals.

Exercises follow in which. the distance formula is essential; Naturally, not all
these types ofexercises should be done. at once, but the topic should be kept
alive through spiral homework assignments. /'

ti

1. Plot A (- 3,2),. B (5'2-2)1 C (10,10). Find,the length of MN, the linejoining
the midpoints of AG and BC. Compare the length of MNwith the length of AB.
This is an illustration of what theorem?

2. Plut-A (-3,0), B (11-2), C (5,6). Show that ABC is a right triangle.

Note: Vois may be the,studet's introduction to the converse of the'Pythagorean
Theorem. If so, he shoulld of his own'accord comment on the need for proving the
converse. TheAeacher ,should go through the deductive proof informally. The
converse of the Pythaf;crean Theorem may be proved analytically. "See Lesson 11
Of this chapter.

AcceptablA student answer:

AB 4(4)2 3176747s 55"

BC j(4)2 .1. (8)2 + NI 113

A C J(8)2+ (6)? . .167 4 36 -ffoT

Is AC )2 - 002 (k3)2

(,(136 )2 - )2

100 80 + 20

Yes. Therefore, triangle ABC is a right triangle.

3. Find the perimeter of the triangle whose vertices are (-12-2), (3'15) and (0,1)

4. Find the leggth of the median to side AC Of the triangle formed by A (-2,4),
B (3,6), C (61-2).

5. The center of a circle is-at (t,,,5) and it passes through (9,5). Will it also
pass through (7,9)?)

N te: The student should take pride in, completing this exercise without resorting
o squared paper". , ..
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6. The following exercises may be.usedas enrichment:

a. Plot A (-1,-1), B(1,3), C (2,5). Show that they are collinear.

Student reviews, 'Sum of two sides of a triangle is greater than the
third,' and hopes that AB. + BC AC

AB j(2)2 (4)2 41a0-.

4

BC 1(1)2 (2)2

AC 4f(3)2 (6)2 1175-

1 s jibT?
2[ IT if5-

Tea. Therefore, the points are collinear.

Note: Student reviews idea of radicals and is introduced to addition
of radicals.
This type of exercise can be done through the use of slope.

b. Show that the median to the kz-otenuse of any right triangle is half the
hypotenuse.

(---

The student who/completes this on his own has acquired a great deal of power
with an isportant tool of mathematics. He should suggest A (0,0), B (a10),
C ;01b) as general vertices.

c. A different type of example in which the coordinate grid serves-a useful
purpose as an aid to student comprehensipn is, 'Show that the irrational
number/3' has a length which is between 2 and 3.'

Discuss the infinitude of rational numbers between 2'and 3, and point out
that VIr is not one of them. Students should review that a rational
number Is one which can be written in the form where, p and q -are integers.

.11 , with 'a' not a perfect square, can be shown in.higla..mathe-
.

matics to 'be irrational. They will' enjoy the thought that there is an even
higher order of,-infinitude of irrational numbtrs than rational numbers.

Select points (0,0) and (2,1) and use compasses to lay off the hypotenuse
on the X-Axis so that the real but incommensurable length of /3" becomes
visual. Repeat for other irrational numbers.'

LESSON 9
s

Aim: to note certain relationships existing in a 30°i, 609, 909 right triangle
to reinforce and extend the students' understanding of irrational numbers

Development:

Experiment: Construct an equilateral triangle with a 2" side., Construct an.
altitude. How long is the altitude?
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Some student answers will be Y 3/141 1 5/8, 1.75, Or. 1.625/. Have the students

realize that these are rational numbers which are merely/convenient estimates

for the length of the altitude.

Canwe find the length of the altitude in another way? The use of the Pythagorean

Theorem will yield 22 11 4. x2. From this, the length of the altitude isvrl-

or anrjrrationai. number. ,./3: = 1.732 only when rounded to the nearest thousandth.

Have the studenfs'use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the altitude of an equilateral
. triangle whose side is 5. It will be necessary to review at this point the simplifi-

cation of radicals.

Have the students now find the altitude of an equilateral triangle whose side is s.
Have them reach the generalizations concerning the ratio of the side opposite the
30° angle and the hypotenusel-and the side ..posite the 60° angle aid the hypotenuse.
The students should realize that all 301P, s* 9d right triangles are similar and

the ratios are therefore constant.

Note the frequent use by draftsmen of the right triangle which is half an equi-

lateral triangle.

Have the students now do exercises involving the 300, 600, 90° right triangles.
Have them frequentlY+,estimate the value of such numbers as 7/T.

LESSON 10

slim: to discover the relationship in an isosceles right triangle
to reinforce and extend the student's understanding of.irrational numbers

Development: -

In a manner similar, to thatq.n lesson 9, have the student generalize how to find
the length of a diagonal of a square ten the length of a side is given, and haw
to find the length of a side when the length of the diagonal is given.

c

Have the students draw of squar97ruled paper a right triangle whose legs are each
1 unit. They should be led to lnderstand that the hypotenuse, whose length is Pis
can be laid off on the X-Axis and will fall between X= 1 2. This serves

to' reinforce the idea that in addition to the infinitude of rational numbers
between any two integers, there exists many irrational.numbers.

Have the students now do exercises involving the 45°, 45°, 90° right triangle.

LESSON 11

Aim: to deduce and apply the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem

Development:

Have the students try to show that triangle AEC is a right triangle if its
vertices are A (3,3), B (1/4,1),' C (11,7).
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Some students'will suggest that since the_ sum of the squares of the two sides
equals the square of the third side, the triangle is a right triangle. Lead the
class to realize that these students have assumed the converse of the Pythagorean
Theorem. The students will now see a need to deduce the converse.' ,

Given: triangle Al and c2 a2 + b2

Deduce: triangle ABC is a right triangle with right angle at C

Construct right triangle DEF with 4411111

legs a and b.

a2 b2 d2

a2 1;)2 b2

d2 c 2

d c

ADEFarAIAEC (SW SSS)

Lc .1p.. right angle

Students will enjoy the following deduction 'of the converse of the Pythagorean
Theorem using coordinate geometry:

Given: Any iSABC.

Select the X-hXiS so that it
passes through points A and C.
Select the Y-Axis so that it
passes through point A.

Then A(0,0), B(a,b)., C(c,0)
are the verti,ces o a triangle
such that AB4 + AC' = BC2 .

Prove: AEC is a right triangle.

'By the distance formula, the given
fact becomes

2

(v/ a2 + b2) + c2 = (1(c - a)2 + (-b)2

2

Therefore a2 + b2 + c2 = c2 - 2ac a2 b2

or 0 = -2ac

But c is not zero because A and C are distinct points. Therefore a must be zero.
Point B is therefore (00b) and lies on the Y-Axis. Hence BAC is a right angle.
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Note: Theethod of Showing perpendicl ,-ity by slopes is not,in the syllabus
even among the optional topics. Some classes probably could do this proof using
elopes.

4 /

Have the students now turn their attenticn to the exercise given at'the beginning
of the period. Note how much is written as an answer.

Accepttble student responie:

(AC)2
-

82 42
-

(2C)2 32 (.4)2

(AB)2 112 + (-2)2

80 + 45 125

80

-125

Therefore, triangle A. is
of-two sides of a triangle
Tight triangle.

Have students do exercises

a right triangle becase,
is equal to the square of

n

the
the sum of the squares.
third sidel"it it a

involving'the-converse of the agorean ThiOret.

UNIT TEST

MEAN PROPORTIONAL and PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

1. State and prove the Pythagorean Th-orem.

2. DB exceeds AD by 7. Find AD.

A

3. Given quLdrilateral ABCD. A (-2,4), B (3,7), C (2,5),

a. Show that ABCD is aParallelogram.
b. Is ABCD a rectangle? Why?

4. Which of the following is irratioral:

a. .6666...

b. VTT

c.JT

d. 2.4

,5. AC is a 12' lamppoat and at B there is a traffic,
light. If B is 8' from the groundand arm BD
is 51 long, how long a brace-is needed for AB?

6. "Honor: Derive the equation of the locus of all -

points equidistant from (-5,7) and (9,7). 0
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TRIGONOMETRY AND SLOPE
LESSON 1

Aim: to develop and apply thekoncept of the tangent of an acute angle

Development:

Pose the problem of determining the "grade"
or "slope",of a road in relation to the
"angle of steepness." For example, a
straight road rises 0.5 of a foot for every
foot of horizontal distance. 'What is the
angle at which the road rises, from the
horizontal? Have the class make,.s, scale
drawing'and find the angle to the nearest
degree by means of a protractor.

Have the class understand that the ratio
of "rise" to "run" in the scale drawing
is the same as in the actual physical
setting, because of the proportion
obtained from similar right triangles: A

a' /b' for a fixed angle A.
Scale: roll'

Note: It will be necessary to point out that the ratios are formed first in one
triangle, then. in the other triangle, instead of from one triangle'to the other
triangle, as the student has been accustomed to arig. This is justtfied by
"alternation" of the'terms of the proportion, so that a/a' bib' is equivalent
to a/b a'/b'.

0.5 ft.,

Emphasize that using a different scale leads to the same angle.

Have the class do scale drawing experiments for different "rises" in'the same
"run" and build a table of ratios of "side opposite acute angle to side adjacent
to acute angle" corresponding to the "degrees in angle ". Introduce the definition
"tangent of angle, ". and the notation, "tan A."

Result pf Experiment

tan A LA

.125 70

.25o

.375' . 21°

.5oo 27°
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Have the class dedhce from similarity of triangles, "If two right triangles
agree in an acute angle, they agre in the ratio of the leg opposite the
acute angle to the leg adjacent to th acute angle." In each case, there
is an "ordered pap." of numbers, the ' umber of degrees in the angle" arid
the "tangent of the angle," in 1-1 cor espondence, so that if pc first
Of the two numbers is known, the other s determined:"

Introduce the "table of tangents" as a list of such ordered.pairs. inform the
class that this table was worked out, not by 4Xperiments.but by the use of a
formula taken from advanced mathematics (calculus).

Have the students practiC',4-using the table; e.g., "If ZA 700; find tan A";
"If tan x .78, find Lx to the nearest degree."

Have the students use the table of tangents to solve problems such as the follow-
ing:

1. The wire from the top,of a telephone pole 20 feet high reaches the groUnd
. 10 feet from the foot Of the pole. To the nearest degree, what acute angle

. does the wire make with the ground? A

2. To find th- height (AC) of the Empire State
Building, i point (B) was located 920 feet from
thq foot (C) of the building, and LOBA was
found to be 580. Find the height on.the

nearest foot.

The assignment should prdvide for both practice in using the tangent table
for additional problems involving the tangent ratio. J

- LESSON 2

Aim: to discover and ute the sine and cosine relationships in .ehe right triangle

Development:

Motivate the work with a problem such as: "A recommended safety angle for a ladder/
is an angle of 750 with the ground. How high above the ground will a 20-foot
ladder reach if placed at this angle?" Have the student realize that a ratio
other than the tangentis needed to solve the problem.

Introduce the definitions and notation for the sine and ovine of an angle. Have
the class deduce, by using similar triangle theorehs, tha t for two right triangles
LA LA' implies that sin A sin A;, and conversely. Do tie an for the cosine
ratio.
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Solve the motivation problem, and a similar problem involving the cosine ratio)
using the table of ratios. In further class problems, have the class solve for
the angle when the hypotenuse and the opposite leg or adjacent leg are given.

Note: The problem of finding the fiypotenuses given-the angle and o ,4e of the legs,
will present two difficulties: (a) solving a fractional equation or a proportion,
and (b) using long division. Point out that the, long division cannot be avoided
by :taking the complementary angle, as it can be avoided in the similar case with
the tangent ratio.

In furthei class practice and in the assignment, include both types of sine
problems, both types of cosine problems, and the previous two types of tangent
problems.

-LESSONS 3 and 4

4Aim: to make Arther applications of the trigonometric ratios to

problems involving angle of elevation and angle of depression
finding the altitude of a triangle or.parallelogram
finding a distance requiring the use of two right triangles

Development:

A models homemade transit (protractor onvyardstick), or a "clinometer" will help
clarify the conceptof "angle of depression (elevation); Re-emphasize the
importance of the right triangle and the trigonometric ratios in practical work,
as in nivigations surveying, and astronomy, (indirect measurement).

Problems to be presented for soiution will include the following wpess dhich
are to be found in standard textbooks:

1. Find the height of a clOudbhnk if its angle of elevation is 86° at a point
on the ground 800 feet from a point directly beneath the cloudbank.

A

2. How far is a ship from a-vertical cliff 200 feet highs-if from the top of
the cliff-the angle of depression of the ship is 200?

r



Enrichment: A triangle (or pd.allelogram) has two given sides. How does the
altitude to one of those sides vary as the angle between the given sides varies?

In the review and further application, supplement the numerical work with
exercises in which'the student is.to determine (from the given'parts, and part
to be found) the particular ratio (sine, cosine, tangent) to be used.

UNIT TEST

NUMERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

1.',Using the table, find each ratio:

a. tan.68° b. sin 40°

2. Using the table, find each angle x: (to nearest degree

a. tan x a 3/5
d. cos x .4695

c. cas 75°

b. sin x c. sin x .000

3. Find the height of a tree which casts a shadow 12 feet long when the sun's
rays make an angle of 70° with the ground.

4. At the instant when a tree fifty feet high casts a shadow forty feet long,
what angle do the sun's rays make with the ground?

5.4low high is a kite if the 200 foot string to which it is attached makes an
. angle of 48° with the ground? (AsSume that the string is straight,)

6. A mine tunnel is straight and slopes downward so that when a miner goes
400 feet into the tunnel he is 120 feet below

$..

the surface. At what angle
does the tunnel slope?

7. A 20-foot ladder reachel a point on a wall 18 feet from the ground. What
angle does the ladder make with the wall?

8: The sides of a triangle are 20 and 30 and form an angle of 40°. Find the.
altitude of the triangle drawn to the longer of the two given sides. /

411," 9

9. In an isosceles triangle the equal sides are each 12 and the base is 10.
Findthe number of degrees in each base angle.

10. in 4 Air, CD is the altitude to side AB. If LACD . 30°, CD = 0, and

tam - 50°, find the length of side AB.
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LESSONS 5, 6 and 7

Aim: to define .the slope of a line segment
to deduce that every line segment of a straight line hai the same slope
to define the slope of a line as the slope of any of its line segments
to develop that in a set off' points, if the slope is .the same for every
line segment joining the points in pairs, then the set of.points lies on
a straight line -(are collinear)
to deduce that if two straight line parallel, they have the same
slope, and conversely
to deduce that, if two straight lines are perpendicular, the product of
their slopes is -1, and conversely:

Note: The topic of alepe is now optional in the Tenth Year Mathematics Syllabus.
Exercises on the Tenth Year Mients which involve slope have tended to be very
elementary.

Development:
/

Challenge the students to deicribe
,

"how much" these sloping lines (not,
parallel to the axes) do slope.

Develop the definition: The slope of a line' segment joining two points Pl(xl, yi)
and P2(x2, y2) is the ratio LIY/ 6x where px f 0 andAy y2 - yi, /ix x2 - x.

Have thOtudents deduce that every line segment of a straight line has the same
slope.

They should now define: The slope of a line is the slope of any of its line. segments.

Discuss the neeh for positive and negative slope. Use summary as follows:
1

Y

(

-
X

'AZ is positive
p x

Slope is positive

s zero

Slope is zero

Y

ft
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x

does not exist
(
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Have the studentsree that'"cOnstancy of slope" among three points implies that the
points are collinear.

Have the students deduce that if two straight lines are parallel, they have the same
slope-. A brief outline of the deductiori follows:

Given: L1 11 L2 (L1 and L2 are non-vertical lines)

Y
Deduce: Slope of Ll slope of 12

Slope of L1 CB/AC

I
.FEIDF p DEF)

4

Slope of L2

L1

L2

ConverselY1 it can be shown that' if the slopes of two straight lines are equal,
the triangles are similar and Li.and L2 are parallel.

Review two ways of showing that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram - both. Pairs of
sides are parallel (definition) or that one pair of sidds is equal and parallel.,

\(theorem). "Parallel" is equivalent to "have same slope.6.

Have the students deduce that if two straight lines are perpendicular, the prod.:et'
of their slopes is - 1. A brief outline of a suggested deduction follows:

Given: LI 1. L2 (Wherell. and L2 are both non-vertical)

.Deduce: mlm2-= -1

Place a set of coordinate axes on the figure formed by LI and L9 "so that
their intersection, C, is on the y-axis. Call the point where the x-axis.'

4
Cuts Li the pdint A (-a,0), and the point where the ix -axis cuts L2 the

point b (b,0). Note: a tnd b are positive. The coordinates of C will be

(0,y).

Since LC is a right angle, CO is)th9ealtitude to the hypotenuse of right
triangle ABC.'

Therefore,

Y
2 = ab

y - 0
The slope of Li =

a

.

, The slope of L2 = 131
0 - y

b - 0
A ( - a_ e_y2

ab

But y2 = ab

Therefore, mim2 't= -1

L2 L,
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Now suppose we arepgiven that the product of the slopes of two lines is

Using the diagram above, mi and 111 =

Since mlm2 = -1,
a

ab and there/fore. =
y b

Since right angles 1 and 2 are equal and the including sides are in

proportion; A AOC r% LICOB.

/.
Therefore, LA = L4

But is the .complement of LA

Therefore, 23 is the coMplement of L4

Therefore,, LACB is a right angle.

We have thus proved that, "If the /product' of the slopes of two lines is
-1, then the lines are perpendicular." (Incidentally, we have also
proved that, "If an altitude to the base of a triangle is the mean
proportional between the segments of the pe, then the triangle is a
right triangle and the base is the hypot .65e.")

`,If the optional topic concerned with equations of lines is taught, develop the theor
that the equation of a line Whose slope is m and whose y-intercept is b is

y Ex + b

A

A.
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Suggested exercises:
4

1. Plot the points'A (3,1), 13 (-4,

collinear. .Use slopes.
and C (10,4) and show that they are

2. Show 'that the line joining the midpoints of any two sides of a triangle is
'pariilel to the third side.' Use (0,0), ,(a,b), (c,d) as the vertices orthe

. triangle.

3. Shaw that:

- Yi T1 72

x2;
x2

4. Find the number o agrees in the angle formed by a line containing (2,3) and
(-1,40 and the X-Axis (Y-Axis). Use trigonometry of the right triangle.

5i Show that the diagonals of a squire are perpendicular by means of'slopes. Use.
(0,0), (a,0), (a,b)and (0,b) as vertices of the square.

6. The vertices of a triangle are A (2,3), 3-(27, C (11,15). Show by
\ means of slopes that the triangle is a right triangle.

Rote: The syllabus suggests several specific types of exercises under equations
of lines (optional). See page 32, note 22.of the syllabus,

UNIT TpT

TRIGONOMETRY and SLOPE

1. Plot the points A (-2,-3), B (1,1)-, and C (14,p.

a. Find the,slopes of the line segments AB and BC.
b. Comparing the results, what ,conclusion can be drawn concerning the three

given points?

2. Plot the points A (0,0), B (14,2); C (2,-2), and D.(-2,44)..

a. By means of slopes, show that ABCD a_ parallelogram.
b. Filpd the slopes of the diagonals of ABCD.
c. HOtr are the diagonals related? What kind of parallelogram is ABCD/

3.°1Sho by use of the slope formula .that the points

P (3,5), Q (5,7), and-R (6,2) are'the vertices of a right-triangle.

'4. Find to the nearest degree the acute angle between the X4xis and the line

y ix 3.



XI .

AREAS

. LESSON 1

'Aim: to introduce area and the need for a' standard unit of area

Development:
.41

Have the students suggest the nee$ for measuring the e ent of flat Surfaces
that are bounded by squares, rectangles, parallel grams, d so on. Mention
should also be made of the need for measuring areas on curved surfaces (in
calculating metabolism rftes which depend partly on skin areas). Other examples .

are- the areas of airplane wings, areas of floors in buying carpets, areas of
surfaces to be painted in estimating painting costs, and so on.

There is also a then tic value of area measures in calculating other quantitiesantities
sueh as volumes, den ties, moments, and center of gravity.

Note: This discussion should tap whateverlinformation is possessed by students.
The teacher should not hesitate to furnt. sh information where needed. The
discussion might take at least 'a half period. It may be anecdotal such as' the
method of covering an irregular surface with tin foil and weighing the tin foil
to deduce the area.

The teacher can now have the students consider area as a numerical measurement.
A general discussion of the nature of measuring units and what is required of
them to be. satisfactory should contain the following points:

The unit of area should itself be an area and hence should be in the form
of a closed plane figure.

The unit should. be convenient. Since we have a "rectangle civilization,"
that is, many of the objects we find in our culture have the shape of,
rectangles, the unit arealfigure should have right angles. Another
convenience is found in the property that four right angles cover all the
space about a point.

The unit should be-'standardized. This leads us to measure the sides of
our unit in linear units that. are already standardized. This, in turn,
leads to choosing a square becadse of the equality of its sides.

At this point, it is well to disNuish between a square.that is an area unit,
to be called a unit square, and an rea that measures one square unit. This

,

distinction becomes clearer in contrasting the area of a rectang1;77" by 1")
that has 2 square inches with a 2 inch square that has 1 squareinches It is
also important to note that a square inch may be the .area measure ore figure
that is not an inch square. This may be done by cutting an enlarged unit square
along an axis of symmetry and piecing the parts together to form eitcier a
rectangle 2" by in) or an isosceles triangle.

The cut-out figures can well be moved about on the ground glass table of
an overhead projector. .
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It would be a good exercise for students to farm a number of figures having
different shapes but each having an area 4 square inches. Are the perimeters
of these figures equal?

00

LESSON 2

Aim: to show the relationship between congruence and equality of aria
,-to discover :Ind verify the arei formulas for the rectangle, square,,

p-grigjelogram, triangle, and trapezoid by experimentation

Development:

Have the students discover the relationship between congruence and equality of
areas, as well as, the symbolism of congruence, similarity, and equality. Knowing
that congruence is a sufficient condition for equality, the class may now
consider such propositions as, "The dtagonol of a parallelogram bisecta the area
of the parallelogram" or "The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles
triangle bisects the triangle." .The phrase, "bisects.-the triangle," should be
defined. -

A triangle (or any other figure) .is bisected if it is divided into two figures
having equal areas. We may refer to the equality of any two plane figures (such as.
a trianglearA rectangle) if their areas are equal. Contrast this sense of
equality with that of /similarity and congruence.

Have the class now /ply the equality axioms
(identity, equals us (or minus) equals...)
to such exercises agl

L:\AEC QACB ?

PAM -PAED ?

ABCD,+ ADE m ?
AHCE - AED - DAC ?

Present the class with a rexographed sheet showing various common figures
on squared paper, as shown below. On the overhead prOjector, a.set of
the same figures drawn on acetate and another separate sheet of square-
ruleri.Anetate will permit placing the squares on the figures in various

positions. This should be done quickly to permit rediscovery of the

areas of the rectangle, square, parallelogram, triangle, and trapezoid

as "inductive propositions."

The experiments should include'casessof rectangles and squares'whose dimensions
are an integral number of units or fractional units, particularly halves. In

like manner, the verification of the parallelogram, triangle- -and trapezoid
formulas should be conducted.
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noting

Th 1 following will suggest some of the experiments rererrea to above:

r Ar--1

T
C

11/11116:NIMILIN
mi

I.

2272,

.

I

;e: The fractional Darts of sauare units may 416. easily counted byNo g that
the diagonal of a rectangle bisects it. .See the triangle 'above in which ABU is
half EBDA (7x8) and BDC is one halfOf BFCD (7x12). Therefore, ABC 4+6
10 sq. in. On the other hand, ibh P,1x4x5 which is also 10 sq. in. The
square HAL furnishes a verification ..)f the product, 2i x 2i 4 + 2x7' * ixi 6i.

T: Can the number of units in area of any rectangle, square, etc. be
' counted in this way? Have we made any deliberate restriction in
the choice of lengths for the sides of our figures?

This is an opportunity to increase the maturity of students' understanding
of ircommensurable line segments. Tell them that up to now in this lesson
they have been assuming that the length of a line segment is,always I

rational, that is, can be expressed as a ratio of two integers, like 64,
21which s Recall that the lengths might be irrational numbers like ic4 .

Students may think that taking a small enough unit will permit us to
express the dimensions of any figure as integral multiples of that uat.
lowever, this is not always possible. In such a case we-say the two
lengths are incommensurable. For example, if the side of a square is

1", its diagonal is V2H; the side and aiagonal are incommensurable.
could draw a rectangle whose length is 1/2" and whose width is 1". Even
if both dimensions are irrational, such as 1/Tand , it is not always
possible to find a unit to permit us to express each of the dimensions
in terms of it.

Therefore, if our theory of areas is to cover every case, including the
incommensurable, we'must base it on at least one proposition which is
postulated. Ask.the class whether they should postulate all five inductive
propositions.--Did it seem as if, in our counting, any one of them might
have been used as a basis for deriving all the others? Guide the students
into selecting and listing the postulate, "The area of a rectangle is the
product of its length and width." -
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Note to teacher: 1.1 same difficulty arises in the postulate, 'The line

parallel to one s' le,Ff a triangle divides the other two sides.pro-

portionally." If area is taught before similarity, that postulate would

be deducible fr,- the area sequence, thus reducing two complicated

assumptions to ne. S.M.S.G. has proposed this approach.

Lgssons 324 and_5

Aim: to develop an appreciation of the explanatory Values inherent in a

poetulational system
to exhibit the value of deductive reasoning in discovering new theorems

Development:

Accepting the five area formulas as the result of experimental verification,

the class is now ready to consider the problem of arranging them in logical

order.

The following interchange between teacher and students illustrates how these

five propositions may be arranged in a logical order, that is, in such an

order that one may be deduced from.preceding ones.

Teacher: Let us consider squares and rectangles. Which is the superset and

.which is the subset%
Student:' Squares form a subset of rectangles.
Teacher: Will formulas for rectangles be valid for squares or will formulas

for squares be valid for rectangles?

Student: Formulas for rectangles will be valid for squares since all squares
are also rectangles.

Teacher: Which of these area formulas should appear first then?
Student: The formula for rectangles because it will then be possible to

deduce the formula for squares from it.
Teacher: Now let us consider the area propositions for triangles and trapezoids.

Which one would you deduce first?
Student:.Since I can divide a trapezoid into two triangles by drawing a

diagonal, I would prefer to have the area proposition for triangles
first.

Teacher: Let us now consider-a rectangle and a parallelogram. Which should
.'appear first in our logical order?

Note: The answer to.this.last question is not too obvious and the teacher may
expect a lively discussion in which some of these points will be made:

It 4as-easier to count the squares in a rectangle. Therefore, the rectangle
should come first.

qjP_
The rectangle is a more common shape. Therefore, it should come first.

The rectangle is a subset of parallelograms. Therefore, theAcrallelogram
Should come first.



The teacher may now Say that it is possible to make the deduction in'either
order. ThiS order will depend upon our choice of a postulate.. It seems more
sft4efying to start with the rectangle area proposition as the postulate, since
itseems to betaking less for granted. (This conforms to the. aesthetic impulse
to assume as little as possib]

Teacher: We have now agreed that in our logical order the area proposition
for rectangles precedes those for squares and parallelograms.
Similarly, the area proposition for triangles precedes that for trape-
zoid. Does this now give us a complete ordering?

Student: No. We don't know whether to have triangles before or after
parallelograms or rectangles.

Teacher: May we deduce the area of a triangle easily from that of a parallel-
ogram? Teacher draws the figure at the
right on the blackboard. JJ

Student: Yes. The triangle is half of the
parallelogram.

Teacher: How should ;we arrange Alr fou formulas
in order,ofilitting the square?

Student: Rectangle, parallelogram, triangle, .7.rapezoid.

/ I

There should be very little difficulty in developing the formal deductive proofs,
except possibly for the parallelogram. This may be facilitated by'the use of
a per model of a parallelogramfromwhich the teacher cuts ar-right triangle from
one end and moves it to the other end to form a rectangle

. N.

Have the students consider the corollaries of-the tr3angle area theorem. The

formula for the equilateral triangle may be deduced. Have the students discuss
the fact that the discovery of this fordila by counting squares presents serious
difficultied sine ^j is irrational. The same difficulties will be found in the
problem of discovering the formula for the area of a circle. This p.,sts up the
advantage of deduction r experimentation in certain situations. I also
demonstrates the predic value of postulationai thinking. The discussion
may be undertaken in proOng by deduction the fo -1/2 ab ,p"

Have the students consider the trapezoid formula .it may , viewed as a
generalization of other formulas by letting the up '#e become equal to the
lower base (paralleldgram) or shrinking to a point gle). .

In assigning hommiork problems, the teacher should in' eductin exercises
comcerning'areas. (In classes where enrichment materi a x be introduced, the
topic of centroids and area transformations may be suitable)
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Lessons 6 and 7

Aim: To develop skill in the use of the area formulas.
To use trigonometric ratios in finding amts.
To use coordinates in finding areas.

Development:

Have the students use the area theorems to calculate the areas of
figures for which the formula data are given directly. Next, include
problems in which the data are insufficient, irrelevant or overabundant.
The students may be asked to find the areas in such problems as the
following:

In parallelogram ABCD, AC s. 10" and AD 5".'
In triangle ABC, AC 12" and the altitude on AB equals 10".
In trapezoid ABCD, (AB H DC), AB *10", BC - 8", and CD 7".

In triangle ABC, AC - 10k, AB a 9*, and the altitude on AB equals 9".
In trapezoid ABCD (AB CD), AD...LAB, AB 10", BC - 6", CD - 7", and pa. 5".

The set of problems might also include finding aroas of figures that can,be
dissected into rectangles, squares, parallelograms, triangle:, and trapezoids.

Thy set of problems should also include some in which information is given that
will help the student deduce needed formula data.

Find the area of a rectangle_ if its length is 12" and its diagonal
Find the area of&ABC if LA. 30° and the lengths of the included
12" and 16".
Find tha area of the isosceles trapezoid whose base angles are 45°
bases are 8" and 20".

is 13°.
sides are

and the

The set of problems should also include some that depend on algebraic techniques.

The area of a square is equal to that of a rectangle-Wose width is 3 units '

more than the side of the square, and whose length is 2 units less than the
side of the square. Find the length of'a side of the square.

Prove that if the length Of a square is increased by one unit, and its
width is decreased by one unit, the rectangle thus formed will have one
square unit less than that of the square.

Have students consider area problems involving trigohonetric ratios.
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Suggested exercises involving coordinates:

1. Plot A(-1,7)1.13(8,6), C(2,9) and find the area ofAAEC.

This type of exercise has proved useful in showing that the altitude must
be perpendicular to the base. Students will finally suggest either of
the two methods shown below. They should develop both methods.

C(2,9)Acceptable student answer (type 1) Er - -
i

1

Draw lines through verticeaforming t
I

A(7197) 1rectangle MID. ,

_ 1

D B8
Area a Area - Area + Area + Area

AEC EFBD ACE CFB HDA

9x3 (ix3 x'2 +11x6x3 +ix9x 1)
27 - (3 + 9 + 41)

=27 161
. 101

Acceptable student answer (type 2)

Drop perpendicularsto the X-Axis.

Area Area + Area - Area
ABC ACSR CBT3 y ABTR

x 3(7.4' 9 x 6(9 + 6) -1 x 9(7
-x3x16 +2x6x15 --ixisx 13
24 + 45 -

69 - 582
10i.

2. Plot A(-3,2), B(5,-2), C(9,3), D(1,7). Why is AECD.a
its area.

parallelogram? Find

3. Triangles are drawn, two of whose vertices are (0,0) apd(a,0). How does
their area vary as:

a. the third vertex moves on the line y a c
bl the third vertex moves on the line x k

4. Consider triangle A(0,0), B(a,0), C(b,c). How is the area affected:

a. if a is doubled, and b and c remain constant
b. if b is doubled, and a and c remain constant
c. if wand c are doubled, but b remains constant

5. Find the ariba under the graph of equation y a 2x + 7 and above the I-Axis
from x a 0 to x a 8. (optional)

a
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LESSON 8

Aim: to develop the theorem concerned with the ratio of areas of similar triangles

Development:

This lesson may be introduced with the story of a manufacturer who had a govern-
ment order to stamp out a metal plat' in the shape of a triangle. The price
per plate was set at $2,. After a time, the government asked for a larger plate
of the same,, hickness in which each side was doubled and asked-for a new price.
The manufacturer suggested $4 per plate. Soon the manufacturer became aware
that he was losing money. He called in a mathematician who informed him that he
was using more than twice as much metal for each plate! .How many times as much
Metal was he now using for each plate?

A pimple illustration will elicit the
answer that the triangular plate is
four times as large as the original.

side should result in a
trian , at is 9 times as large. Stu-
dents are abli ready for the generaliza-
tion and the deduction may be done in-.
formally.

Exercises should include those in which aides or ratio of sides are given and
areas or ratios of areas are to be found. Also. e areas or ratio of areas
should be given and the sides or ratio of side d be found.

It would be valuable for students to realize that he ratio of the squares of
two numbers is the same as the square of their ratio.

62 6 2 2 2. A
3 9

Thus, instead of working with 7``..we may-work with
9

Surprisingly, mares students.think that squaring the Lamerator and denominator
of a fraction leaves its value unchanged! This shows the danger of teacher
generalizatiOns like, "What you dd to the numerator of a fraction, you must
do to the denominator."
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UNIT TEST

AREASk
1. Arrange the area definitions and propositions in their logicll Order stating

which is definition, postulate or theorem.

2. Deduce that the area of a trapezoid is equal to the prodUEt of one its
hzight and the su of its bases.

3. Find the area of the following whose vertices are:

a. Triangle ABC, A - (0,0), B a (3,4), C ' (821).
/"`

b. ABCD, A - (3,1), B a (7,1), C a (5,4), D - (1,4) --- .

, C+
c: ABCD, A - (-2,3), B a (4,3), C a (-32-1) D (4,-1)

4. In parallelogram ABCD, LA a,50°,-AB - 12", AC a 20"

a. find the length of the altitude,from B to AC to the nearest tenth of an
inch ,

b. find the area of ABCD'to the nearest square inch.

5. ABCD is a trapezoid
with AB H DC

a. Deduce& ADC aL1.13DC I
b. Deduce& AED A EEC

6. If AAEC w AA'B'C' and AB a 6", A'B,' 9",
and area ofPABC - 31 sq. in., find the
area oftA'B'C'.

D
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Lesson 1

XII .

POLYGONS AND CIRCLES

Alm: To develop the formula
To develop the fofmula

Development:

esum of interior angles of any polygon.
e sum of thelexterior angles

AP

Have students draw polygons bf,3,4,5,...n.sides. Challenge them to suggest
ways of figuring out the sum of thefangles and tabulate the results. Students
may suggest selecting a point within the polygon and connecting it to each
vertex, thus forming n triangles the sum of whose angles is 3600 more than
the sum of the angles of the polygon. Other students may suggest drawing
diagonals. This group will discover the disadvantage of criss-crossing
diagonals and will improve their procedu're by limiting the diagonals to
those coming from a single vertex. Each side of the polygon, with the
exception of the two me4ing at the single vertex, now-becomes the base
of a A. The students should then be able to make the deduction which
generalizes these results.

Apply the generalizations to exercises including the special cases of
equiangular polygons and their special formulas'.

When we discovered that the sum of the angles of (for instance) a decagon
is 14400, were we able to determine the number of degreeS-in each angle?
Could we determine the number of degrees in each angle iflwe knew that
all the angles were equal?, Students often believe that an equiangular
'polygon is equilateral'or that,arn equilateral polygon is equiangular.

Show that a polygon could be equiangular without being equilateral (square
vs. rectangle) or that it ccup be equilateral without being equiangular
(square vs. rhombus). COnvihce pupils. that this is also true of such
polygons as hexagons by diagrams such as the following:
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Define a regular polygon and ask Which* is the regular triangle and
regular quadrillateral. Note the frequgncy of the regular polygon in
design - rose windows, tiles. Ask why nuts are more often heXagonal
than square.

Compute each angle of the variqus regular polygons. Note that each angle
of an equiangular hexagon is alwags 120°. Is each angle of an equiangular
octagon more or less than 1200? 0f an equiangular decagon? Calculate
the exterior angle for each of the above. Students will note,that as
the number of sides of an equiangular polygon eases, each interior
angle increases and each exterior angle dee ases. Now consider the
sum of the angles again. Obviously the sum o the interior angles'
for any polygon increases as the number of si s increases. Does the
sum of the exterior angles decrease? Deduce the surprising.fact that
the sum of the exterior angles is,constant!AkThis will excite the
imagination as students envision more and mire sides, therefore more
and more exterior angles with a constant sum.

LESSON 2

Aim: to develop ideas concerned with stnilar polygons

Development:

Have.the students review the definition of similar figurest

equality of corresponding angles
equality bf ratios of corresponding sides

The class ishould-then investigate the folloW)ing:

Are any two squares similar?
Are any two rhombuses similar?
Are any'two regular pentagons ?similar?

_sr

Are any two rectangles similar?
Are any two equiangular pentagons simil

Have the'students start with one side and construct a quadrilateral similar to

a given'quadrilatOral. This should lead to the theorem:

,If two polygons can be divided into pairs of similar triangles similarly
placed, then the polygons are similar. .

at

The converse of the above theorem should also be considered.
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LESSON 3 .

Aim: to,study the construction relationships between circle and regular polygon

Development:

Have the students give some exanples of the frequent occurrence of regular
polygons and circles in design and industry.

Experiment: Inscribe a square in a circle.

The outcome of the experiment and the discussion concerning it should lead to the
theorem:

Regular polygons of n sides may be inscribed in a given circle if the circle"
can be divided into n equal arcs.

Have the students consider the problem of inscribing regular polygons of
8, 16, ..aides.

The probleniof inscribing a regular hexagon Should be related to the fact that'a
regular hexagon hai 6 equilateral triangles meeting at the center. The problem
of inscribing regular polygons of 3, 12, 2I...sides should then be considered.

The problem of circumscribing a regular polygon of n sides about a given circle
Should be related to the basic problem of dividing a circle into n equal parts.'
It will be necessary to review the construction of a tangent to a circle at a
point on the circle.

LESSON 1

i
.

Aim: to deduce that'a circle can be circumscribed about (or inscribed in) any
regular polygon . 'V

to introduce the- concepts of center, radius, apothem, and centi.ai angle
of a regular polygon

Development:

Have the students;review the circumscription of a triangle and then considMr
the cases of a rectangle and rhombus. A diacutsion of these will lead
quickly to the need for locating the center of the perpendicular of
the sides of polygon.

The following discussion may now take place:

Teacher: Consider a regularyolygonof 41, indefinite number of sides. If
the polygon has a center of a circumscribing circle, how can we
locate it? s

Student: Construct the perpendicular bisectors of two Adjacent sides. The
point-where the bisectors meet should beithe center.

Teacher: What would be the radius of the circle/
Student: The distance between the point of intersection and a vertex..
Teacher:. How do we know that the distance from the point of intersection to

any vertex will be the same?
At'

A discussion of the teacher's last question should lead to the theorems

A circle can be circumscribed about,. or inscribed in, any regular polygon.
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The center of the regular polygon can now be defined as the center of the'circum-
scribed (or inscribed) circle. The radius, apothem, and central angle of a
regular polygon may now be defined. The students should note that a Xegtlar
polygon of n sides has exactly n radii, n apothems,.and n central angles.

Have the students discover that the radius of a regular polygon bisects its
angle, and the apothem bisects the side and central angle.

Have the studer.s do exercises in which the length of'a side of a regulai
polygon (3, 4, or 6 sides) is given and the radius, apothem, and central angle
are to be found.

I

LESSON 0
4

Aim: to consider more difficult exercises involving side, r dius, apothem, and
central angle of a regular polygon
to deduce that the area of a 'regular polygon is equ to one half the-re
product of Its peXimeter and its apothem
to relate the .area of a regular polygon to ,5he area ence

Development:

Have the students consider exercisei involvin regular polygons in which the radius
or the apothem, or the side, or the perimeter is given in addition to the'number
of sides of. the tolygon. They should have practice in deducing the numbeX of
degrees in each angle of the right triangle formed by a radius, adjacent apothem,
and side of the polygon.

Suggested. exercises:

1. The radius of a regular decagon is 10. Find, the apothem, side, and perimeter.

2. The apothem of a regular octagon is 20. Find the radius, side, and perimeter.

3. The perimeter of a pentagon is 100. Fled the area Of the isosceles triangle
formed by two adjacent radii. Find the area of the,pentagon.

- The ladt exercise May serve as the basis for the develoPment/gf.the deduction
of the area theorem fora regular polygon. Thij should be a formal deduction
since the theorem may be called for'on the-Regents examination.

ek
Students 'should review ult. area sequence' (postulate --area'of rectangle; theorem -
area of avarallelogram; theorem - area of a triangle) and notice that the area
of a re tr polygon,theoreM follows th4t of the area ofla triangle theorem.

assignment should include the problem of finding the ratio of the perimeter
of a regular polygon to twice the radius. If the of sides of the regular
polygon is n and.the radius is r, assign the problems that the students in
each row have the same,value of n and different valueli of r. For_example, the
students in the first row will take regular hexagons, and the first student will
take r i., 1, the second student will take r 2, and so on. The students in the
second. row will take n 12, those in the tpird row will take n 24, and so.on.
Have one row take n 180, since this-is the largest number of sides one could
take without Involving an angle lees than 1°(note that-our trigonometry

tables permit entries to nearest degree only).
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LESSON 6

* Aim: to develop the ratio (Tr) of the circumference of any circle
to develop an appreciation of the nature ofir...
to postulate that whatever is true Of a regular polygon, and
depend upon the number of sides of the polygon, is also true
to find circumferences and lengths of arcs

to its diameter
1'

wh ch does not
.of the circle

Development:

The lesson may begin with reports, of t,1:1),results of the homework exercises.' The
students in each raw will discover, that the ratio of the perimeter to twice the
radius is the same as longjas the number ofsides is the same. They, will
conclude that the ratio is constant for any given n. This may be,. deduced in-
formally.

The circle may now be introduced as the limiting shape of a regular polygon as
the number of sides increases. Hence, we postulate that:

Whateyer is true of a regular polygon, and which does not depend upon the
numbef of sides of the polygon, isalso.true of the circle.

An application of the postulate .gives us C1 d1

This implies that

... mow.

C2 d2

e

C1 C
2

''-lfhe student should be led to realize that °

d
1

d
2

this proposition means that the ratio of the circumference of any circle to its
diameter is the same or constant. Have the students refer again to their
homework results:

C

Teacher: How can we arrive at an approximation of this constant value for d?
Student: We can arrive .at the approximation by observing the constants

for n = 6, 12, ... 180.
Teacher: Which of these would be best for our purpose?
Student:,The.case in which we have the largest possible number cf sides.

-Since the ratio of the circumference of any circle to
a constant, we give that constant a name. Wehave.no
this number, therefore we choose the synkly for it.
"p", was chosen in the 18th century because it is the
"periphery," the word then used to designate the circ

Tus, Tr= so that c =71'd, (or c = 2 Tr r).
d

its diameter ip
numeral to designate
Tr, the Greek.letter
initial letter of

umference.

Students,maY be confused into thtleing is rational because it is defined

andas the ratio The fact is that c and d cannot both be integers. Give

exercises like, "If the circumference of a circle is 10, find the radius."
Contrasting this with, "If the radius is 10, find the circumferenCt,"

Iwill clarify this point.



The value of the ratio for n a 180 is reported as 3.15. The teacher may offer
.the information that for n 200, the ratio 3.1412.. The first good approximation
of the value of the ratio was found by Archimedes. He found its value to lie'
between 3 1/7 and 3 10/71.

The value of the ratio cannot be expressed as a ratio of integers. The ratio
is designated by the symbol Tr and is considered to be an irrational number.
Thus, C .117 and CI 217r.-

2r

Have the students use this in finding circumferences and length of such
arcs as 180°.. 90°, 45°, 60°, and 30°. Answerd, for the most part, should
be left in terms oflir. Students should estimate answers using 3 fora.

14-sscr 7

Aim: To deduce the area of a circle (A = Vr2)

To trace back then area sequence.

Development:
.19

Have the students consider a regular polygon inscribed in a circle. As the number
of sides of the polygon increases, it assumes more and more the shape of the
circle. The students should realize that (1) the apothem increases and approaches
the radius of the circle as a limit and (2) the perimetei increases and approaches
the circumference as a limit. Therefore, the formula for the area-of a regular
polygon (A 'ap) becomes foi the circle A gm ir C or it 21T r Trr2.

Suggested exercises:

1. The area of a circle is 257T. Find the radius and circumference.

2. The circumference, of a circle is 141T Find the radius and area.

Teacher: What was the original postulate of our area sequence?

This question will spark a reexamination of the entire area sequence ending with

the area of the circle.
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!Um: To fiad areas of sectors and segments.
To solve area problems involving composite figures.

Development:

Tell the class that-th-rea of such a piece of
a circle as the shaded portion of the diagram
arises in problem's involving pipes or horizontal
tanke partially filled with water. : Challenge
them to suggest how to find such an area.

Students will suggest drawing 'Ole radii, and this suggestion should lead
to definitions for both sectors and segments.

Compare the area of the sector as a fractional part of the circle to
the corresponding notion of the length of an arc as a fractional part
of the circumference/Of the circle.

Discourage memorization of unnecessary formulas. The area of a minor
segmNit should be attacked each time it is met as the area of a sector
minus that ()fa. triangle, Note that the 0.b sin C method is usually the
shortest method for setting the area of the triangle in this context.

UNIT TEST

REGULAR POLYGONS and CIRCLES

N.
1. State, the theorems, in order, leading from the postulate, "The area of a

rectangle is tie product of its base and altitude,".in the seguence which
fconcludes with the deduced theorem, "The area of a circle is the product

of its circumference and radius."-_____/ ,

// .

2. A regular decagon is inscribed in a circle of radius 4 inches.

a. Find the apothem of the depagon.
b. Fipd the side of the decagon.
c. Find the perimeter of the decagon.
d. Find the area of the decagon.

. Find the nu r of degrees in the central angle of a secto1 whose length
of arc is 31T trcle whose radius is 6.

h. The area .of a circle is 40 square inches. Find the area of a circle whose
radius is 3 times as large.

5. Find the area of a segment whose chord is 8 inches long and whose arc
contains 1200.

6. A regular pentagon is cut out of a circular piece of sheet metal whose rtdius
is 6 inches. How many Square inches of metal are wasted?
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LOCUS EXTENDED

LESSON 1

%Aim: to review the idea of focus
to review two locus theorems
to deduce that the locus of points equidistant from two given parallel
lines is a line parallel and midway 'between the two given lines
to apply locus theorems to exercises

Development:

Have the students plot the locus of points satisfying' x - 5. Have them also plot
the locus of points satisfying'x -1. What does locus mean? The students will
recall the definition of locus as the set of points satisfying a given condition.

The students should recall the-two locus theorems previiously listed:

The locus of points within an angle and equidistant from the sides of the angle
is the bisector of that angle.

The locus of points equidistant from two given points is the perpendicular
bisector of the line segment joining the two points.

What is the locus of the points equidistant from'x = 5 and x -1? The locus is
a line paraTiel to x 5 and x -1 and midway between them, namely x 2. (Review
midpoint formula.)

Have the students recall that a locus theorem is a combination of a subsidiary
theorem and its conversEt. The subsidiary,-theorem and its converse
which arise from the class exercise ars:

Every point or ti,e line x = 2 is equidistant from x - 5 and x = -1, I) a
point is equidistant from x - 5 and x - -1, it lies on the line x = 2.

Have the students state the locus theorem of points equidistant from two parallel
lines, without the use of coordinate geometry, and add it to their list of locus
theorems.
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Suggested exercises:

The students should be led to discover loci propositions by making several
colored dots to represent members of the required set of points.

1. Teacher: What s the locus of the points I units from the origin?
Student: It se s to be a circle of radius I with center at (0,0).

Enrichments Teach the algebraic technique of letting (xly) be !LAE point on
tne locus. Derive the equation of the locus. For example, leiIxo() be
any point four units from (0,0).

Distance foirmula:
./x2 4. y2 4

x2 + y2 16

What mould this locugbe if the discussion were concerned with space 'rather
than with the plane?

2. How many points are four units
x e 5 and x -1?

J. Locate all points "d" units frOm
parallel lines m and s. Discuss

LESSON

m the origin and also equidistant from

a given point A and equidistant from two
all possible solution sets.

Aim: to investigate other locus thorems
to practice a technique for handling any locus problem

Development:

Have ttie students consider a probl-%m such as the following:

We wish to locate campsites two miles from the straight road m9 and ten miles
from the town S on road m. How many such campsites are there?

What new locus theorem is 'needed for the first requirement - the campsites are
to be'two miles from the road? The students should be led to see that the lbcus
of points a given distance from a given line is two lines parallel to. the given
line and the given distance from it.

What locus thiorem is needed for the second requirement - the campsites are
ten miles from the town S? 'How many points satisfy both conditions?

Enrichment: What would the locus be if the discussion were in space instead'of in
the plane?

Suggested exercises:

1. Have the'students apply the locus theorem of points a given distance from a
given line to coordinate geometry. For example, write the equation of the
locus of points two'unite from y e 7. The students will see that the result
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is two Yines,'y = 9 and y = 5, because neither equation alon%contains all
the members of the required set.

2. Investigate other loci by the cAored-dot method. For example, find the
locus of the points four units fr?th a circle of radius seven. What would
the locus be if the discussion were in space?

Not,e: Encourage students to sketch solutions involving several loci
by keeping the given facts in ink and each locus in a different color.

3. Enrichment:

a. Derive the equation of the locus of the points 4 units from (2,3).
b. Show that the equation of the locus of all points whose distance from

(2,3) equals their distance from y = -1 is in the form y = + bx + cl
Use colored dots and sketch the locus. This locus, a parabola, is
very important in reflectors and telescopes.

Lesson 3

Alm: To apply locus theorems to the problems of circumscribing a circle about
a triangle and inscribing a circle within a triangle.

Development:

Have the students draw any triangle ABC and consi)ter the problem of circum-
scribing a- circle around ABC.

The question will arise as to where is the center of the circle. This will
lead the students to recall the method of finding the center of a broken
wheel. They will agree that two loci are sufficient to locate the point
which is equidistant from all three vertices. Deduce this orally using the
locus of points equidistant from two given points. Complete the construction.

Have the students next consider the problem of drawing a circle within triangle
ABC tangent to the sides of the triangle (sketch). We call this an inscribed circle..

Teacher:- Will the inscribed circle havethe same center as the circumscribed circle?
Student: No. The center of the inscribed circle must be equidistant from the

sides.
Student: .Then it must be the intersection of the angle bisectors.

Note: Have students recall the locus theorem of points within an angle
equidistant from the sides.

Teacher: en we know the center, what else must we know in order to construct
he circle?

Student: We need the radius. It is the distance from the center to a side.
Teacher: What construction must we make in order to find this distance?.
Student: Drop a perpendicular from the center to a side.
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Have the class complete the constructions. Have them consider:

When will the circumventer and incenter coincide?
When will the circumventer be in, on, or outside the triangle?

Enrichment: Find the coordinates of the 'circumcenter of triangle A (2,1), B (5,7),
C (7,6). Deduce what kind of triangle it is from your result.

Given isosceTes right triangle with hypotenuse 5./T. Find the inradius;

UNIT TEST

LOCUS WENDED

1. Locate by construction all points 3 units from a given point P and equidis-
tant from two parallel lines IT the lines are 1 unit apart and P lies on one
of the lines.

2. Derive the equation of thefocus of all points 5 units from (0,0) and draw it.

3: Quote a locus theorem, and the subsidiary theorem and converse of which it
is made up.

4. Show by construction in a scalene triangle that the circumventer and incenter
are two different points. Discuss special cases.
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XIV.

INBQUALTrIES

Lesson 1

Aim: To learn how to form the inverse of an if-then statement.
To recognize that a statement need not have the same truth value as its inverse.
To compare the inverse and the converse of a statement.

' To learn how to'form tne contrapositive of an if-then statement.'
To recognize that a statement and its contrapositive have the same truth
value. -

To introduce inequalities by forming the inverse and contrapositive,of
-statements of equality.

pevelooment:1

The topic may be introduced by asking, "How can we form new propositions from
khown propositions?"

Have the students recall how to form the converse of an if-then statement.
Have them apply it to, "If two angles are right angles, then the two angles ar
equal."

They should recall that, converses are introduced to help formulate new statements
which are to be tested as possible theorems. They should beed once again,
by means of real-life and geometric examples, to realize that "arguing from the
converse" is a type of fallacious reasoning, since a statement need not have the
same truth value as its converse.

Show the class that another transformation of an if-then statement is the inverse
of the statement. The inverse is formed by replacing both, the hypothesis and
the conclusion by their negations. The result is a new statement to be tested
as a possible theorem. The inverse of the above statement about angles is,
"If two angles are not right angles, they are not equal." This is a statement
of inequality and it happens to be false.

Have the students consider a few more inverses of theorems and ascertain their
truth, values. Include real life statements as well as geometric statements,
fox...example: "If you are a citizen, then you may vote," and-"If you live in
New York City, then you live in the United States." Have the students conclude
that "arguing from the inverse" is another type of fallacious argument.

Re-emphasize the fact that just as each time that a proposition was discovered
by experimentation its truth had to be estiblished by deduction, so also each
time a proposition is formulated as vconVerse or as an inverse of a given
statement, the truth of the resulting statement must also be established.

Now pose the question of formulating the inverse of'the converse of a given
if-then statement. Use the examples previously considered, as well as new
examples, and have the students compare the truth values. Using, "If A,
then B", show that theconverse of the inverse is the same as the inverse of
the converse. Thisstatement, If not-B, then not A, is called the contrapositive
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of If A, then B. Elicit the generalization: an if-then statement and its
Contrapositive have the same truth, values.

An additional result, if desired, is the generalization: the converse and the
inverse of an if-then statement have the same truth values -'that is, they are
either both 1.1g1 or both talge.

Make the presentation of these logical notions-as concrete as possible by the
use of many illustrations and by giving much practice. In particular, if
statements of,equality are used, the new propositions formed as inverses or
contrapositives will deal with inequalities. For example: "If two aides of
a triangle are equa then the two angles opposite these sides are equal";
"In a circle, if t chords are equal, then their arcs are equal"; and so on.
Note alio that such tatements of inequality can be made more precise by
introducing the notion of "greater than" or "less thin". This will be done
in later lessons.

The complete discussion may bS summarized in the following tabulation, in Which
the truth values "True" and "False" are symbolized respectively by " and "F ".

Statement Converse Inverse Contrapositive

Logical
Form

If p,
then q

If q,
'then p

If not p,
then not q

-If.not q,
then not p.

Set of
Possible
Truth
Values

T T T T

T F F T

F T T F

F , F F. F

t

An alternative way to represent these logical interrelationships is the follow-
ing diagram.
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A better class may consider,
$

as enrichment, the formation of parkial inverses
of an if-then statement. For example, "If a line passes through the center of
a circle and is perpendicular to a chord, then the line bisects the chord"
has the pvtial inverses: "If a line does not pass through the center of a
circle, then the line is not the perpendicular bisector of a chord," and "If
a line is not perpendicular to a chord, then the line does not pass through
both the center of the circle and the midpoint of the chord."

Lesson 2

Aim: To review the meaning and notation of the inequality relations symbolized by
and< .

To begin listing inequality postulates as a step in the development of
another miniature postulational system.
To elicit the postulates:

for any two quantities, either the.first is greater than the second,
or 61-a,e3the first is equalto the second, or, else the first is less
than the second

the whole is greater than any of its parts

in any statement of inequality a quantity may be re laced by its equal

liltif the first of three quantities is greater than econd, and the
second is yfeater than the third, then the first is eater than the third.

To deduce and apply the theorem:
an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either nonadjacent in-
terior angle.

Development:

Pose the problem, "How does an exterior angle of a triangle compere in size with
an adjacent interior angle? with a nonadjacent (remote)interior angle?"

One result will be the proposition, "An exterior angle; of a triangle is greater
than either nonadjacent interior angle." Ask, "How can we deduce this?"

At this point the more alert students may assert that the exterior angle has
already been shown to be equal to the sum of the two nonadjacent interior
angles, and so must be greater than either one. Remind the class, however,
that whenever deduction is to be used in a new area of mathematics, additional
definitions and postulates are necessary. This is here the case, "since we are
now going to deal with statements of inequality instead of statements of equality.

Recall and re-emphasize the fact that equality of line segments or equality of
angles means equality of the positive real numbers which are their measures
(number of units of linear measure or number of units of angular measure).

Define "a is greater than b" to mean "there is some positive number, /b such
that a = b + p." Illustrate this definition by using the coordinates on a line
to show that "a is greater than b" means that the, point whose coordinate is a
is tp the right of the point whose coordinate is b."

Review or re-teach the notations; a.> b, a4( b, a 54 b. Show also how to
read statements in which these symbols are used. In particular, emphasize
that "a < b" is equivalent to "b> a", and that "a 7i b" is equiyalent to
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"either a> b or else a4: b." Illustrate these notions and notations with
particular line segments and particular angles.

Review the "trichotomy propctrty", that for any two real numbers (quantities)
a and It, one and only one of the following relations is true: a> b, a = b,
a b. Adopt the statement of this property as the first postulate in a list
to be used for the purpose of deducing/theorems about inequalities.

Lead the class to see that from the definition of "greater. than" a,reasonable
assumption is,."The whole is greater than any of its parts." Adopt this
statement as the second postulate in the list of inequality postulates.
Illustrate the postulate with line segments and with angles.

NoW have the students deduce the ' "greater than" theorem for the exterior angle
by using the equality theorem and the postulate that the whole is greater
than any of its parts.

Apply the new theorem to exercises. As this is done, the class will find that
corresponding to the "substitution postulate" for equalities, it, is usefUl also
to have the postulate: in any statement of inequality, a quantity may be re-
placed by its equal. Have the .students addh,,this postulate to their list.

Another needed postulate is the "transitive property" of the "greater than',
relation: if a,> b, and b.> c, then a> c. This prowty may be elicited
by comparing the heights 9f three students. Have the students formulate a
generalization of the transitive property and add it to the set of postulates.

Suggested exercises:

1. Given: AB =

Deduce: L2,> Ll

2. Given: AB = AC

Deduce:b.> Lx

e

3. Enrichment: Without using any dependence on the parallel postulate, deduce:
An exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either remote interior
angle. Use the necessary assumptions of betweenness.
4211: The theorem, "The exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum
of the two remote interior angles", is a consequence of the parallel postulate..

4. Enrichment: Deduce the "transitive property" postulate from other postulates
and the definition of "greater than".
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Lesson 3

00°..

Aim: To.complete thecset of inequality postulates.
To postulate:

a smaller quantity may be made part of a larger one
if equals are added to (subtracted from) unequals, the results are
unequal in the same order
if unequals are multiplied (divided) by positive equals, the results
are unequal in the same order
the sum Of two sides of a/triangle is greater than the third side

To deduce and apply the theorem: ot

if two sides of a triangle are uneqtal, then the angles opposite these
sides are unequal, and the greater angle lies opposWthe,greater side.

Develounent: A

Ask, "What is the inverse of:,,If two sides of a triangle are equal, then the
angles opposite these sides are equal. Is the resulting new statement true
or false?" Have the students make the new statement more precise t using

of a triangle are unequal, the angles opposite t ese sides are unequal, and
"greater" to clarify "unequal". Pose the probleof deducing: "If two s des

the greater angle lies opposite the greater side.'

A-possible procedure is to deduce the theorem in two stages: a preliminary
problem, and the main problem. For the preliminary problan, have the students
consider Diagram 1 of the following diagrams, with AD = AC Oven. Have them
deduce that angle y is greater than angle B, by making use ollrpostulatee and
the exterior angle inequality theorem.

B
Diagram 1

Continue with the main problem, referring to Diagram 2: if in triangle A
it is given that AB> AC, deduce that Lc> LB. Make use of a point D on A
such that AD = AC, and then proceed as with the preliminary problem. In order
to be able to assert that there is such a point, we need to add to our list
of inequality postulates: "a smaller quantity may be made part of a larger one."

Have the class realize thal in order to apply the inequality theorems effectively,
it will be necessary to co plete the set of inequality postulates. Try to
elicit from the students the inequality postulates that are analogs to the
equality postulates of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.,

Diagram 2



This might be done by having the students consider: 14> 8
2 A 2

Note that, in each of these_postulates, the eaual quantities overate 2a the
unequal quantities. Consider also the cases of inequalities operating on'
equalities, especially subtraction and division.

The students should also examine situations in which no conclusive general
ization can be made. For instance, if 4; b and c ( d, nothing can be said
stout the relative sizes of a + c and b + d..

A better class, for enrichment, might consider the inequality postulates for
multiplication and division when the equality is between negative. numbers.
However, such postulates are not needed for purely geometric inequalities.

Discuss the apparent assumption about distances,made by a pedestrian who
jaywalks. Have.the class adopt and add tothe list or inequality postulates
the corresponding "triangle inequality": the sum of two sides of a triangle
is greater than the third side.

Have the class review and list: ways to deduce that one line segment is greater
than another, and ways to deduce that one angle is greater than another.

Suggested exercises:

1. Given: PAC> PR

SQ = TR

Deduce: Z2,> Ll

2. Given: AB = AC

Deduce: AB> iBC

3. Given: L:7 ABCD

diagonal BD

AB> EC

Deduce: LY> Lx
Air

F

Note: What does this exercise tell us about the diagonals of a parallelogram
which is not a rhombus?
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'4. In Exercise 3, what can be deduced if AB < BC? libir = BC?

5. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, prove that one angle of the triangle
is greater than'6000.

yEnrichment: If a > 0, does it follow that 4a > 3a?. Supposo a <0?

Lesson 4

Note:,While the formal treatment of the indirect proof has been deferred until
the unit on inequalities, informal indirect proofs. have been used earlier
in the,guide; e.g. the theorem, "the line perpendicular to a radius at its
outer extremity is a tangent to the circle," has been proved by the indirect
method (See, Lesson 7 of VII on circles). The teacher might well have introduced
a formal treatment pf the indirect method of proof at one of, these earlier
,points. If this is done, it is advidable'to use indirect reasoning, wherever
feasible, throughout the year. It is a method which the students will-use
frequently throughout higher mathematics.

Aim: To develop the Method of elimination as an indirect method of deduction
To postulate:

if a supposition leads eo a contradiction, then the supposition is false
if all but one'of all the mutually exclusive possibilities for the
conclusion of a statement are false, then the only remaining possibility
must be true 4

To deduce, by the meiXod of eliminE.tion, the theorem:
it two angles of a triangle are unequal, then the sides opposite these
angles are unequal and the gre4ter side lies opposite the greater angle

To apply the method of elimination to prove original exercises.

Develolment:

Have the class recall the theorem: "If two angles of a triangle are equal, then
the sides opposite these angles are equal." Ask the students to form the
inverse and investigate its truth value.

Lead the students to see that the statement, "In triangle ABC, if LB # LC,
then AB # AC", card be deduced at once if * adopt as a postulate: "If a
supposition leads to a contradiction, then the supposition is false." For,

if we suppose AB = hC, this would mean LB =LC, which contradicts LB # LC.

'At this point an alert student may point out that the proof of this inequality
theorem follows at once as the contrapositiye of a theorem on equality.

-

Have the students consider the more precise statement, "In triangle ABC,
if LB >LP, then AC >AB." In order to use the "contradiction postulate" to
deduce this statement, we must make more than one supposition. To illustrate
the procedure, have the students consider the case in which.Joe is either at
home, at Henry's home, or at the movies. We phoned Joe's home and learned that
Joe is not there. We phoned Henry's home and learned that-Joe is not there
either. What 'can we deduce from this information?

Discuss the difficulty of listing all the possibilities in aoreal situation.

Discuss the frequency:of the use of this indirect method as a method of deduction
in medical diagnosis, detective stories, and mechanical trouble shooting.



This type of indirect method may be called "the method of elimination." From
the above, abstract the structure:

List all the mutually exclusive possibilities for the conclusion in a
proposition.
Let A, B, and C be the possibilities with A the one we are trying to deduce.
If supposition B, then a sequence of steps follows ending in a contradiction.
Therefore B is eliminated, by the "contradiction postulate".
If suRposition.C, then as for Supposition B, a sequence of steps ends in a
contradiction, and C is eliminated.
Therefore A is true... 4s a reason, we need the postulate, "If all but one
of all the mutually exclusive possibilities for the conclusion of a statement
are false, then the only remaining 'possibility must be trues." We may aOreVi
ate this: "Only remaining possibility."

The following teacherstudent interchange illustrates the use of this method of ..

elimination as well as another possible approach`.to introducing the present
inequality theorem:

Teacher: We have deduced the theorem that iA a triangle, the grater angle
lies opposite the greater side. What is the converse Pf this theorem?

Student: Ina triangle, the greater side lies opposite,the greater angle.
Teacher: Decide by experimentation whether the converse seems to be true.%

(The students make triangles with unequal angle's-and measure the
opesite sides.)

Teacher: ad are going to use the method oekelimination to deduce this theorem.
What is the first step in the procedure?

Student: List all the possibilities for the sides b and c.
Teacher: What are all the possibilities in this case?
Student: All the possibilities are: b = c, b.< c, b > c. (For two quantities,

either the first is greater than the second, or else the first is
equal to the second, or else the first fs less tha' the second.)

Teacher: What should be the second step In the deduction?
Student: Suppose b = c, then LB = LC. (If sides of a triangle are equal,

then the angles opposite them are equal.)
Teacher: What is our next step in the deduction?
Student: The angles are unequal; that is, LB').L.C. (Given.)

Teacher: Therefore, what can we say?
Student: The conclusion "b = c" is false, and may be eliminated. (If a

supposition leads to a contradiction, it is false.)

As this teacherstudent interchange continues, the next possibility, b L c, is
also shown to lead to a contradiction, and is therefore eliminated. The final
step may then be written in the form: b ))0.. (Only remaining possibility.)

Suggested exercises: 16_

1. In triangle AEC, if AB = AC, and D is any point in BC, deduce that AB >AD..
2. By the method of elimination, deduce that the hypotenuse of a right triangle

is greater than a leg of he triangle.
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3. Enrichment: Deduce the triangle inequality postulate from the other
inequality postulates and the inequality theorems.

),
Suggested method:

Suppose AC is the longest side of the triangle.
Extend AB to D so. that BD = BC. Then show gnat
AD > AC.

UNIT TEST

INEQUALITIES

1. InA ABC, LA = 60°, LB = 656. Name the longest side of the liriangle.

From the two statements: a> 5, and 3 = 3, one may deduce the statement
8 - 3 > 5 -;3. State the postulate that justifies the conclusion.

Give'a grief argument justifying the statement: "The side opposite the
obtuse angle in a triangle is the largest side of the triangle."

aduce that the sum of the diagonals of a parallelogram is less than the
perimeter.

Enrichment: Deduce by a direct method: If two angles of a triangle are
unequal, the sides opposite these angles are unequal and the greater side
lies opposite the greater angle.

X

r.



XV.

INTEGRATION OF PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY

This year course in Tenth Year Mathematics is the development of a postu-
lational system for two-space. The same course can well be taught to
honor classes as a study of the postulational development of both two-space
and three-space geometry.

Suggestidni for accomplishing this integration of plane and solid geometry:

1. When studying perpendicular lines in, two-space, introduce perpendicular
lines and planes in three space. For example, in the unit on congruence,
the class can prove: "If a line is perpendicular to each of two inter-
secting lines at their point of intersection, it is perpendicular to
their plane."

ti

2. When studying parallel lines in two - space, introduce parallel lines and
planes in three-space. For example, the class can prove: "Two lines
parallel to the same line are parallel to each other." Contrast this
with such false statements as "Two lines perpendicular to the same line
are parallel." Throughout the yeat, the class should decide which
theorems in two-space hold in threfi-space.

In the non-Euclidean geometry discussion, bring in the geometry on the
surface of the sphere as a model of Riemannian geometry.

3. In introducing locus, extend the concept to sets of points in three-space.
For_example, the locus of points equidistant from two given points is
the plane which is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining
them.

4. In quadrilaterals, we assumed all the figures were plane. Show that a
quadrilateral can be a'skew figure, but that parallelograms.and trapezoids
are plane.

5. The locus definition of the circle can be extended in three-space to thp.
sphere. Students can prove that the intersection of a sphere and a plane
is a circle and study great circles and small circles.

6. In coordinate geometry, introduce the one-to-one correspondence between
points in space and triples of real numbers. Equations of planes parallel
to the coordinate planes are appropriate here.

As soon as the distance formula has been developed for two-space, it may
be extended to three-space. Equations of cylindrical surfaces and
spheres are easily discussed.

7. After the Pythagorean Theorem and trigonometry, many numerical problems

with spheres and polyhedra are easily understood.
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8. In the unit on areas, surfac areas of three-dimensional figures and their
volumes will arise. Student have studied volume formulas in grade 8.

9. In connection with similar polygons, the relationship between the ratio of
sides and areas can be extended to corresponding situations involving edges
surfaces rnd volumes of similar solids. Regular polygons should lead to a
discussion of the five regula,cipolyhedra.

10. With inequalities, basic inequalities in three dimensions,-such as the face
angles of the polyhedral ang19, provide natural extensions.
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Alternate sequences, 6, 46, 61, 65,
67, 68, 72, 73, 74, 76

Altitude upon hypotenuse,'96-97, 98,

Analogy, 48

Argle
adjacent,
complementary,
construction - copyi an angle,

27

- .bisect an
angle, 26

definition, 11
elevation and depression, 108
inscribed in semicircle, 98-99
measurement, 75-78
parallel lines (angles of), 37-42

Arc d ree, 68, 75

Arcs, 67-68

Area\

circle, 128
congruence and equality, 115
coordinate geometry, 120
regular polygon, 126
sector, 129
segment, 129
sequeuct, 116-118_
similar figures, 121
trigonometric ratios, 119
unit, 114

Betweenness, 2, 3, 11

Checking a deduction, 34-35

Chords, 71-72

Circle
area, 128
circumscribed, 125, 132
definition, 67
inscribed, 125, 132
regular polygon, 125

Circumference, 127-128

Congruent triangles, 20-36, 46-51

4

Converse, 41, 47, 57-58, 70, 89

Constructions, 25 -27., 33-34, 57, 58,

70, 79, 84, 132-133

Contrapositive, 134-135

Coordinate geometry, 61-66, 73, 91-93,
100-105, 110-115, 120 4

Corresponding parts, 22, 81

Cosine ratio, 107-109

Deduction, 2, D, 7, 9-10, 14, 15,
30-31, 56

Definitionally equivalent, 31

Definitions, 8, 10-12, 15, 31, 52-53, 54

Distance, 73, 100-102

Equation of line, 65, 66

Errors in,reasoning, 1, 10, 42, 48

Hypothesis, 17, 27

Indirect method, 140-142

Induction, 1, 7, 9-10, 92

Inequalities, 134-142

Informal proof, 4

Irrational numbers; 82, 97, 116-117

Isosceles right triangle, 103

Isosceles trapezoid, 60

Inverse, 134, 136

Line segments proportional, 82-84

Locus, 49-51, 70, 129-133

Mathematical model, 2

Mean or average, 63, 76, 77, 92
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Midpoint, 63, 90-91

Parallel lines, 37-42

Parallelogram,-11, 52-60

Parallel postulate, 37, 39, 40

Perpendicular lines, 16, 33, 105,

110-112

Pi, 127-128

Polygon
regular, 123124
similar, 81, 130-131
sum of exterior angles, 123-124
sum of interior angles, 124

Postulates, 13, 14, 23-25, 29., 37,

40, 61, 82

Postulational system and sequence,
3, 13-15, 27, 39, 40, 43, 47,
56, 69, 77, 116-118

Products (equal), 87, 88

Projection, 96

Proof, informal, 4

Proportion, 81-83, 87, 96

Proposition, 1

Pytlagorean 'theorem, 99-102
converse, 104-105

Quadrilateral, 52-60

Quadratic equation, 98-99

Ratio, 80

Rays, 11

ReCtangle, 53, 55,.58, 59

Rhombus, 11, 52, 53, 55, 58

Secant, 88
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Sequence,-6, 11

Sets, 10, 50, 54, 61, 63, 67

Similarity, 80-94

Similar polygons, 80

Similar triangles 85-94

Sine ratio, 106-109

Slope, 110-113

S.M.S.G., 2, 8, 11

Solid geometry, 143-144

Square, 52, 53, 58

Tangent ratio, 106-107, 108, 109

Tangents, 73-74, 79, 88

Time allotment, 4, 6

Theorem, 14

Trapezoid, 52, 55, 60

Triangles
circumscribing a circle, 132
congruent, 20
definitions, 1?
inscribing a circle, 132
ratio of areas of similar triangles, 121
right, 44, 48-49, 99-105
similar, 85-90, 96, 121
special right triangles, 102-103
sum of angles, 43

Trigonometry, 106-109

Truth table, 135

U.I.C.S.M., 8

Undefined terms, 8

Validity, 1, 2

Venn diagrams, 54


